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ETING OF WALDO COUNTY GRANGE
in County Pomona Grange met Dee.
with Mystic Grange, Belmont. The
were rough ami icy, which caused the
dance to be smaller than usual. The

wing granges were represented; HanMystic, Dirigo, Equity, .Seaside, YicFrederick Ritchie, Tranquility and
Montville.

The officers present

were

Overseer, Lecturer, Steward, Secreand lady officers. Alter the opening
:ses remarks for the good of the order
made by C. M. Howes, A. V. Martin,
Stevens, Mrs. II. I’. Farrow and oth-

p-r.

One hour and a half was then taken
linner and social chat. On calling toper again a fine address of welcome was
by Nettie Marriner and was ably reded to by Manley Wilson. The topic,
what extent should government extend
in

building country roads?” was disd by Fred Marriner,
Charles‘Moody,
ter Shibles, A. Wadsworth, D. O. BowV Martin, C. M. Howes and the
■by Master. They nearly all thought
ight to receive aid from the govern! the same as we do from the State.
A
iterary entertainment was given by the
grange, which consisted of music by
choir. reading by Mrs. H. P. Farrow;
-ation by Susan Morse; recitation by
Elms; reading by Esther Morse;
Ation by Nettie Marriner; declamation
request by Oscar Googins of Victor
mge; song, ‘‘Rachel and Ruben," by
Marriner and Lizzie Crockett. This
-• was finely rendered and created
quite
pf merriment.
1 lie next meeting will be with Union
est Grange, Centre Montville,
January
with the following program: opening
vises; conferring fifth degree; report
.ianges; appointment of committee; adof welcome by Bertha Thompson ; re;se by Delbert Paul;
recess; music by
dioir, topic, ‘‘Is it advisable to adopt
dative referendum?” to be opened
by]
ph Howard. Remainder of program to
irnished by the host grange.
■
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■
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A

FORGOTTEN CAMDEN HERO.”

print in other columns an abstract of
very interesting paper read at the recent
ng of the Maine Loyal Legion in Portby .lohu 0. Johnson, Esq. of Liberty,
ihich has received very battering menfrom tiie Portland newspapers. Tlie
m to extend a vote of thanks to Mr.
-on was made by General Joshua L.
mberlain and seconded by Professor
S. Sewall, D. I)., of the Hangor Theoa] .Seminary, and by Gen. Seldeu Coil'd Augusta. Since his return home Mr.
son has received the
following letter:
nary Orderofthe Loyai, Legion
of the United States.
■

■
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Thomas Haugh died Dec. fith, at the home
brother, William Haugh. He was

of his

indisposed

and did not go out in the morn-

ing and later went to his room to lie down.
In the afternoon Mrs.
William Haugh

to his room to see if he wanted
anything and found him apparantly lifeless.
Dr. G. C. Kilgore was sent for
and after an
examination said that he had been dead for
several hours.
The deceased had before
had serious attacks of heart
trouble and
that was no doubt the cause of his
death.
Thomas Haugh was born in Belfast
July
4, 1864, the son of Charles and
Margaret
Haugh, and had always lived here. For a
ziumber of years he was
employed in the
snoe factory as laster and
cutter, and later
was iu the restaurant and
hotel business.
He was at one time
proprietor of the
Windsor Hotel and was the head of the
firm of Haugh,
Varney & Edwards which
conducted the Crosby Inn from 1892 until it
was burned.
Latterly he had not been in
active business. He was interested in all
kinds of sports, but
particularly in base
Rev. Thomas E. Rrastow, for 24 years
ball, and was widely Known as a man true
superintended of the Sunday school of the
tu his friends and of a
genial and generous Camden Congregational church, died Dec.
disposition, lleis survived by two brothers, 9th at his home in Rockport. Mr. Rrastow
was boru in
\\ illiani and Charles
Me., August 13, 1835.
Haugh of Belfast, and He graduatedBrewer,
from Williams college with
one sister, Mrs. Russell
G. Dyer of Port- the class of 1881 ami Bangor
Theological
land.
He was a member of
Timothy Seminary, class of 1884. He was ordained
Chase Lodge, No. 126,F. and A. M„ Silver and installed into the Gospel ministry October 11, 1885, over the church at Jackson and
Cross Lodge, No. 58, Knights of
Pythias, Brooks, lie was also pastor at Sherman
and Bangor Lodge of Elks, No. 244. The Mills and Orland. He went to Rockport in
funeral services were held at the residence 1878. There he made his home until his
death. Mr. Brastow had
maintained
Friday afternoon, Rev. Ashley A. Smith, a deep interest in Sundayalways
school work and
pastor of the L'uiversalist church,officiating. was for many years an officer in the Knox
Rev. Harry Lutz, pastor of the Unitarian county Sunday school associatioo. He was
also one of the trustees of the Camden Conchurch, was present as a brother Mason
gregational parish. At the time of his death
and member of the same
he was superintendent of the Rockport
Silver
lodge.
( ross Lodge, K. of
P., attended in a body. schools. He is survived by a wife, sons
and daughters.
The floral offerings were as follows:
Basket,
Almira
wife of Oliver SimMr. and Mrs. Wm. Haugh, Mrs. K. G.
Dyer; mons of D., (Wiley) had
been confined to
pilloV, Miss Telia Jackson ; piliow, Mrs. M. her bed Appleton,who
for nearly two
had a shock
E. Haugh, Mrs. Kate Haugh Biather, Mr. Nov. 9th and died one years,
week later. Mrs.
Henry Haugh; pinks and roses, Mr. and Simmons was born June 8, 1820, in Union,
in what is known as the Seldon Dunton
Mrs. E. B. Thompson; wreath, Mr. and
house. The house was then in Waldo CounMrs. James Walker; wreath, Luther Ham- ty, Massachusetts. Mrs. Simmons
leaves
two sons, Ephraim G. and Stillman N. Simmons, J. F. Sylvester, Martin
Webber,
both of Appleton; two brothers,
mons,
George Darby, Horace Smalley, C. Sheldon, Aaron
Wiley of Appleton and Peleg Wiley
Bert Darby, L. H. Colcord, Ralph Darby, of Rockland,
Me., and one sister, Mrs. Ruth
Davis
of
W. A. Kimball, W. G.
Appleton.
J.
went

Sprague,

Dennett,
J. Norton, A. Lane, I. T. Clough; basket,
Mr. Charles Lancaster; Masonic
emblem;
K. of P. emblem; bouquets, Dr. G. C. KilMr.
James
gore,
Harriman, Fogg & Brown,
Mr. and Mrs. E M. Hall, Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Fahy, Mr. and Mrs. Elisha Sherman,
Mr. True llayford and Mr. Carroll Thompson, Mr. W\ E. Dilworth, Mr. and Mrs. Wm.
Coombs, Miss Annie Jackson, Mr. and Mrs.
Martin Webber, Mr. and Mrs. Frank Jackson, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Darby, Mrs. Una
Sheldon, Miss Georgia Sheldon, Miss Lelia
Sheldon and Miss Nellie Harford.

Mary A. Wetherbee, wife of Charles
Wetherbee of Belmont, died, or passed to a
highei life, Nov. 27 1905, aged 70 years
and 8 months.
Mrs Wetherbee was. the
daughter of Amos and Mary Greer of Belmont. Through her iiiness she was tenderly
oared for by her husband, children, and her
Mrs. Wetherbee
many devoted friends.
was highly respected aud loved by all who
knew her. She was entirely devoted to her
home and children, and was endowed or
blessed with a sterling character and a
she always had a
pleasing disposition.
kind word for every one. She was a noble
woman and
leaves hosts of friends to
mourn her passing away.
She leaves to

Portland, Dec. 7, I>>05. j j
Master John 0. Johnson,
mourn their loss a devoted husband, one
-ar Sir and Companion :
son, Mr. George Wetherbee of Providence,
stated meeting of this Commandery, K.
f., and one step-daughter, Mrs. Emma
n Portland, December
ti, 1905, it was
led, that the thanks of the Commandery Morrill of Belmont; two sisters, Mrs.
I they are hereby, presented to Acting
Harriet Morrill of Belmont, and Mrs.
',Ji Companion John O. Johnson for his
Hannah Hook of /Searsniout, and two
edingly interesting and valuable paper
Gilbert Greer
Thomas
and
led “A Forgotten Camden Hero,” and brothers,
lie be requested to furnish a copy of Greer of Belmont. Mrs. Wetherbee’s life
-ame

for the archives of the Command-

I add my personal appreciation of
paper. I knew the Commandery would
it, but the impression made by the
exceeded my expectations, great as
were.
Your reading of the paper was
fui and impressive.
Very truly yours,
Henry S. Rurrage,
Recorder.

ty
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work is ended and she has now become a
ministering hope and spirit to those left in
sadness in her earthly home. The funeral
services were at her late home in Belmont,
Nov. 29th, Rev. Ashley A. Smith of Belfast
The interment was in the
officiating.
family lot in Hillside cemetery, Belmont.
The floral tributes were many and beautiful, testifying in how great esteem Mrs.
Wetherbee was held by her friends and ac-

Basket Ball.

quaintances.

Winterport, Dec. 8th, Winterport de■•d Islesboro with a score of 25 to 10. It
a good game with a good attendance.
1

summary:

terport.
mg, rf.,
’dnow, If.,
0 ff, c.,
•an,

Islesboro.

lg., Ilurgin, Moody,

Williams.
e., Fairfield,
if., Carter.

rg.,

rg.,

•lee, lg.,

The funeral of Mrs. Emily (Richardsf
Pendleton took place in the Baptist meet-

ing

house,

Islesboro,

Friday

afternoon,

Dec. 8tli, and was largely attended. Rev.
She united with
Geo. E. Tufts officiated.
the church in 185b, and was a woman of
She was able to
rare Christian excellence.
attend divine worship until within three
weeks of her departure. She was born in

rf., Pendleton,
■re,
Winterport 25, Islesboro 10.
ree and umpire, Pendleton and FredCamden, and sometimes remarked that she
k.
Time 20 and 25 min. periods.
was the age of the Queen, born the same
the
'tween
halves Frankfort defeated
mouth aud year, only nine days previously,
terport 2d, 14 to 10.
May 15, 1819. Id April 1836 she married
: ke game in the Belfast
lie
Opera House Joseph Pendleton, Jr., of Islesboro.
:
Friday evening between the Belfast was born Nov. 20, 1805, and died and was
-h and 4-B girls teams attracted a large buried at sea July 20, 1853. She is survived
id.
The latter team is made up of by four children—Mrs. E. A. Eames, Mrs.
!i'gh school graduates who are out for the D. H. Hall, Mrs. Sophronia E. Hatch and
v
championship of the State and hope Mrs. Ellen Fairfield, also by nine grandnieet some out of town teams before the children and seven great grandchildren.
* of the season.
It was an interesting She will be greatly missed by relatives and
-■ame.
The summary:
many friends, who will hold her iu happy
Belfast High, memory.
an Elwell, rf.,
lb., Eva Jackson.
re Vaughan, If.,
!
rb., Maud Stantial.
Mary, (Whitmore) widow of the late
all Philbrook, eg.,
eg., Bessie Black, Mark Ames,died at the home of her daugh•rence Chaples, c.,
c., Dot Page. ter, Mrs. Luiie Ufford, 18 Eastern Avenue,
1
Smalley, rb.,
If., Ola Wood,
Mass., Nov. 8th, aged 71 years,
n Iioak, lb.,
rf., Annie Gray, j Springfield,
Mrs. Ames was a
2 months and 20 days.
4B
Belfast
■re,
12,
High 2. Goals from | daughter of Joseph and Mary A. Whitmore
Miss Vaughan 5, Miss Gray. Goals of Verona.
She married Mark Ames of
1
fouls, Miss Vaughan 2. Referee and Appleton and moved there .74 years ago and
i'ire, Keene, and llayford. Linesmen, lived in the same place until the death of
•k and Twombly.
her husband, 11 years ago, since which
time she had lived with her daughter in
the greater part of the time.
■'liis, Thursday, evening there will be a Massachusetts
Allies had been a great sufferer from
■

■

1

the Opera House between the BelHigh and a team from Guilford.
at

•

s

Why Not Park Haven?
io the Editor of The Journal : Your
issue of Tlie Journal contains sugges:
ns for a name for the new
port of the N.
'! S. R. R. other than Stockton or Searsi'“rt.
We would submit one from an old
earsport non-resident, which for conveu‘•nee in speaking, writing or designation
"iiuld be fitting. The name “Park Haven”'
s-i-ins to us not altogether unsuitable.

Respectfully,

I

-E. B. Billings.

Lynn, Mass., Dec. 8,1805.
Dates of the State Fairs.
J he Centra! Maine Fair Association will
fluid their third annual fair at Central
'Inine Park, Waterville, Sept. 11th, 12th,
1 ith and 14th, 1906. The
Bangor fair will
be held the last week in August, the Lewisturi fair the first week in September and the
Central Maine the second week in September. This notice is given that county fairs
d'nl others may arrange their dates accord-

ingly.

route between Bangor and Rockland.
It
was in the days of the old stage coach with
its four and six horses. He was an ideal
driver and popular for his wit, courtesy
and strength. After the decline of stage
coaching he engaged in the business of a
livery stable at Rockland. He was a lover
of the turf and owned and developed the
best horses of his day. For several years
he was clerk of the Bay View House in
Camden, and many will remember him
there as a generous and affable keeper of
its office and bar. In his later years he
owned and carried on the homestead farm
of his ancestors in Lineolnville, where he
died. He leaves a widow, his second wife,
and a daughter, Mrs. Davis of Rockland.
Mr. Dean had all the qualities of rugged
honesty. He was a true friend and remembered with fondness all those who appreciated his strong nature. His extensive
experience with horses made him the leading veterinary in this locality for many
years, and his services were always available to minister to the ailmeuts of the animal, the horse, which he admired and
loved, and with which he spent the best
part of his days, companions together on
the great, rolling and luugiug stage coach.
He will be remembered as among the last
of the gentlemen nf the lash, who beguiled
the long journeys by stage with anecdote
and song, as indispensible in the days of
the stage coach as the affable conductor of
our railroads today.—Camden Herald.

Mrs.
heart trouble for several y ears, but bore her
sufferings with a wonderful Christian
patience and courage. Mrs. Ames is survived by six children, Mary A. Andrews of
Union ; Luiie J. Ufford of Springfield, Mass.;
George and Joseph Ames and Mis. Bertha
Simmons of Appleton and Juston Ames of
Warren; also two brothers, Hon. A. K.
Whitmore of Verona and J. Albion WhitHarbor, and a sister, Lite
more of Bar
Brief services were
Whitmore of Boston.
held in Springfield, attended by Rev. D.
Van Allen, after which the remains were
brought to Union, where services were
held at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Andrews, attended by Rev. S. O. Whittou,
an old friend of the family, assisted by Rev.
Wm. l’ranmer. She was then laid to rest
beside her husband in the family let in Pine
Grove cemetery. A faithful, devoted hardworking mother has passed away. She
was an earnest Christian worker, a member
of the Baptist church in Appleton many
service whenyears.'and always attendedThe
floral offerever health would permit.
from friends
ana
beautiful,
were
many
ings
in Massachusetts and in Appleton, and
testified to the high esteem in which she
was held.—Rockland Courier-Gazette.

Arthur B. Tribou, for the past three years
resident of Bueksport, died Dec. 8th at the
home of his mother in Hampden. He had
been in failing health for some years past,
baying been injured by an accident while
driving during the time he was employed as
a traveling salesman.
He had been unable
to continue work after that accident. About
four weeks ago Mr. Tribou went to Onawa
but failed rapidly and was brought back to
his mother's home in Hampden about a
week before his death
He was a native of
Hampden ami younger brother of Chaplain
David T. Tribou of the U. S. navy.
a

NEWS OF THE GRANGES.

WEDDING BELLS.

Howard-Whitcomb. Number t> Market
L. C. Morse, Esq., of Liberty was in the
street was the scene of a very
pretty wedgiven to the church.
ding on the evening of Wednesday, Decem- city Saturday.
Mr. Samuel L. Sleeper will visit friends
Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville, ber 6th, when Frank Edwin Howard and
has voted to have a new hard wood floor Miss Jda May Whitcomb were nnited in in Hallowell for a few weeks.
laid in the hall and to have the dining room, marriage, Rev. Ashley A. Smith of the
Albert N. Hardy returned
Friday from a
Universalist church officiating. The cere- visit with friends in
kitchen and hallways painted.
Waterville.
took place in the new home of the
At the last meeting of Victor Grange, mony
Nathan D. Ross, Lincolnville Centre, has
which was very attractively fitted
been reappointed a justice of the
Searsmont, Master Wilson was presented couple,
peace.
and
was prettily decorated with cut
up,
an elegant willow chair and hassock.
A. G.
Mrs. Mary E. Haugh is in Boston as the
flowers. The bride was handsomely gownCaswell made the presentation speech in beed in dark blue poplin over silk, trimmed guest of her daughter, Mrs. Kate Biather.
half of the Grange.
Mrs. Wm. M. Randali and son Tom left
with white all-over lace over white and
The State Grange will meet in Bangor dark
blue applique, and carried white roses. Tuesday for a visit in Boston.
Deo. 19th, 20th and 21st, and preparations
She was attended by her sister, Miss GerMrs. Charles M. Welch is
are being made to make the 32d annual seselerking in
trude Whitcomb, as bridesmaid, who wore J. If.
Howes’ store during the holiday seasion the largest and most important in the a
lighter shade of blue with white trim- son.
history of the grange.
mings and carried white pinks.
The
Miss Beryl Page was in Fairfield over
Comet Grange, Swauville, met as usual groom was attended by his nephew, Mr.
Sunday, the guest of Mrs. Burrill of Silver
last Saturday night and elected the follow- Loren Howard of Montville, as best man. street.
ing officers for the ensuing year: M Mr. A number of relatives and intimate friends
Miss Louise W. Richards left
Monday to
Seeley; 0., Lewis Nickerson; L., Melissa of the contracting parties were present to
resume her position in Farmington Normal
McKeen; S., U. O. Batehelder; A. S., witness the ceremony, which was perform- School.
Herbert Maddocks; Chaplain, Mrs. Charles ed at 7.30. Miss Clara Bell Marsh played
Miss Ruby Goodale of Rueksport arrived
Walker; T„ 11. T. White; Sec., Mrs. Alfred the wedding march, and after the ceremony
Curtis; G. K., Ray Robertson; C., Mrs. there was an informal reception, during Saturday lu visit her sister, Mrs. A. C.
Seeley; P., Margaret Billings; F., Mrs. H. which light refreshments were served. Tuttle.
Mrs. Howard is the oldest daughter of Mr.
r..
0. Batehelder ; U A. S., Carrie Seeley.
I). Hatch of Dark Harbor visited
and Mrs. Roscoe Whitcomb of Waldo, friends in
Waterville last week, returning
Lakeside Grange, China, held an all-day
and lias many friends in Belfast, where home
Friday.
meeting Dec. 5th and elected officers for she has resided for
some years.
The
Ross Patterson of Hyde Park, Mass.,
the coming yeai. Walter Davis, who has
groom is a son of the late Lewis H. Howard visited
his aunt Mrs. C. A. Ross, in Rockfilled the office of Master very satisfactorily
of Montville and is employed in Mathews’
port recently.
during the past year, was re-elected. Others Brothers isash and Blind
factory, where lie
chosen were: Secretary, C. R. Getchell;
George D. Hatch, Eowdoin, ’Ofi, has been
is well liked. Mr. and Mrs. Howard were
chosen as marshal for the exercises on
Treasurer, F. IB. Foye; Lecturer, Miuuie the recipients of
many handsome presents,
Class Day.
Getchell; Chaplain, Laura Roberts; Over- which included some
especially pretty pieces
seer, Fred Roberts. George B. Brann was of
Mrs. W. H. Bray went to Waterville last
furniture, silver, glass, china, linen,
elected delegate to the State Grange.
pictures, fancy work, money, and many week to visit her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C.
At the annual meeting of Victor Grange, other
things. They are to reside at 6 Mar- H. Maxtield.
Searsmont, Dec. bth, the following officers ket street, where their cozy rooms are niceMr. and Mrs. Win. II. Beckwith left last
were elected :
M. 0. Wilson, Master; J. F. ly fitted
up tin house-keeping. Their many Thursday by train for a few weeks’ visit in
Hall, Overseer; Mrs. Abbie Ordway, Lec- friends unite in wishing them
prosperity Massachusetts.
turer ; Fred A. Butler, Steward; John Lane,
and happiness.
Miss Nellie Hall left Monday morning
Chaplain; II. E. Holmes, Treasurer; A. G.
for Farmington, where she is to attend
Cibtis-Dyeb. A very quiet and pretty
Caswell, Secretary; D. Sweetland, Assisttook place on Thanksgiving the Normal School.
ant Steward; Mrs. M. 0. Wilson, Ceres; ceremony
Mrs. G. IT. Webber arrived by boat
Mrs. J. F. Hall, Pomona; Mrs. Amanda morning at the Methodist parsonage in
Butler, Flora; Mrs. Maud Tootliaker, Lady Winterport when Miss Ada May Dyer, only- Wednesday morning, with her invalid
Assistant Stew ard; Oscar A. Googins, Gate daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Daniel Dyer, mother, Mrs. Harriet Dean.
was united in marriage to Chester Stoddard
Messrs. Maurice and Russell Lord
Keeper.
last

Thursday evening.

The proceeds were

Silver Harvest Grange, Waldo, at its last
meeting elected the following officers for
the coming year: James H. Ciliey, Master;
Emerson Poland, Overseer; Charles Miller,
Lecturer; Herbert F. Smith, Steward;
Murray Wentworth, Asst. Steward; Ruth

Smith, Chaplain; Beatrice Stephenson,
Treasurer; Cynthia Gurney, Secretary;
Theodore Simpson, Gate Keeper; Bessie
Wentworth, Pomona, Francis French,
Flora; Alma Ciliey, Ceres; Ada Cross,
Lady Asst. Steward; Alma Ciliey, Chorister.

BURNING OF GOLDEN RULE COTTAGE.
Mention was made last week of the bur

n-

ing of Golden Rule cottage, a fine 17 room
house owned by Mrs. John Darling, in
Warwick, Mass. Mr. Darling, who is a
traveling man, was away from home and
Mrs. Darling and the hired man \\ iliiam 11.
Brewer were the only persons in the house.
The latter occupied a room in the L., and
Mrs. Darling a bed which had been temporiarly set up in the dining room. Mrs.
Darling was aroused about 2 a. m. to find
the room dense with smoke.
Seizing an
old fur coat to put on over her nightclothes she made her way through the
kitchen and out of doors calling loudly for
Akr. Brewer, but the lire was in that part of
the house and if not already past aid he
was

so

deaf

impossible to
Darling went

that it would have been
make him hear.
Mrs.
to a neighbors house for aid,

meeting of Megunticook
Grange, Camden, held last week, the following officers were elected: Master, \V. H.
Young; Overseer, W. S. Irish; Lecturer, F.
W. Cassens; Chaplain, Mrs. Coleman;
Steward, L. C. LSiake; Assistant Steward,
Harold Nash; Treasurer, F. A. Hansen;
Secretary, Gertrude,Conley ; Gate Keeper,
Maynard Gould; Ceres, Mary Nash: Pomona, Fannie 0. Hansen; Flora, Mrs. YV. S.
Irish; Lady Assistant Steward, Lizzie
At the

annual

YY'adsworth.

9th,

follows: Master, A. L. YY'ard ; overseer, R. S. YY'ard ; lecturer, Helle C. Crosby;
steward, Irving A. Parsons; asst, steward,
Clarence Parsons; chaplain, Charles Par-1
sons; treasurer, V. N
Higgins; secretary, !
A. M. Higgins; gate keeper, Daniel Jones;
as

A

recess

of

one

hour for dinner

was

then

ON THE N. M. S. E. R.

declared, and when the grange was again
called to order the literary program was

The Bangor & Aroostook railroad has
made arrangements for a special excursion
to Bangor on the occasion of the 32nd annual session of the Maine State Grange,
which will be held Dec. 19, 20 and 21. For
this occasion special tickets will be sold to
Bangor and return at one unlimited fare for
the round trip. Tickets wili be on sale and
good for the going trip Deo. 18, 19 anc 20,
and will be accepted returning from Dec. 19
to Dec. 23, inclusive. From stations betw een
Bradford and Searsport on the line of the
Northern Maine Seaport railroad tickets
will he sold to North Bangor and return
from which point Bangor can be reached
via the Bangor A Northern electric railroad,
fare 10 cents in each direction.

taken up, as follows; address of welcome
by Mrs. D. L. Cole; response by Mr. A. H.
Kimball; recitation, by Miss Alvie Colson;
recitation, by Miss Gladys Cole. At the
close of the literary program the worthy
master introduced Prof. YV. M. Munson of
the University of Maine, who lectured on
Worn Out Farms, giving many referential
illustrations and explaining how the productiveness of the soil can be retained.
Prof. Munson expressed his desire for the
brothers to ask any question which might
present itself, which rendered his address
both interesting and instructive. The next
meeting will be held with Granite Grange,
North Searsport, in January.

EXCURSION RATES

N.

M.

S.

R. R.

CONNECTIONS

AT

BANGOR.

The Bangor & Northern electric railroad
now has a grade connection with the litre of
the Northern Maine Seaport railroad at
North Bangor and is in a position to take
freight off the Seaport road and bring it
into Bangor in the cars in which it is shipped. A short spur track was all that was
needed to make the connection between the
steam and electric roads and cats can trow
be rolled from one line to the other with as
little difficulty as they could be shunted
onto a sitting. There has been no artangeinent between the N. M. S. I!. K. and the
Bangor & Northern in regard to interchange
of traffic. The electric road has made the
connection with the consent of the Seaport
officials, but with the understanding that the
connection may be broken at any time.
THE MAINE

CENTRAL PLANS.

President Evans of the Maine Central, in
reply to a communication from a committee
of Bath citizens, says that all the railroad is
doing at the present time is surveying, for
the purpose of getting full and complete
information as to the possibilities of providing better railroad service between its
main line and its Rockiand branch. Nothing
beyond the acquirement of this necessary
information will be done toward changing
the company’s railroad facilities in Bath
without the citizens of that place having
the fullest opportunity to fcnuw what the
company’s plans are, and to discuss them
in the fullest and most open way before
any material change from present conditions is attempted. The Bath Independent
says: “It will likely be many years before
Samuel J. Dean died Nov. 30th at his the Kennebec is bridged and the Independ76
lie
ent is inclined to think that we shall see a
years,
home in Lincolnville, aged
In new ferry on the route before we see a
was one of the robust sons of Maine.
/
his early days he was a stage driver on the, bridge constructed.”

SECRET

SOCIETIES.

A stated communication of Phcenix Lodge,
No. 24, Free and Accepted Masons, was held
last Monday evening. The F. C. degree was
worked on one candidate.
A decision to hold the annual meeting of
the Grand Lodge of Maine, A. O. U. VV.
in Portland, Thursday, Feb. la, 1110(1, was
reached at a meeting ol the executive committee of that organization in Portland Dec.
11th.

Two Masonic lodges in Maine will celebrate their 100th anniversaries next year.
St. George lodge at Warren is one of these
lodges, being chartered March 10, 180(1, and
Ancient Landmark of Portland, the other,
was chartered June 10,1808.
The following Red Men of Islesboro went
Bangor to attend the l’ow Wow : L. N.
Gilkey, E. L. Sprague, J. A. Sprague, A. P.
Gilkey, C. E. Kimball, A. Hatch, Jos.
Pendleton, A. Williams, F. D. Pendleton,
A. A. Pendleton, U. A. Babbidge, A. H.
McCloud, Geo. Wilbur, Thos. Pendleton.

to

The second annual l’ow Wow of the Redmen of Eastern Maine took place Monday
in city hall, Bangor, with about 500 in attendance. About half the great chiefs of
the State were present. The program began witb an informal reception to the delegates late in the afternoon and an address
of welcome by Mayor Pierce. The council
lire was kindled at 7.30 p. m. During the
evening degree work was exemplified and
about 50 candidates were put through.
Supper was served at 2 o'clock Tuesday
morning. The Pow Wow was held under
the auspices of Abenakis Tribe of Bangor.

spent

Curtis, the second

son of Mrs. ElizaSpauldThe ceremony was impressively- performed in the presence of a few
frieuds by Rev. Harry Hill of the Methodist Episcopal church, the ring service b®
ing used. After congratulations were extended the. young couple left immediately
to dine with a large party of relatives at
the home of the bride’s brother, Mr. Daniel L. Dyer. After a bountiful dinner and
some very tine music, the newly married
pair left for the home of the groom’s mother
amid a shower of antiquated shoe leather
and rice, and many good wishes for a happy and prosperous married life. Here another ;party of friends were assembled to
sup with Mr. and Mrs. Curtis and a verypleasant evening followed, after which at a
late hour, the bridal pair rode to their future home at Forestside, Winterport. Mr.
Curtis is one of Wiuterport’s finest young
men and is well and favorably known,
while his bride has been for several years a
most successful teacher in the public
schools aud very prominent in educational
and literary circles.

part of their vacation from Higgins' Classical Institute with trieuds in Belfast.

tng Curtis.

Harvest Moon Grange, Thorndike, elected their officers for the ensuing year Hoc.

j pomona, Flora YY'ard; flora, Affie Parsons;
but was unable to arouse any one, and Ceres Annie E.
YYard; L. A. Steward,
returned to
The
house, later taking Annie M. YY'ard.
The installation of
where
she
was
in
the
refuge
barn,
officers will be the first Saturday in January.
with
cold
dead
found next morning nearly
Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville,
and fright. The house and contents were
held its annual meeting December 9th, and
totally consumed and Mr. Brewer perished the
following officers were elected: Master,
in the tiames. He had been in the employ
Mark L. Howard; Overseer, M. YYr. YVentof Mr. Darling about five years and was
wortli; Lecturer, Carrie Meiiuren ; Steward,
faithful and conscientious in liis
very
YV. S. Davis; Assistant steward, Harold
duties. He was an old man and suffered
Cushman; Chaplain, YY7. D. Tasker; Treasfrom a rupture which caused him manyL. Edmunds; Secretary, Allen
urer, G.
sleepless nights. Mr. Darling thinks he
Goodwin; Gate Keeper, Ernest Faye;
have
been
drivenfrom
hisbedby
pain,
may
Ceres, Florence Bennett; Pomona, Lucy
and in the effort to light the lantern lie carYY’entworth; Flora, Margie Poland; Lady
a
or
had
ried to his room may have fainted
shock or have upset the lantern alter light- Assistant Stward, Mertie Howes; Chorising. Mr. Darling had the remains placed ter, Mae Howard; Organist, Mae Howard.
in a casket and brought to Orange for in- 'The election of officers and other business
terment in Central cemetery, Rev. Mr Grathe Grange until late in the evenham of Warwick officiating at the grave. occupied
The house cost $5,000, with an insurance of
ing and the members procured crackers
$;i,000, and the contents cost more than $10,- and cheese from the store for refreshments.
000, with an insurance of $2,000. It was
The regular monthly meeting of North
Bumptiously furnished and contained many
pieces of bric-a-brac gathered by Mr. Dar- YValdo Pomona Grange was held with Sunling in his travels. Mr. and Mrs. Darling rise
Grange, YY interport, YY'ednesday, Dee.
are stopping at the Mansion House, Orange,
until they can make their plans for the fu- fith. After the regular routine business the
ture.
5th degree was conferred on six members.
NEWS OF THE RAILROADS.

PERSONAL

Victor Grange, Searsmont, gave a supper
and a very enjoyable social at their hall

MEETING

OF

THE

VETERANS.

The Waldo County Veteran Association
met with E. M. Hillings Post, Monroe, Dec.
7th. The weather looked had and the travelling was not of the best, but at roll call
the following towns were represented:

Morrill, Belfast, Brooks, Waldo, Winterport, Frankfort, Swanville, Searsport and
Monroe. The meeting was called to order
by the President, I). 0. Bowen of Morrill, at
10.30 a. m., the records of the last meeting
read and approved and the following committee on time and place of the next meeting was appointed by the president: Comrades Porter Nash for Belfast, Alfred Stinson for Searsport and Charles Ritchie for
Winterport. Then the dinner call sounded
and the veterans and their families did

ample justice to the fine dinner served in
the town hall at 1.30 p. m.
After dinner the president called tile afternoon meeting to order and the following
program was given : singing by the. choirall joining
in
the
chorus—“Marching
Through Georgia’’ and “When Johnny
Comes Marching Home.”
There were
about one hundred.voices and while it may
not have been very melodious it was strong
and the boys enjoyed singing their oldtime songs. Then followed a graphophone
selection, the Aid Psalm and the Lord’s
prayer by H. R. Dawson ; music by choir;
prayer by Chaplain Jones; address of welcome by II. R. Dawson; response bj Alfred Stinson; selections on the graphophone; recitation, Freddie Palmer; remarks by Capt. Durham; song by Mrs. M.
Larrabee. The remainder of the afternoon
was taken up with remarks by Comrades

Bowen, Stinson, Jones, Feruaid, Ritchie
and Larrabee and by Sisters Durham and
Palmer. A rising vote of thanks was given
E. M. Billings Post and Corps for the excellent entertainment given to the Waldo
This was one of the
County Veterans.
best meetings in the history of the associa-

tion,
The next meeting will probably be at
Northern Light Grange hall, White’s Corner.

The remarks of comrades at this meeting
were very interesting.
Comrade Tolford
Durham spoke for the navy and of the part
lie took in the war. Comrade Dawson gave
a description of the battle of Halls
Bluff, in
which he was wounded and taken prisoner.
Comrade Moses Larrabee of the 1!)tli Maine
told of his prison life in Andersonville. lie
said that both his fellow prisoners who
tented with him in the same dog hole died
ttie same night. One of them was Samuel
Pease of Swanville. Those were times that
tried men’s souls. Comrade Stinson told of
his enlistment from the old town of Prospect and said that some of his schoolmates
told him when leaving home that he would
form bad habits, using tobacco and strong
drink.
He, said he told them that if he
came back he would come as he went away,
and that he stood on the same platform today. lie had never used tobacco in auy
form and had yet to drink his first glass of
liquor of any kind. Nearly all the com
rades had something to say, and some of
the ladies spoke.

Assignment

of

Bangor, Dec. 9.

Henry

Lord & Co.

Henry Lord & Co.,
brokers and commission merchants of
this city, have made an assignment for the
benefit of their creditors to Hon. E. C
Ryder of Bangor. The liabilities of the
company will be in the neighborhood of
$60,000. The concern has been one of the
well known business houses of this city for
some 40 years.
The assignment is caused
by the loss and depreciation of vessel
property in which the firm was interested.
ship

Mrs. George C. Howard of Lisbon Falls,
who has been the guest of her sister, Mrs.
John W. Hatch left for her home Friday

Mr. John C. Clement was a guest last
week at the New American House, Boston.
He is en route to California, where he will
spend the winter.

Airs. G. E. Brackett, returned Friday
from visits in Lewiston. Brunswick and
Scai boro. She was accompanied by three
little girls who will be inmates of the Girls’
Home.
Airs. Russell G. Dyer of Portland and her
daughter, Mrs. Percy 1>. Thompson of Bangor, arrived last Thursday to attend the
funeral of Airs. Dyer’s brother, Thomas
I laugh.
Alice

In noticing the candidates in the Somer
ville, Mass., municipal election The Somerville Journal gave the following sketch of a
Waldo county man :
Chester S. McFarland, 21 Cedar street.

Republican candidate for re-election as
ward alderman from ward 6, was born in
Montville, Waldo county, Me., December 14,
1850; was educated in the public schools, at
^ anuouth academy, and Gaskell's commercial school; is in the w holesale butter,
cheese, and eggs business at 69 Clinton
street, Boston ; is a member of the Masonic
fraternity, and has been director for three
years of the Boston fruit and produce exchange ; has resided in Somerville seventeen
years; has been a life-long Republican:
served four years as chairman of the Re
publican town committee of Montville, Me.,
and has also served on the Somerville Re
publican city committee; ward alderman in
1905.
NEWS

OF

BELFAST.

The Wesleyan Literary Club met
Dec. nth at the home of Mr. and Mrs Amos
F. Carleton, Congress street.
After the
usual business routine the following in-

Mr. and Mrs. Edward Mason of North
Belfast wish to announce the engagement
of their sou, Edward Archibald Mason, to
Miss Blanche Ricker of Sabattus, Me.

and

Among the divorces decreed by Judge
Hall of the Kennebec Superior court, Au
gusta, was the following :
Annie B. Hamlin of Vassalboro from
Herbert J. Hamlin of Brooks, Me t.a three
years utter desertion prior to the tiling of
the libel. The ca e and custody of the children given to tlu mother. The libel lee to
pay the libellant toward the support of said
children §25 per nonth, provided the children are not removed from this county, and
in case they shall be so removed then the
said allowance toward their support shall
be reduced to CIS per month, payable
monthly on the lust da\ of each month.
Execution for costs taxed at §20 to issue
Henry A. lTiest, Ksq., of VTassalboro for
the libellant.

claimed to be uno, buLthe officers judge it
may be a low grade malt liquor.

Word has been received in Camden of the
safe arrival at Port Antonio, Jamaica, W.
I. of E. II. Rramhall. Mr. Bramhall is the
guest of Rev. John A. McDonald.

Blanche

Friends in Waterville and Winslow of
Miss Edith Williams have received invitations to the wedding of Miss Williams to
Dr. A. M. Small of Freedom, which will
take place in the Congregational church of
Searsport, where Miss Williams has been
of late a resident, Dec. 26th
Miss Williams is well kno wn in Waterville, not only
as having been a student there for several
years, but as hiving Uved in
Winslow
during the pastoiate of lifer father, Rev. T.
P. Williams. Ti e prospective groom is a
well known and successful practitioner
in the town of Freedom. Miss Williams
lias also been engaged as a teacher in Freedom Academy for the greater part of the
time since her graduation from college.—
Kennebec Jonrn. 1.

Seizure of Liquor. Nov. ;w)th sheritr
A. F. Carleton and deputies
Cuddy and Ellis searched the Phoenix House.
They
found no hard liquor but got one-third of a
keg of beer on tap, which tlie proprietor

Mrs. Arthur I. Brown has gone to Augusta to spend the winter with her husband. They have pleasant quarters near
the State house.

Misses

Murphy of Rockland; Williston Grinnell,
Calvin Barrows and George Allen of Camden.

THE

morning.

!

The out-of-town people who attended the
funeral of Dana B. South worth Dec. 6th,
were Dr. Herbert H. Plummer of Union,
whose wife was Mr. Southworth’s niece; G.
W. Hammatt of Frankfort; G. E. Dunton
and Henry Bolan of Wiriterport; Dana

Pitcher of

;

Northport came home from Castine, where
they are attending the K. S. N. S., for the
vacation. Miss Alice returned Tuesday to

j

teresting program was carried out: Piano
solo, Miss Florence Pruddock; pap°r, The
Story of the Great Siege of Gibraltar, Mr.
Frank Blodgett; vocal solo, M:ss Lillian
Spinney; paper, Thebes, Miss Abb> poor;
paper, Some Egyptian Temples, Mrs. Frank
Blodgett; piano solo, Mrs. A. F. Carleton;
paper, Cleopatra, Miss Andrews; recitation,
Derne, J. G. Whittier, Miss Emma Frost.
Questions for general discussion.
Who
was the projector of the Suez canalWith
what unfortunate enterprise was he afterward connected? Why does England need
to hold territory in the Mediterianean?
A sketch of Kudyard Kipling was given b\
Mrs. Fred Saven ;quotations by members.
Reading, selections from Mark Twain’s
‘Innocents Abroad,” Mr. W. F. Langill.
The next meet'ug will be with Mr. and Mrs.
W. F. Lang!
t ongress street,* Dec. _*<*th.

Some time Saturday
early Sunda> morning snow ; gan
Ex-Representative Franklin F. Phillips ;o fall and at breakfast time thegrouml was
lias leased his house, 211 Holland street, to i
jovered, and the snow still falling. Vs the
Charles N. Bishop of Toledo, 0. Mrs. Philw
lips is visiting in Rockland, Ale., and will lay wore on the ind increased in violence
ind the snow flukes fell faster and faster,
go to Washington and the South in January.
—Somerville, Mass., Journal.
mtil it was a veritable blizzard and many
resume

her studies.

George A. Matthews, who has been in busiin this city as a wheelright for many
y ears, has gone to Thomaston to take charge
[>f the wheelright department at the State
prison, and has taken up his residence
ness

there.
Dr. E. A. Porter, president of the Pittsfield board of trade, delivered the address
nf welcome at the annual meeting of tl*e
Maine State Dairymen’s association in
Pittsfield last week. Dr. Porter was formerly of Liberty.
W. A. Murray, son of Postmaster Oramel
Murray of Pittsfield, who has been a civil
engineer on the western division of the New
York Central railroad at Buffalo, has been
promoted and transferred to the middle division with headquarters at Albany.

Winter Arrives.

night

or

resigned themselves to a day indoors. The
Baptist, Congregutionalist and Methodist
ihurcli bells rang for morning worship as
The Bulisual, and services were held.
garian church bell did not ring and no sei
vice was held, and the afternoon and evening services at the Universe.list church
were given up.
There were ?7 at the Congregational church in the morning and 40
it the Baptist church, which was the only
Murrell to hold all the regular servu ns. An
Harm of lire about < p. m. did not add to
the enjoyment of those indoois, bin fortunately it was only a chimney and tin “all
out” signal soon relieve,! tin* anxious.
About i8 inches of light snow fell and Monday morning the mercury indicated only 4
above zero. It took sometime t<< g»*t the
sidewalks cleared and tin* roads broken out,
ind pedestrians found it rathe; oithcnlt
getting about. The snow roller draw n t>\
six horses wars out all day and did good
work. Tuesday morning it began to .* now
again, but the* temperature was so low
that it came in very line particles and add
ed little to JSunda\ ’> acciimulaiion. Winter
has arrived, and apparautlv hasicne* to

Dr. E. W. Gould has bought the Thorndike property on School street of Mrs. Hannah Al. Graves of Malden, Mass. Dr. Gould
will have his office in this house, renting
the portion which he does not occupy. It is stay.
understood that Dr. Gould has received a
flattering offer for his new pu chase.— j
TRANSFERS 11N REAL ESTATE
i
Rockland Star.
John Bragg, familiarly known as the
mayor of lsiesboro, was in town on Saturday at the Bangor House. Mr. Bragg, who
bought the lsiesboro Inn when it was sold
by the company owning it a few years ago,
lately sold the house to the Pendletons,
who, it is understood, will improve and
open it next summer.—Bangor News.
Dr. W. E. Elwell, for many years at the
Togus Home for disabled volunteer soldiers,
has been appointed inspector general of the
southern branch at the home at Hampton,
Va. Dr. Elwell Is a son of the late E. II.
Elwell, for many years editor of the Portland Transcript.
There may be a change in the head of the
United States Steel Corporation and the
probable successor of William E. Corey is
thought to be William B. Schiller, the present head of the National Tube Company,
whose wife was formerly Miss Margaret
Crosby of this city.
Mr. F. J. Rigby has returned from visits
to Portland and to his old home in Newburg. He has secured a position in Rumford Falls, where he will be connected with
the local band. It is fortunate in securing
the services of so able an instructor and
leader as Mr. Rigby.
.Ex-Sheriff S. G. Norton of this city left
last Monday for Los Angeles, Calif., to
visit his brother, JohuF. Norton, who has
been a resident of California for .12 years.
He was accompanied by his brother E. G.
Norton of Liberty as far as Arizona, where
the latter has business interests.
The engagement of Miss Maud Nichols,
of Bucksport’s very popular society
young ladies, to Capt. Joseph Nichols of
Philadelphia, is announced. Capt. Nichols
is master of one of the sugar steamers running between Philadelphia and Honolulu
and made a brief visit in Bucksport last
week.
one

The following transfers in real estate
recorded in Waldo County Registry
uf Deeds for the week ending Dec. 11. toor>:
Ellen C. Keene et als.,to Mary A. Jlassan,
Northporl; landin Noithport.
Sarah A. Barrett, Stockton Springs, to
Sallie K. Lathrop, do.; land in steckhm

were

Springs.

Amos I,. Bennett, Troy, to L. 1. Rogers,
do.; land and buildings m Troy.
Adeline Busher, Freedom, to Fb-rciice
land and buildings in
Wentworth, do.
Freedom.
John Bnssler, by admi x
Biunbam, to
Fred A. McAlister, do.; i.iml in Burnham.
J. ,). Clement et ai Montville, to \\ illiam
W. Anderson, New bury port; land and
buildings in Montville.
J. W. Wallace et a!., Jaokson, t«. J. M.
Larrabee, do. : land in Jackson.
Sarah Foster, Freedom, to Lottie A Boss,
Newton ; land in Freedom.
Howard Grunt, \\ intei port, to Jane <i: ant,
do.; land and buildings in \\ interpoi t.
Mary A. and Edward W. Gilmore, Mon
roe, to Edward T. Gilbert, do.; land in
Monroe.
Darius Getchell, Troy, to Edward L. Wyman, do.; land and buildings in Troy.
Harry W. Goodwin, Burnham, to Sumner
Houston, do., land and buildings in Burnham.
H. R. Ilicliborn, Stockton Springs, to
Maria O. Hill, Brookline; land and buildings in Stockton Springs.
Hugh Ross Hatch, Wolfville, to William
E. Hatch, lslesboro; land and buildings in

lslesboro.

Richard F. Patterson, Belfast, to Joseph
A. AicKeen, do.; land in Belfast.
Eben S. Preble, lslesboro, to John PBragg, do.; land and buildings in lslesboro.
Abner H. Richards, Sealsmont, to Eugene
A. Horton, Lincolnville; hand and buildings in Searsmont.
Arthur 1*. Sleeper, Camden, to Stephen
G. Ritterbush, do.; laud in Stockton Springs.
Cyrus E. Tibbetts, Belfast, to Robert K.
Bradstreet, do.; land in Belfast.
George 11. Welbur, lslesboro, to William
E. Hatch, do.; land and buildings in lslesln>rn.*r

Correspondence.

County

SEARSMOUT.

At the annual meeting of E. M. Billings
Post, G. A. R officers were elected for the
ensuing year us follows: Commander, H.
If. C. Webber ;.J. V.
R. Hawson; S. V.
C., K. A. Chapin; Chaplain, C. 0 Feruald;
Surgeon, Isaac F. Cook ; Quartermaster,
Fred I.. Palmer; O. of I)., A. S. York ; O. of;
O., Moses I.arrabee; delegate to State encampment. Moses Larrabee; alternate, Chas

Charles Q. Brown has been called to Con- j
cord, N. H., on account of the serious illMisses
ness of his father, Daniel Brown
Blanche Tayler and Mabel Bryant have
the
winter.
West
for
to
Upton, Mass.,
gone
_J. F. Maiden and son have bought the
saw and grist mills of Janies L. Bean
_Joseph Young has bought the Mary
—

—

Keene home.

O. Fernald.

MONTVILL.E.

Frank Choate is chopping cord wood for
Fred Mason and has moved into the house
on Mr. Mason’s old place....G. E. King recently tripped in his stable in some unaccountable way and fell to the floor, breaking several of Ins ribs. Dr. Hoit of Liberty
is attending him....Rev. T. R. Pentecost
lias been making a great many changes and
It is rumored that
repairs on his barn
Preston Rowell has bought the house of the
late Willis Randall....Mrs. W. C. Crockett
E.
visited at Charles Perry’s last week
E. Tasker is at work for F. P. Bennett at
new
on
his
foundry—L.
Liberty village
F. Hurd of Liberty has a crew of choppers
at work on his lumber lot on the shore of
True’s Pond. He has quite a large tract of
pine timber, and has cut some that
and three feet
between two
measure

Will Conner of Manchester, Mass., was
called here by the illness and death of his
grandmother, Mrs. Almira Simmons.
Frank Kennev has gone to West Upton,
Mass., where he will be employed in a straw
shop during the w inter.Mrs. F.lvin Linnekin Herrick and daughter. Miss Gertrude,
of Anoka, Minnesota, will be guests for the
coming winter of Mrs. Ambrose Linnekin.
It is 11 t ears since Mrs. Herrick and dacghter have visited their Appleton relatives and
friends.G. H. Page was in Portland and
Hath last week.Our village schools have
Miss Fannie Gushee and Mrs. Ava Helen
Simmons for teachers. Miss Simmons has
the primary school.

rite announcements of the engagement of
.Miss Edith Williams of Searsport and Dr.
Ail-i M. small of Freedom have been re,'piY.'-i io tou i.The Ladies' Circle will
j'ueet •. ::h Miss Sarah Perley Thursday
Deo. 14th.Mrs. Henry (i.
afh n
Memeat and Miss Myra Irish returned
vacation of three weeks in Gorham
ioiii
mb
places last Friday night. Mr.
v who returned a week ago, has
lein
t
hi> meals at George Bryant’s.
lUiiu
•jeer
Adeline Busher of South Freedom,
V.
•aged : \ eai s, died December 5th at the
Kuiio ot ho; daughter, Mrs. Florence WentFreedom can boast of Quite a
svorth
hr -tjo.n- display this year, considering
A. B. Sparrow has
: tin
town.
die !a;'-est >twck of Christmas goods he has
«*ver Giown.
Is I

and Mrs. Alexandar Johnston have
to Oakland, Me., for the winter.
M
Lois Treat will spend the winter in
hi’; v J. Me., with Mr. and Mrs. Johnston.
haul Leonard, who is attending the L.
AL
"-mmary at Bucksport, has been at
The High
home for .i few* days vacation
Sch<>pup!’- recently organized a basketthe
under
are
bail iHum and
training
directum of Mr. Harold Files—Mr. and
Maddocks have returned from Mt.
M
Waldo neighborhood, where they lived
luring the mi miner, and will occupy their
Harold Files and
own home this winter
Geo. Hughes have gone on a surveying exabout Monroe
in
the
country
pedition
village. It is believed the object is to get
an estimate of the cost of bringing water to
Frankfort fm business purposes— Freeman Batchelder has opened his new blacksmith shop on Elm street and is ready for
business.
—

Lippincott’s
the world:
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most
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Mrs. Frances Gordon is visiting her son
Khen and famiiy in Clinton-Lewis P.
Philbrick, win* passed the Thanksgiving
vacation with his parents, was unable to return to his studies at Oak Grove Seminary
last week on account of sickness.... Mr.
Peavey of Massachusetts was in town last
week looking over the lumber bought last
•spring— Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Higgins and
famih took Thanksgiving dinner with Mr.
ami Mrs. Ross C. Higgins_Mrs. A. L.
Ward visited her mother in Winterport
last week
Wilbur J. Hunt of Andover,
Mass., is visiting his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
C. M. Hunt—Mr.
Hussey, who was shot
by his brother-in-law while hunting in the
w oods of Patten recently, was a nephew of
Mr. aud Mrs.
Philip Blethen of this town
Fred Patterson passed Wednesday with
their daughter, Mrs. R. C. Higgins_Mr.
Wilcox, who has leased the Myers farm,
has moved to Brooks for the winter.... Lee
Hamlin and George Cilley are cutting cord
and pulp wood for John Ward.... Farmers
improved the nice weather of the past
few weeks in cutting wood.
The snow
storm of Sunday may give them a chance to
haul it to their doors—Apples, hay and
potatoes are being hauled to the station in
large quantities
Quite a delegation from
Harvest Moon Grange will attend the State
Grange in Bangor next week.
—
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WINTERPORT.
Miss Jessie Baker lias gone to Portland
for the winter and will continue her piano
studies urder the direction of Prof. Frederick Marriner...Miss Nellie Thompson, who
was to have conducted a series of evangelistic meetings at the Methodist church, has
been obliged to cancel her engagement on
account of ill health
F. W. Dunbar of
East Boston and Mrs. Mary Averill of
Haverhill, Mass., were the guests of Mrs.
Belle Erskine last week
Mrs. Walter
Marshall and little daughter are at home
from Millinocket on a visit to her mother,
Mrs. James Foley-Two important events
which occurred Thanksgiving day were
omitted from last week’s report. One was
the marriage of Miss Ada May Dyer to
Chester S. Curtis, which took place at the
Methodist
MOIIKILL.
parsonage, Rev. Harry Hill
The first snow storm of the season last officiating. The other was the arrival of a
little daughter at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
About eighteen Roy Cole
tSumlaj "as a howler.
Mrs. Norton of Dixmont is the
inches of light snow fell_D. 0. Bowen guest of Mrs. j. O. Moody.John W.
Kaler
of
Scarboro
and Mrs. F. I). Pullen of
ami
Lewis Winehenbach attended the
Bangor recently visited their mother, Mrs.
meeting of the Waldo County Veteran As- Otis Kaler, who is staying with her daughsociation m Monroe village last Thursday.
ter, Mrs. Carrie Gutierrez_Miss Nellie
.L I'. Vickery has begun trade in liis Wiswell of
Brewer visited iter aunt, Mrs.
new store under the old hall.
He has fitted | Win.
Fernald, last week....A number of
up a room fora cooler, and intends to sell
ladies
are organizing a basket ball
young
tn kinds of groceries, corn and Hour, as
team and there will probably be somewell as fresh meats, lie is now building a
thing doing in that line in the near
large icehouse just hack of his store. He future-Mrs. Lewis Atwood is recoversays he shall sell goods at about Belfast ing from her recent serious illness_
prices, and, as he is doing a large business Misses Mary and Nellie Morgan have rein his steam mill, will buy lumber through turned from New'
Hampshire, where they
his store. He lias arranged for a large
spent the summer_Homer McAuliffe and
street lamp in front of his store, and also
Misses Bessie and Wilda Downes are takplenty of hitching posts, and proposes to ing a course at the business college in Banbuild a shed into which his patrons can
Mansfield of Jonesport paid a
gor-Harry
drive in cold, stormy days. Andrew Wood- visit
recently to his grandparents, Capt.
bury is aho doing a large business in the and Mrs. A. J. Crocker—Miss Ethel
sale of groceries, corn and Hour_The
Hardy was at home from the Bangor Trainusual amount of lumbering will be done
ing school for the Thanksgiving holiday_
this winter, and our three steam mills will C. R.
Lougee has been confined to his home
be stocked to their full capacity_A priby illness for a few days_Wilbur Crockvate letter from T. R. Dickey of Hesperus,
ett, who is at Dr. Hunt’s Hospital, Bangor,
Col., says that he is running an air com- having undergone a serious operation for
hours—that he has appendicitis, is reported to be in a very
pressor nights—12
worked 390 nights (7 nights a week) with- critical condition_Miss Laura Weed will
out losing a shift, save July 4th. He says return to Abbott
village for the winter term
he never drank a glass of liquor, does not of school....The
village schools did not
use tobacco in any form, and has not tasted
open Monday on account of the continued
tea and coffee for three years.
Such a prevalence of measles. Miss Hazel Youug
young man deserves success.
and Russell Hall are among the recent victims... Capt. Frank Crockett and wife are
Torture of a Preacher.
in town for the first time for nearly two
The story of the torture of Rev. C. D. years—Capt. Bert Crockett is home for a
Moore, pastor of the Baptist church, of short stay—The basket ball game Friday
ilarpersville, N. Y., will interest you. He night, Winterport vs Islesboro, was quite
“I suffered agonies, because of a exciting and resulted in a victory for the
says:
persistent cough, resulting from the grip. home team with a score of 25 to 10. Be1 had to sleep sitting up in bed. I tried tween the halves a g line was played bemany remedies, without relief, until I took tween Frankfort and Winterport 2nd, in
Dr. King’s New Discovery for Consumption, which the visitors won, by 14 to 10.
Coughs and Colds, which entirely cured my
O
cough, and saved me from consumption.”
A grand cure for diseased conditions of
Bmts
th»
Throat and Lungs. At R. H. Moody’s,
druggist; price 50c and $1.00, guaranteed.
Trial bottle free.
—
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The Republican and Democratic City
Committees of Waterville have agreed to do
away with the use of rum and money, |
I
teams and hired heelers at election.
»e|
This is an awfullj' good scheme.
inner
not
Machias
only
ought to try it in
spring election but next fall.— Machias.
Union.
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Kirschbaum Suit

a

a

recent and authentic
muo.

a
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an

essay in morals.
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Jack, Janies E.
Daybreak in Livingstonia.
Litsey, Edwin Carlile.
The race of the swift. (Animal
stories). 1905
Mahler, Arthur, and two others.
Paintings of the Louvre, (Italian and Spanish schools). 1905.
Metcalfe, Henry.

man

makes him about
handsome as he can

270. J

590. L 7

70S.JM

==That’ll

help

The cost of manufactures and

*

actually make!
handsome, it |

doesn’t

gazetteer of
pronouncing
containing the

new

as:
*

bej

some.
$

the

administration of workshops. 1900
Nassau, Robert Hamill.
Fetichism in West Africa: forty

♦
_+

657 M

_

♦

lustrations.
Noble, Frederic Perry
The redemption of Africa: a

299. N

story of civilization.
Parsons, Ellen C.

270-N 6

Christas liberator: an outline
study of Africa.

Can

1

BELFAST, MAINE. CLARK’S "CORNER,

J

♦

*
T Of. Se
‘

The prose of Fid ward Rowland
Sill, with an introduction comprising some of his letters.

Phenix

House.

♦
♦

814. Si
....

The wood fire in No. 3. (Short
stories.) Illustrated.

!E"♦

TAIN SMALLEY, Salesman.

Smith, Francis Ilopkinson

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦ wWwwwW W

Sm 7-8

Stewart, James
Dawn in the dark continent.
The Duff lectures for 1902
Taylor, S. Earl
The price of Africa. (Sketches
of Livingstone, Good, Mackay
_
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276. St

Railroad j

For Over Sixty Years.
Ax Old and Well-Tried Remedy,
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been
used for over sixty years by millions of
mothers for their children while teething,
i with perfect success. It soothes the child,
; softens the gums, allays all pain, cures
wind colic, and is, the best remedy for Diarthe taste. Sold by| rlioia. Is inpleasant to of
the world. Twendruggists
every part
a
cents
bottle.
Its
value in incalcuty-live
lable.

Completed!

♦

STATE

•

PRISON
SEEIGIIS
WHIPS

♦

of

Complete stock

♦

MAINE STATE PRISON

GOODS.

SLEIGHS,

HEAVY and LIGHT DOUBLE and SINGLE HARNESSES

Also

FANCY

WESIERN SLEKiHS

YORK and

cheaper NEW

seme

HARNESSES,

♦

1st Warden Bernes O. Norton round! edDec.
out his first
the head of the

State
year as
penitential institution in this town. His
behavior lias been good, but he “gets no
time off.” To say that his initial year in
this office has been an eminently successful one is only putting the matter in its true
light and goes to show the executive and
business ability of the man and his capabilities of controlling so large a body of
criminals committed to his keeping and the
“thousand and one” things that come up in
the performance of this duty. During his
first year’s stay in town Warden Norton has
made many friends and the universal Verdict is —“that he’s the right man in the
right place” as warden of the prison.—
Thomaston Herald.

ROP
NEW FALL AND WINTER LINE OF HORSE

£

Slocklon Springs io Eoeiy where!!

BLANKETS

MAINE

♦

1

Warden Norton’s First Year.

HARNESSES

*

t
5

CARS RUNNING!!
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and Cox.).
276. T
•Presented by the author, Rev. John S.
Sewall 1). I). of Bangor.

FLUSH

H R

and.

l
l

BLANKETS, SQUARE BLANKETS

t

Write, call

ROBES,

ST Al l

PI. AIDS and FAWNS,

in

HALIERS, WHIPS, COLLARS, BRUSHES, ETC., ETC.

♦

J. G. Lambert
j

WITH A COMPLETE STOCK OF

^HOLIDAY^
DRESS and FANCY GOODS, HDKFS,

Deer, 167 Moose and 29 Bear Shot, in

*
♦

Bangok, Me., Dec. 7. The official record
of the Bangor & Aroostook Railroad Co. of
big game shot in northern Maine, made
today, shows the shipment during
ovember of 2187 deer, 88 moose and 15
bear. Duriug October and November 3728
deer were shipped as compared with 2804
last year, 187 moose against 183 and 2!) bear
against 20 last year. The moose season
closed Dec. 1st and close time on deer begins Dec. 15.

Sublic

telephone.

Seasonable goods.

E. R.

CONNER,

Right

pi n

*

BELFAST, MAINE

Tvy47

FRONT STREET,

»

FRED ATWOOD,
REPRESEN

wlE7)lfT'

Insurance and Rtai Es?

UNO OVER FORTY-FIVE MILLION ASSETS

-U'

1

Steam Boile
Fire, Lile, Accident, Plate Class, Tornado Insurance,
Insurance and

Waists, Sweaters, Aprons, Wrappers, Kimonas,
Hosiery, Towels, Table Napery, Etc., also

Northern Maine This Season.

or

t

HAS JUST RETURNED FROM BOSTON

A RECORD SEASON.
3728

*

WILLIAM A. CLARK,
Next Door to

Sill, Edward Rowland

]

only of

be obtained

276. P

the captain’s
clerk :adventures in the China
seas. 1905.

*

v

years’ observation of native
customs and superstitions. Il-

—

—

use

handsomely

•Sewall, John S.
The logbook of

—

constant

steady health, and are the least subject
destroy the comfort of life.

Henderson, C. Hanford.
The children of good fortune:

—

—

perfect food, highly nourishing, easily digested, fitted to
repair wasted strength, preserve health, and prolong life.
a

♦

information.

—

Miss Myrtle Farrar has returned to her
work in Minnesota... Mrs. Albert W. Lord
of North Vassalboro was suddenly taken
Her friends at
ver> ill one day last week.
first feared it might be paralysis, but fortuit
did
to
be. Mrs. Lord
not not prove
nately
was formerly of this town.... Mrs. II. 1*.
Doimla.-s and son Edgar of Freedom were
n town one day last week calling on friends.
....Mr. Lewis of Clinton was in town last
riiuixiax and Friday looking after sheep
ami cattle.
There are few sheep in town
foi '•ale. a> farmers are beginning to realize
that a rlock of good sheep is a veritable
gold mine.... < 'hades Maiden and wife have
retun'-'d from Massachusetts after spending a week with their daughter, Mrs. Paul
( due, and other relatives—Mrs. Annie B.
\ 1* •i t dosed a very successful
term of
solio-d
the Fay school J)ec. 2nd. After
rim
m! exercises, Mrs. A born gave her
pup; s a new and son ewhat novel, blit none
dmle.NS on livable entertainment.
She had
pro\ ;ded lmr.-elf with the necessary articles
for nmki’ig good old fashioned molasses
•an :'
ano corn cakes in the school room,
d the token of remembrance
and lb
give! To
pupil afforded them much
pleasure and all went home happy.

It is

tors.

CENTRE MONTVILEE.

Loren Howard attended the wedding of
Frank Howard and Miss Whitcomb in Belfast J) ec. (itli and acted as best man
Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Perry, who were recentlymarried, gave a reception to their friends
last Friday evening at the home of the
groom’s parents,Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Perry,
with whom they reside.
The home was
well tilled and numerous .useful and prettypresents were received_Ernest Foye and
liis dog VBruce” were called to Freedom
last week to catch a wild cow and calf for
P. W. Ayer. Bruce caught the cow by the
nose with his usual promptness, but seemed to think the three weeks’ old calf was
too small game at first.
Finally he caught
the calf in front of 11. 11. Lamson’s, some
two and a half miles from Mr. Ayer’s_
Solomon Palmer went to Bristol last week
with his brother, Stephen Palmer, who visited him a few days. Mr. Palmer brought
back a load of fresh iish, which he peddled
out
Merrill Gordon and Ed. I.unt swapped cows last week... Fred Wiley was in
town last week and bought several cows of
the farmers
George Edmunds got two
foxes last Thursday.I. W. Wentworth,
Charles Palmer, Gershom Oxton and Will
Sheldon worked on the telephone line last
week setting poles from the main line to
Rebecca Poland's. The poles were bought
of C. B. Ring and R. E. Howes_C. E.
Thompson has received an order for fifty
Angora cats lor the Christmas trade_A
party of neighbors spent last Thursdayevening at E. A. Sprowl’s.Mrs. Eflie
Bean was taken very ill last week, but her
condition is improving at present_Poles
are set for an extension of the New England telephone line from Ayer’s Ridge past
II P. Barker’s and C. If. Ring's to Mrs. R.
J. Poland’s. Poles are also set from the
Centre to El. L. Bennett’s. E. A. Sprowl and
M. ,M. Wentworth have each had an instrument putin-Mrs. Aclisa Lawry is
still very ill-Three of El. F. Banton’s
children have been sick with tonsilitis_
Mrs. W. Conant Thompson is at home for a
time from Howard, R. I_Mrs. Eliza F.
Bean entertained the soap club December
6th.

I
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CHOCOLATE and COCOA

Heilprin, Angelo and Louis, edi-

Monday.

KNOX

..

A novel.
Lcthair. A novel.
Guthrie, Anna Lorraine, editor.
Readers’ guide to periodical
1900-1904. Vol. 1.
literature.

—

!

Earl

Endymion.

....

—

Benjamin,

==

Beaconsfield.

Mr Frank French of Boston arrived by
train Saturday evening for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Alvah Clifford enjoyed a short
visit last week from their brother, Mr. DaMr. Clifford is a
vid Clifford, and wife.
popular conductor on the New York, New
Haven A Hartford Division.Mrs.
John Mills, accompanied by Mrs. Fred
Mills and little daughter Kower.a from Custme, took the 2.12 train Monday for a visit
in Milo...Mrs. Henry Richards from Searsport was here last week, the guest of relatives.Capt. John Small has bought seh.
C. M. Grey of Deer Isle
Miss Josephine
llarriman is at come from Bangor to reher
from
recent
illness.Mrs.
cuperate
Gladys Staples has been here several days
from Bueksport— Fred Blanchard is suffering from a sprained ankle.Miss
Cynthia Bennett from the Narrows is teaching the winter term of school on the Cape.
Irving Crocker met with a painful accident last week. He cut one toe so it had to
betaken off near the toot, lie is attended
by Dr. Pierce and is doing nicely at this
writing.The storm of Sunday was very
severe in this section and all work on the
gravel pit is suspended at this writing,

...

trailer for 125 fraro

::

WALTER BAKER & CO.’S
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Disraeli,

SANDY POINT.

nov •<:

C 42

Dawson, William James.
The makers of English fiction.

Mr. ami Mrs. Joseph Colson visited
friends in Bangor recently....Mr. and Mrs.
Frank Gould have returned from a visit to
Mr. Gould’s daughter, Mrs. Will George, iu
Massachusetts—Miss Eva Guidamore is
store.The
now clerk at Mr. Grant’s
Clark Sunday school are planning to have a
one
last
Christmas tree. The
year was
very successful and this one is likely to be
even better_Miss Hattie Partridge lias
arrived home after attending the fall term
of the Eastern State Normal school at Cas-1
tme.Janies Grant has a new premium
plan for his customers that is much liked,
are given with live
as valuable presents
dollars worth of trade. Mr. Grant has Miss
Partridge’s souvenir post cards of railroad
views for sale.Mr. and Mrs. Murch
Clark have returned to their home after
caring for Mr. Gould’s farm while he and
his wife '’.ere in Boston— Bay Howard is
at work for Mr. llervey Partridge again
after finishing work at the Cape Jellison
wharf.

j

B22-2

The way of the North. A romance of the days of Baranof
(in Alaska). 1905.....

PKOSPECT.

\;

■

Banks, Nancy Huston.
The little hills. A novel. 1905..
Cheney, Warren.

through.

ORT.

11780

BELFAST FREE LIBRARY.

—

FRE EDOM.

Windsor, Vt.,

_

—

SWAXVILLE CENTRE.
Mr. Bucklin of Waldo and one of Swanville's fair daughters, Miss Sadie Knowlton, were united in wedlock on Thanksgiving dav and her many friends wish for her
She is still to live
a lifo bf Thanksgiving.
with the aged grandparent she has for
years so tenderly and lovingly cared for,
giving up many an evening of^ pleasure to
keep grandpa company.C. Marr has
gone to Portland_Frank Knowlton has
bought a horse.Horace Murpny has
nought a new n ilch cow of Mrs. Beal....
Mis. Abraham Curtis is not as well....
Fph Littleue.d and wife attended a wliist
parly n Waldo last Saturday night—Ray£ii.>i;:i Maiden is reported as not as well.

FRAN

Deo. 13. Mrs. Mary Mallei Rogers was hanged at the Vermont
State prison at Windsor for the murder of
UNLESS CIRCULATED.
her husband, Marcus Rogers, at BenningHealth is assured hy the new process of ton, Aug. 13,1902, at 1.13 o’clock today.
The execution took place after the woman
curing disease.
had been twice reprieved on account of apIN
RELIEF
30 MINUTES.
peals made in her ease by her counsel, and j
after the United States supreme court had i
Sick headache, indigestion, loss oi vigor, failing
• refused to take action in the case.
memory, nervousness are all infallible signs of
Only a comparatively few persons wit-1
weakening nerves and indicate that your nerves |
lack rich blood with which to build up their | nessed the hanging, the number being re-1
broken tissues. I)r. Agnew’s Heart Cure heals stricted to those permitted to attend by the
and strengthens the heart and gives it the power laws of Vermont.
to send rich blood coursii g through the veins,
when most diseases disappear as by magic. It relieves heart disease in 30 minutes and is a wronGovernment Appropriations.
17
derfui cure.
Sold by The City Drug Store and A. A. Howes
The
annual
book of estimates of the ap& Co.
propriations requested for the government
Dp. Agnew’s Ointment cures plies in one
service for the fi-cal year ending June 30,
to three dais. 35c.
1907, was transmitted to Congress Dec. 0th
by the Secretary of the Treasury. The
total for all departments including deficiencies, miscellaneous and permanent an-!
The
nual appropriations, is $622,723,151.
appropriations for the current fiscal year
for
the
estimates
the
were
$629,738,097 and
New Books. December, ig°5current fiscal year were $619,669,852.
Bagot, Richard.
B 145
The Waterville Plan.
The passport. A novel. 1905..

I

MONROE.

APPLETON.

In. Rogers Banged.

Blood is Worthless

Inspection.

and Trustees.
Security Bonds for Cashiers, Contractors. Administrators
Correspondence solicited. Real estate bought and sold.

Poor & Son s

Carpetings, Rugs and Cnrtaius.

...

Tie Brick Store, Stockton mm Maino.

A Word to the Wise.
The early Christmas shopper catches the
best bargains.—Boston Globe.

COME ONE, COME ALL.
December

Beautifying methods that injure the skin
and health are dangerous.
Be beautiful
without discomfort by taking Hollister’s
Mountain
Tea.
Rocky
Sunshiny faces
follow its use. 35 cents. R. H. Moody.

$5.50

i, 1905.—4w49

WITCH
OIL

HAZEL

Our assortment of hand hags,
pocket bo(,ks, etc., is the largest we

::::::

NOW ON

We have

a

nice

grade

ol

values.
J. H HOWES.

ONE APPLICATION BRINGS RELIEF.
SAMPLE HAILED TREE.

Dr. E. E. BROWN
OF

4t Druggists, 25 cents, or mailed.
Humphreys’ Medicine Co., Cor. William and John
Streets, New York.

NERVOUS

Specialist in Diseases of the Eye, Ear,
Nose and Throat,

HOOD RUBBERS

DEBILITY,

Vital Weakness and Prostration from overwork and other

MARK

Humphreys’ Homeopathic Specific No. 28, in use
over 40 years, the only successful remedy. $1 per vial, or special package for serious cases, $8.

ond-han
goods of every de
scription. Furni-

NOT MADE BY A TRUST
/frOl/ CANNOT GET THESE NOB-

a

women, local
for
hi zli class magazine. Large Commissions. Cash
prizes. Write J. N. TRAINER. 8® East Washttt
Square, New York, N. Y.
tai

Jk AlTBfrt

WAN I CU

I

fngton

Men

specialty.

have
sell

or

representatives

postal
||ly6

and you will receive

a prompt call.
WALTER H. COOMBS.
Corner Cross and Federal Sts., Belfast.

card

No. 1 Pea Goal
retailing

Come and see
their line of

by

$5.50

....

CHRISTY, GIBSON, KIMBALL, FISHC*
~

»«♦♦♦♦♦«

Wo offer some great

per ton.

Try

E$

DRAWINGS

at

a

sample

order.

bargains.

Call and look at themHOLIDAY RIBBONS

If yen

anything tc
drop me t

*

SALK

LOWEST PR

c

ture, bedding, carpets, stoves, etc
Antique furniture

EfffS TAOfif TOC/ft £EAl£/f-Nfl/r£t/S

Druggist., or sent prepaid on receipt of price!
Bed. Ca., William A John Sti., N. V.

Has taken Room No. 2, Odd Fellows’ block, and
will be in Belfast every Monday. Office hours 1C
to 6 p. m., and 7 to 9 p. in.
Refers to Dr9. C. B. Hoit, Libertv; Adelberl
Millett, Searsmont; D. P. Flanders, Elmer Small
33tf
nd 8. W. Joh nson, Belfast.

a. m.

Se

causes.

Sold by

BANGOR,

S

UP-TO-DATE,

have ever shotvn and at the best

FOB PILES,

ms

BIG STOCK,

Always in demand and very

useful.

■ *» ■—wanaearas

PER TON.

HOLIDAY LEATHER ROODS

HUMPHREYS’

HOLIDAY QOl

Belfast Fuel & Hay Co.

at

JAMES H. HOWES.

VVhat To Eat In
4

Argentina. Ihe President’s Message. A FRESHMANAT U. OF Mi I

Visit to the Markets ot

Buenos Ayres,
The message of President
Roosevelt,
read in
Tropical Luxuries, some Absurdly longest Congess Dee. 6th, was one of the
Presidential messages ever writCheap, Others Soaring to the Other En- ten and contains 28,224 words.
He
comments upon every prominent ques•-ernes of Sky-High Prices.
tion now before the
and
public
gives
inost consideration to the
'(M-oial Correspondence of The Journal.]
question of
l ederal Government
i'.rEN’os Ayres, Nov. 4, n<05. One
supervision of
railroad rates, in order that each
our favorite amusements in these
shipper should receive an equal rate. He
as of waiting is to visit the marketthat a complete stop must be
ices ot Buenos Ayres at four o'clock says
put
to rebates in everv form. The
tie morning. The seasons are re verspower
to regulate rates, he
thinks, should be
you know, on this side of the equaaud now is the early summer time placed in the hands of an administrarive body created
by Congress. He
: this latitude,when all the local world

xxii.

The early afternoon cars, bound Bangor-ward, closely resembled the same
vehicles of transportation of a date
just previous—when the Sophomores
“got wise” to the fact of the Freshman
banquet—except that now they were, if
anything, packed closer. Every available bit of space in every car was occupied, while many, with the wisdom
given by experience, sought the railroad station and augmented the passenger list on the “scoot.” The way of
transportation, however, wa3 immaterial and the main object was to get
there “any old way.”
Early in the
afternoon the majority of the student
body had arrived in Bangor and, true to
tradition, were celebrating Fast Dayafter their own ideas, it was true, but
still celebrating. A procession, headed

(lueer

also refers to the many evidences of
dishonesty shown by the great insurance companies, and recommends their
supervision by the Federal Government. He also refers to contributions
made to political parties in the National campaigns.
He gives a description
and analysis of The Hague Peace Conference, and describes the position of
the L nited States. Comment is made
upon the present condition of the
Army and Navy, and recommendations
are made for the betterment of each deby the band, as in the morning, was
partment. The Philippine question is formed, and wide-eyed citizens gazed
considered at length, and the conditions in astonishment at the
procession until

i.-tir at the first peep of dawn.
The
sufferable beat ot unventilated sleep-

I

I

apartments, to say nothing of
,aiding vermin of every description,
se sleep impossible after daybreak
the outer air of early morning like
The numerous parks, too, are
1.111.
their loveliest before sunrise, the
aws more fragrant, the grass and folgreener from the dews ot night,
'.l.e Nercados market places ail is
and bustle as early as three o'clock
tiie morning. A11 hour later it is
difficulty we can thread our way
•ug the bareheaded
housewives,
in ail the provinces are fully
'."iii cooks and black-eyed maid ser- existing
some bystander explained the situation
described. The whole question of the
is, porters in blue blouses and red I
with, “It’s only them college fellers,”
Panama
Canal
is
considered
and
the
caps, gauchas 111 gaily striped ponof the United '■dates regarding or “It is the U. of M. boys,” and faces
position
and leather leggings
waddling it is made clear.
Following is a sum- assumed tiieir natural expression with
t with
an absurd air of dignity
the seats of their trousers dragging mary of the salient points of the mes- a little additional smile. Of course, if
-t to the ground—a
motly but sage:
Congress should confer upon some it was the College boys, that was ail
i-natured throng ot buyers and selaud stroliers. elbowing from stall administrative body the power to regu- right! You and Jack had elapsed each
tall and vehemently haggling in sott- late railrora rates and other matters of other in a fervid embrace all the way
complaint that may arise between the ! down from the house in what
eled Castilian.
proved
great transportation corporations and I
e markets of Buenos Ayres make
Public ownership of the I to be a successful effort to retain your
retention to beauty of architecture, their patrons.
railroads is undesirable, and regulation | footing on the rear platform of an electo wholesome cleanliness, nor have
the picturesqueness of the mar- should be guarded against a spirit of j tric
Being Freshmen, of course your
hostility.
ot Brazil, Peru and C'hili.
The
places were well along toward the end
Kaiiroau employes should have short-dig feature here is that of over- er
hours, and the policy of greater safe- of tile line, and there you found yourling abundance—as if Ceres. Pomoselves.
na! ulljthe rot of the goddesses had ty appliances should be extended.
Present powers of the courts to in- i
Of course the Opera House was your
klessly upset their horns of plenty, teitere in iabor
troubles should not be !
hucksters and salewometi are albut constant care should be I goal, and up Main street you marched
-t buried amid the profusion of their abridged,
exercised iu its employment.
Invest;-j until your destination, proclaimed by
es. m wide contract to the
pitifully
of child labor and tiie labor of i tiie
gei stores of the confraternity in gation
striking and brilliant posters adwomen should be made with a view to
-t South
American towns.
Here
the stock company playing
vertising
in
conditions.
vegetables by the cord, meat by the improvementand
before the eyes of the
there,
should
be
appeared
Employer
employe
fruit by the train load, eggs by the
closer together on a basis of leaders. Of course it was far too early
on.
During the peach season you brought
to think oi going in and so the marshal
...l till a house of ordinary size with better mutual understanding.
In the light of recent disclosures,
it luscious fruit from the Mercado
the desirabil- of the day gave the order of “parade
should
consider
congress
ral of Buenos Ayreswithout pereepot federal supervision for insurance rest," and the cheer leader took possesy diminishing the quantity exposed ity
is inade- sion and
leadership for a while. The
-ale. The entire yield of an orchard, companies. State supervision
quate to meet and control all evils.
in island, is dumped on the stones in a
the college, the celebration,
day,
Revenues in time of peace should pro
.-sal heap, where it stares you in
the theatre, and everything else that
face with a triumphant air as who vide for the government’s expenditures,
should be anybody thought of and suggested, was
d say: "Match me if you can in any and when they fail to do this,
a general agreement of the cheered as
-i country."
In some’of the fruit is- readjusted:
only college men can cheer.
as to time and
is of tlie Rio de la Platta 1 have seen people through congress,
The hour set for the beginning of the
is
method,
necessary.
s of ground covered to the
depth of
It would he well, having in view even performance was drawing near, the
ral feet with rich yellow peaches,
of policy than audience was arriving from all points
considerations
larger
.ngand wasting, while waiting for those of
economic nature, to en- of the
compass, and the usual holiday
sportation to market, or because deavor topurely about closer
commerbring
cast amazed glances at what was
crowd
supply is too great for the demand, cial connections
with the other people
i such peaches! Such pears too, are
apparently a mass meeting in front of
of the North American continent.
to he found outside of California.
The necessity for wise economy is the building.
When it was time for
from
the vineyards of Meudo■.pes
to the interior of the house,
i.d San Juan are equal to any grown recommended upon congress.
adjourning
he
should
The element of elasticity
France or Spain: and tigs,'melons
You and Jack
added to the currency; its volume need confusion reigned.
oranges attain perfection in wild
not necessarily he increased at present.
separated at the door, lie going up into
■idance.
The executive departments should be the balcony, while you had a seat on
nre are apples—but a Northerner
to date.
d never recognize tlie tai-teiess reorganized and brought up
tiie door, quite well back, but in the
All contributions by corporations to
Strawberries are few, small and
1 center ot the house, where a
good view
or for any pocommittees
political
lies-: currants,
raspberries and any
should he forbidden by of both stage and audience could be
litical
■

■

■

purpose
thrive well in
law.
the prices
1'he Hague conference is recommend
For
yon.
ed to the attention ot the country. The
...ue of a United Mates dime you
United states is for peace, yet forces ,
uv
enough vegetables to last a lor
A
the light should not disarm.
a
week:
excellent
it
beef
family
I general arbitration treaty between all |
ills a pound: a whole sheep for
the nations should he sought.
:>-!ive cents; a pair of plump turPhe Monroe Doctrine is stili a i'undafor a dollar.
as
hie
Pumpkins,
I mental principle: practice under it
■■ms. are cut up with a carpenter’s
made to conform to present
and retailed at one or two cents should he
Illustrations ot its apconditions.
:h•: asparagus, spinach and similar day
to South American countries.
"dities sell for next to nothing at plication
and the Panama canal \
In this country people eat pump- Santo Domingo
; are given.
as
others do potatoes, and it is a
11".
II
l.rrvt
UlUUtii
I lit aiiuy,
ion saying that when a foreigner
I made larger, should be increased in
to like pumpkin, and to smoke
t
and mobility; the coast aitilnative
igarette in
fashion, lie efficiency
be increased.
j
turalized and will never leave Ar- lery should
The navy should always be relatively
1
ot
Wisdom
re-1
the
than
army.
larger
ie independence of these stall-keepthe navy has
uilist be aggravating to purchasers ! cent policy regarding
it does not now seem
until
fruit
borne
••
of them seem to care a rap
to increase the number of its |
ttier you buy of them or not,but the necessary
me battleship a year will prob-1
units,
her, the baker, the green grocer,
be sufficient lo replace inefficient J
lish monger and all the rest of them ably
efficient units.
Sea-going torpedo j
as if they were conferring a favor by
boats and destroyers are indispensable.
permitting you to buy of them,
The naturalization laws should be
;ier than receiving any benerit themrevised, as should the ;
thoroughly
es.
a
fixed price, and
Nothing lias
criminal law of the United States. !
be
for,
must
ry thing
haggled
a statute
covering j
wded as every trade seems to be, There is lack of
breach of trust in the public service.
e is
no competition, nor “cutting.”
The public lands should be extended.
irticle purchased at one stall for a
A greater merchant marine is much
ar, may be sold at the next booth
twice that much, or for one-third of to be desired.
The pension bureau is doing excellent
and it is the same way in the
work.
Congress should take action
part of town. There is no
of the care
adard of value; tlie trades people looking to the assumption
|
confederate
ply get what they can. Neither is ofThere is needgraves.
of more rigid c-xaniina- !
re ever
any attempt to make a
of immigrants. Chinese merchants j
table showing of articles tor sale; tion
students form a class by them ;
and
is
ything
just heaped up and disis being done them |
1 of as quickly as possible. There selves, and injustice,
under the present law of exclusion.
of
in
the
line
many queer things
The civil service law has proven its |
"is. The sausage stalls, for example,
value; the copyright law should be* re"ii
are extensively
by
patronized
adulterations should he
blue biouses and red skull-caps, vised; food
interstate commerce
entire sausage family—big and fought through
-.11

small fruit do

not

■"11 of

Argentina. It is
i-rytiling that astonish

■

■

j

j

j

I

Iiotiable

easily obtained.

The

leading spirits of
managed to

the occasion had somehow

get seated near the front rows, and
from that direction the cheering began,
which preceeded the orchestral selec-

DR. KENNEDY’S

Favobite
Remedy

Breaks

no

Hearts, Excuses

Dr. David Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is not a disguised enemy of the human
race; where it cannot help, it does not
harm. It is composed of vegetable ingredients and does not heat or inflame the
blood but cools and purifies it. In all cases
of Kidney troubles. Liver complaints, Constipation of the Bowels, and the delicate

H and a taste of rancid buttermilk,
The work of the State department,
■l ist of the butter is made after the
id old plan of putting the cream in- should be improved.
tin cans that are shaped like invert-ugar loaves, and sending it to town
horseback, to be turned into batter
route by jolting. And why not—as
as to slap it around with a wooden
For Infants and Children.
'her until the same result is obtaiuThe still more primitive method
prevails in the interior districts of
ting the milk into a cow-hide bag,
Bears the
idling the hag by a lasso to a horse’s
Signature of
idle, and then dragging it over the
und at a walk until it lias been
mped into butter.
All forms of hazing have been abolished
uie tinug m mienos
Ayres is pretty at hates College and from now on the tradimake
ic to be unadulterated, and that is
tional privilege of the Sophomores to
ik. For special customers the cows sport Id' tile Freshmen wiM be a dead
driven around to the houses and letter at that institution. This decision .ins
the mterfei ence ut
ked in tlm streets. They are usually been reached, not by
hut by the voluntary action of
-veil by twos, accompanied by their the. faculty,
the student body.
nves—poor little wretches of tender
its household
Every family should have
who do not appreciate the rough
in it
medicine chest—and the first bottle
always of the city, nor their enforced should lie Dr. Wood’s Norway i ine Nyiup.
f;K Leathern muzzles are fastened Nature’s remedy for coughs and colds.
ver their mouths, and to the children
i is a
“Ma!” “What is it '.1 “Is the stuff in that
never-ending source of amuseno.' It's muci:
nt to see the
vacaeitas” (little bottle bay rum?” Mercy, I can’t
get my
“I guess that’s why
■ws), making frantic but ineffectual lage off.”—Cleveland Leader.
attempts to secure their natural cap
Itching piles? Never mind if physicians
"urishment.
Fannie B. Ward.
have failed to cure you. Try Doan’s Ointment. No faiiure there. 50 cents, at any
All the good qualities of Ely’s Cream drug store.
i;ulm, solid, are found in Liquid Cream
Briggs. I see that young Tutter cauie
balm, which is intended for use in at- near
being clubbed to death by a New
■niizers. That it is an unfailing cure for
What offence
Griggs.
Lisal Catarrh is proved by an ever-increas- York policema*).of?—Smart
Set.
innocent
iig mass of testimony. It does not dry out was he
nor rasp the tender air-passages.
It allays
Clear thinking, decisive action, vim and
Hie inflammation and goes straight to the
of body and mind, the sparkle of life,
vigor
of the disease.
Obstinate old cases comes to all who use Hollister’s Rocky
[out
nave been cured in a few weeks.
All drug- Mountain Tea. 35 cents. Tea or Tablets.
gists, 75c., including spraying tube, or R. II. Moody.
mailed by Ely Bros., 56 Warren Street, New
* ork.
Some of our exchanges are predicting a
mild winter. All right. We shall take no
It was our misfortune
burdock Blood Bitters gives a man a part In it, however.
December and we
kear head, an active brain, a strong, vigor- to have predicted one last in
that direction
no
make
attempt
shall
ous body—makes him fit for the battle ol

CASTOR IA

The Kind You Have

Always Bought

1

life.

again.—Bangor Commercial.

^THIS YEAR AT THE*r

-CITY DRUG STORE-

derangements which afflict women, the action of Dr. Kennedy’s FAVORITE REMEDY is beyond praise.
Thousands of
grateful people voluntarily testify

to

this,

in letters to Dr. Kennedy; and with a
warmth and fullness of words which mere
business certificates never possess. It
makes no drunkards—excuses no crimes—
breaks no hearts. In its coming there is
hope, and in its wings there is healing.
We challenge a trial and are confident of
the result. Your druggist has it. ONE
DOLLAR a Bottle.
Bear in mind the
name and address: Dr. jDavid
KENNEDY,
Rondout, New York.

It is the

early

see

to buy.
Call sure and see them. I want you to call
the best assortment ever shown in Belfast.

You will Find Most

Everything

you can think of

m

I
I

I have got *he

I

efforts have failed to rind a better
remedy for coughs, colds and lung troubles
than Foley’s Honey and Tar. It
stops the
cough, heals the lungs and prevents serious
results from a cold.
J. X. Patterson,
Nashua, Iowa, writes: “Last winter I had
a bad cold on my lungs and tried at least
half a dozen advertised cough medicines
and had treatment from two physicians
without getting any I euerit.
A friend
recommended Foley ’s Honey and Tar and I
two thiids of a bottle cured me.
I consider
it the greatest cough and lung medicine in
the world.” R. H. Moody.

goods, ALL NEW, and lots

ones, and shall

them, pretty

All

Don’t

sell them at

Forget Townsend’s Art Views of Belfast!

CITV

Bladder,
and my kidneys were affected. None of the
means taken for relief produced
any lasting
benefit until 1 began the use of Dr. David
Kennedy’s Favorite Remedy, of Rondout,
N. Y. The pain ceased—the calculus or
stone having been dissolved by the medicine. 1 am ready to testify that my recovery was due to Dr. Kennedy’s Favorite
Remedy. —E. D. \V. Parsons, Rochester.
The annual meeting of the Central Maine
Fair association was held Dec. 7th at the
Coliseum, Waterville, and the following
officers were elected:
President. E. P. 1
Mayo, Waterville: secretary, E. T. Wyman, '
Waterville; ireasurer, Elmer E. Smith,
Winslow, veterinarian, Dr. A. Joly, Waterville. Premiums amounting to $5,000 were !
paid. The financial standing was reported

DRUG STORE, °g„

--THE-FASHION.

Gift Certificates

satisfactory.

uriou$

Fighting
“For seven years,” writes Geo. \V. Hoffman, of Harper, Wash., “I had a bitter
battle with chronic stomach and liver
trouble, but at last 1 won, and cured my
diseases, by the use of Electric Hitters. I
uuhesitatingly recommend them to all, and
don’t intend in the future to be without
them in the house. They are
certainly a
wonderful medicine, to have cured such a
bad case as mine.” Sold, under guarantee
to do the same for you, by K. II.
Moody,
druggist, at 50c. a bottle. Try them today

help you sensibly to decide “what to give.” You buy the
beautifully engraved Certificate and present it as a gift.
The person receiving it may come in at her convenience,
be fitted with just the style and size which best suits her
and exchange the Certificate (see below) for the shoes.

(Formerly occupied by F. B. Knowlton)

Millinery,
Dry and

i--1

Fancy Goods,

The newspaper instinct runs in some
families. The new manager of the liowdoin Quill is the sou of Oliver Otis, for a!
genetation the owner and editor of the:
1
Rockland Opinion.—Kennebec Journal.

Ladies’

Furnishings.

1 roup, Coughs, Colds,
etc have no terrors for children
who evacuate the bowels with

Whooping-Cough,

or adults |
Kennedy’s I
i bis remedy ex- j

Laxative Honey and Tar.
pels all cold from the system and strength-!
the throat, lungs and bronchial tubes.
You did not know your neighbors
The Original Laxative Cough Syrup and
that
was
not
but
materia!, Liquid Cold Cure. Sold by K. H. Moody.
very well,
for there is little need of ceremony beMark Twain says he makes it a rule to |
tween college men on a lark, and class sit up as long as he can find anyone to sit
with.
distinctions were sunk beneath the up
Nothing will cure indigestion that doesn’t i
prevailing air of jollification. The com- digest
tile food, itself, and gives the stoin- I
pany was not so bad but that it could acli rest. You can’t expect that a weak i
have been very, very much worse, and stomach will regain its strength and get 1
well when it is compelled to do the lull i
tlie play happened to be just the right work that a sound stomach should do. You

Pianos and Shett Music for Sale

ens

Between the
tiling, largely comedy.
acts illustrated songs of the “Bluebell,”
“Mamma’s Boy," and "Bunker Hill,”

variety,

more

than

delighted

the

crowd,

who devoted their very best efforts to
tlie work when the soloist graciously

invited everybody to join in the chorus.

Rapturous applause trom orchestra
circle to galierv expressed the appreciation felt by the college element, and
the rest of the audience settled back in
their chairs, relieved of the duty of
applaudiug, and congratulated themselves on getting two performances for
one

admission.

The actors seemed to

it

appreciate

Freshman friends from the crowd in

front of tlie car station, you
to spend fifteen minutes in
that was
more

of

anything but patient, and five
misery in trying to swallow

being
Freshman, in particular.
The car w as crowded more than on the
down trip, and a group of three or four
were ensconced on the roof uutil they
were good naturedly summonsed down
to more solid footing by the tolerant
conductor. Quotations from the play,
bits from the songs, and other salutations went from the car to the passerby, and it was a merfy, if weary, crowd
which reached Orono at supper time,
a

in the knowledge that ancient
custom had been upheld for another
year, that student ideas of justice had

•serene

The most

pleasant,

safest and best reme-

Kennedy*! Laxative Honey and Tar

more

I

in

all

Christmas

leathers—for

Candies

dress, for street, for
for all other
I.et your
services.
choice be a sensible
one;

“QueenQuality”

We

When a hen sits on an egg for
three weeks and it don’t hatch, is it spoilt S’
Father. No, it is then ready for bum actors.—New York Mail.
Doctors Could Not

Mary

Croup instantly relieved. Dr. Thomas’
Eclectno Oil. Perfectly safe. Never fails.
At any drug store.

about

more

Elizabeth

made

COLBURN’S SHOE STORE

customers

our

know

the home

candies —the

the

worthiness

story
the

of

whole thins would interest
and
are

and

please them

1

so.

hey

real home made candies

only

the purest and

_

finest materials
From

| Undertaking! j
*
i
i

\
•
*

rooms,

*

was three years with A. E. Mann of Bosof the best Undertakers in Massachusetts.

Mr. Jones

g

ton,

£

\

SPENCER & EATON,

•

.DEALERS IN

Parlor, Dining Room and Chamber Furniture, Etc.
'•'•'•'•'•'•-•'a

EADr.

Piles. It absorbs the tumors,

allays the itching at once, acts
a poultice, gives instant re,7-Tas
lief. Dr. williams’Indian Pile Ointment is prepared for Piles and Itching of the private parts. Every box is
warranted. By druggists, by mail on reof
price, 50 cents and $1.00. UIILLIAMS
ceipt

MANUFACTURING CO.. Props.. Cleveland,®

~

CHRISTMAS SALE

Of

at

our

store, and

we

tir^e

animmediate trial.

A. A. HOWES & CO..
and Medicines.

4tf

Book Binding
-AN1>-

REPAIRING.
MAGAZINES BOUND.
Book- loo-o
cents up.

in

tin*

covers

JOHN S.

LT^uor''™.
to
replan
u

troiu

FERNALD..

26 Miller Street, Si de Door..Belfast

FOR SALE
.‘>0 h. j*. engine, SO li. p. Doth r. feed pump*. Berryman Heater and complete engine rnom equipnu'iii.
Also other bargains in new and secondhand woodworking and iron-working machinery.
We art also headquarter> ftu -hip's pumps, capstans, chocks, cleats and 11 kinds of heavy castings for vessels, both iron and and bra-s. Yet us
figure join requirement-.
ALBEKT lil SSl l.I & SONS CO.,
1 y 1*3
Ncw Imrj port, Miimk

COLD WEATHER IS COMING!

us

a

buying new. We can please you. Give
call at the old place.
;>m:i6

F. G.

of
HANDKERCHIEFS
J. H. HOWES.

de-

Take out your last winter clothes. Have
them cleaned, pressed and repaired, and
save

by B. H. Moody.

£

Ladies & Gentlemen:

—

For sale

J

/«/«/• .«/«/«/• /%/% /% /*/%<%

Williams’ Indian Pile
^Ointment will cure Blind,
wBleeding and Itching

used.

these

licious candies can be had

*
*

Caskets, Robes and Burial Goods,
one

are

on

Groceries, Drugs

*

who will have full charge of our Undertaking
where will be found a complete line of

now

i

#NV. E. JONES, ^

f

i

*

£

\
£*

£

IT is not true, as reported, that we have retired
from the Undertaking branch of our business.
It is true that we have engaged

Help Her.

“I had kidney trouble for years," writes
Mrs. Raymond Conner of Shelton, Wash.,
“and the doctors could not help me.
I
tried Foley’s Kidney Cure, and the very
first dose gave me relief and I am now
cured. I cannot say too much for Foley’s
’’
It makes the diseased kidKidney Cure.
neys sound ;so they will eliminate the poisons from the blood.
Unless they do this,
good health is imnossible, R. H. Moody.

wish

could

$3.50 & $3.00

The first ivciuisite of beauty is a clear
complexion. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup
clears a sallow blotched complexion as it
stimulates the liver and bowels, and the
eyes become bright and clear. You owe it
to your friends to take it if your complexion
is bad. Orino Laxative Fruit Syrup does
not nauseate or gripe and is very pleasant
to take. Refuse substitutes. R. 11. Moody.

Harry.

Moody & Co.

woman

—

been vindicated, and that nothing could
“Pa, what are the wages of sin ?” “Well,
be “done abont it.”
the salaries of those trust officials vary
greatly, my son.”—Smart Set.
Carso all Coofhs. and axpeia Colds from
tao system ay costly moving tfeo bowels.

a

Gift Certificates.

selves on your forethought, you were “J have had my shoes civilized.” When
asked what she meant by that she replied.
safely ensconced in seats when the “Why my little dictionary gives “polished,”
pushing, pulling mob, anxious not to as the meaning of “civilized.”
■‘get left” struck the car at the waiting
Hie 1 Irsi 1 vt'i)uisue ol Beauty.
room.
Alas, for "best laid plans,”

on

give
genuine pleasure than
perfectly fitted stylish boots?
And what can be more stylish
than theshot that sets the style ?
“Queen Quality” boots tome
can

The season of indigestion is upon us.
Kodol Dy spepsia Cure for Indigestion and
Dyspepsia will no everything for the stomach that an over-loaded or over-worked
Stomach can not do tor itself. Kodol digests what you eat—gives the stomach a
relieves sour
rest
stomach, belching,
heart-burn, indigestion, etc. sold by R. 11.

dy to use for Coughs, Colds, Croup, Whooping Cough, etc., is Kennedy’s Laxative
Honey ami Tar. This remedy expels all
of the party bad a brilliant idea, and a cold from the system by acting as a cathartic
on the bowels.
Sold by K. H. Moody.
hasty sprint down Main street and up
State resulted in your catching the
Recently in one of the rooms at the Fry
Bangor bound car long before it reach- Grammar School, Lewiston, tile pupils
were asked to use tile word “civilized” in
ed the square. Congratulating your- written sentences. One little girl
wrote,

St.

BELFAST, MAINE.
What

skating,

The 13th annual meeting of the Maine
Game Association
Jan. 2d, beginning
be elected and fish
p.
and ga me matters discussed.

Temple, High

Misses I. L, <$ J M,

Dobbs.
Wigson went out in his new automobile yesterday lor the first time.
Dibbs. How did it turn out:1
Dobbs. That’s just the trouble. It didn’t
turn out and Wigson is in the hospital.

your cream down, wholesale.
After they had been disposed of one

however. Two ladies were established
in your’s and Jack’s places before very
long, while a couple of big Sophomores
made life so uncomfortable for the
other two that they were soon glad to
exchange their berths for a strap and
from their places in the aisle scowled
their dissatisfaction at mankind in general and at the disadvantages attendant

Next Door to Masonic

wouldn’t expect a sick horse to get well
when it is compelled to do a full day’s work I
every day of the week. Kodol Dy spepsia i
Cure is a perfect digestaut and digests the 1
food regardless of tlie condition of y our ,
stomach.
Relieves Indigestion, Retching,
Sour Stomach, ami all stomach disorders.
Sold by R. 11. Moody.

prepared Sportsman’s Fish and
will be held at Rangor,
waiting at
4
m.
Officers will

a

As I have a large assortment of them this year, both plain and colored,
much prettier than last year. They make a present that can be mailed
to distant friends.
REflEHBER THE PLACE.

I Had Stone ill the

tion.

of

BARGAIN THIS CHRISTMAS.

Congressman Littlefield has introduced a
bill providing a death penalty for an assassin of the President, Vice-President or any
ambassador or minister of a foreign country
to the United Mates.
The bill also provides sentence of not less than ten years for
attempted assassination of the theseofficials.

*

place

and

j

Failed.

YOUR**-

*

CHRISTMAS GOODS

no Crimes.

all, too, and bowed and Moody.
smiled their gratification in a way
During the past year there were received
which was charming to see. When the at the Maine State prison 02 convicts, and
now in the institution fill
persons.
curtain had rung down on tlie final, thereare
Out of this number there are 23 insane, 13
dramatic tableau, and everybody was to of whom are convicts and 10 are not.
La Grippe anil Pneumonia.
“live happily ever after" a last rousing
cheer was given, and people turned
J’neumonia often follows la grippe but
their attention toward the home-going. never iollows the use of Foley’s Honey aim
Tar. It cures la grippe coughs and preare recommended for,
As is usual, the half-hourly car for vents pneumonia and consumption.
>, Hat, round, long and short,'black, laws; pensions
Ask
service.
blue and smallpoeked, stuffed into those in the life-saving
for
Foley’s Honey and Tar and refuse any
had
and
those
Orono
who
just departed,
on Philippine goodsentering
tariff
The
subst
lute
offered.
Mr.
G. Yacher of 157
ms, done up in lead paper or piled in
were going back by electrics saw a halfthe United States should be removed.
Osgood St., Chicago, writes: “My wife had
nous heaps—till
the place from
should be fortified.
Hawaii
a severe case of la grippe three years ago,
in
store
for
hour
wait
them.
The
ice
: to ceiling.
And then the cheeseand it leit her with a terrible cough, she
Porto Rico should be granted citize u
1 is—Vueserios
cream parlors you had passed on the
(pronounced kaytried i. bottle of Foley ’s Honey and Tar and
and Alaska should be allowed a
ship
all
eramed
of
with
cheeses
re-ahs),
it gavy immediate relief. A 50 cent bottle
delegate in congress. Joint statehood way down had given you a suggestion cured
ts and sizes, shapes, colors and conher cough entirely.” Refuse substiis recommended for Indian Ierritory and so, hunting up Jack and two other tutes. R. H.
ms, but every bit of it with a sour
Moody.
and Oklahoma.

-»BUY

SPINNEY,

Mixer’s Block, Belfast, Me.

Kodol

Dyspepsia

-APPLY AT THE-

Belfast

Livery Stable.
tf4j;

H OLID A Y [GLOVES

Cure

Digests what you eat.

at

tT. H.

HOWyj^

...

Republican Journal.

The

Every Thursday Morning by th.i

Republican Journal Publishing Co.

Bangor, Me., Deo. 10. Receipts of deer
the Saturday and Sunday morning trains
49, bringing the total for the season to

on

were

342 iu excess of the number on the'
date last year. The moose
figures to date are 214, exactly the same as I
last year at this time.
I

4438,

I^advanee,.52.00

T. Roosevelt .Tr., got a wild boar and
elk on his shooting expedition at
Newport, X. II —Boston Globe.
Any one up that way lost a pig?

an

that

the

by

been

vigorous enforcement
city.” If we are not

the

taken that

lias
mis-

j

of Head Covered with
Scales Which Peeled off
Taking Hair with Them.

Top

have been sutlicient to turn the scale.

President Roosevelt:

her head in

at

personal judgment which treats eacli
mai
according to his merits another

Thursday, the Westover and the David,
great liners, were both at the wharf
and two three-masted schooners and several
smaller vessels. The large storehouse at
the wharf is nearly completed and Astle A
Page, as soon as it is finished, will have
their crew at work on the office at Kidder’s
Point, which will be one of the finest buildings on the line.
CHURCHES.

too

too sane, too self-respecting,
for self-government, ever to

are

tit

box25 and 50
107 boxes sold last

the Univers»list church next
Service
Sunday at 2.30 p. m.; subject of sermon
“Prohibitions.” Sunday school at 3.30 p. m.

j

safeguarded, and that he is neither to
wrong others nor to suffer wrong from
others.

I:
Mi

--

Event- Club will meet with
E. E. Maples, Dec. -jnth.

Mi>M. Gardner returned from
visit to Huston last Saturday

a

Hi.id aud family have moved into the
Calvin \i alley house on the Mill road.
■

E

Mis Everett Staples is much improved
hut Lei sister, Mrs. Snell, is still with her.
the social dance at Henslow Hall last
Ftiday v.as well attended and much en-

joyed.

Miss Frances Cleaves is displaying a fine
line of neckwear and many other holiday
attractions.
Our merch int- are all making their window- and slocks as attractive as possible for
the Christmas trade.
The J. M. Ames Co. has rented its house
recently built on School street, to Mr. Long,
one of the railroad employees.
Chas. Hevereaux left last Thursday for
New York, ilis wife remained here aud
later will return, with her mother, to Katahdin Iron Works.
The English two masted schoouer Domain ducked at Cape Jellisou pier Monday
from St. .Joliu with lumber. Another vessel was due Tuesday,

Capt. M. El. Colcord was severely ill last
week as the result of a coltL but is now able
to be about the house and at time of writing is steadily improving.
telephone

was

at

Aliss Auiiue Crooker was summoned by
telephone to the bedside of her brother in
Winterport last Friday. The case seemed
very alarmiug, indicating brain congestion,
but developed into a case of the measles.
Mrs. Billadoo is caring for Mrs. Lydia Mudgett during Miss Crooker’s absence.

Widow

^‘''I'lsnallrgoou
always
acceptable gifts

assortment.

line of Eastman's Cameras and
supplies always in stock.

44444444444444444444444444

E. meeting Thursday, at 3.30 p. m.; prayer
developing and printing for amameeting Thursday at 7.30 p. m.; morning teurs.
worship Sunday at 10.45 a. in.; Sundayschool at 12 m.; C. E. prayer meeting at 0.30
p. iii.; evening worship at 7.30 p. m.
Morning worship at the Methodist church
LADIES
next Sunday with holy communion at 10.45 DENT’S GLOVES FOR
a. m.; Bible school at noon; Junior
-AT-league
at 3. p. m
At 7.15 p. m. stereopticon lecJAMES H. HOWES’
ture on Patriarchs, Kings and Prophets
from. David to Elisha. Seats free, and the
public invited.

CHASE & DOAK, Belfast

Augusta, Dec. 12. The law court today
handed down a rescript holding that malt
extract is an intoxicating liquor and that
where it is sold as a beverage a bill for the
goods could not be collectable in this State.

\

gifts

*4444444444444444444444444

*
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N. B. Have you seen the new style “Loomer’s Corsets” with
spiral springs?
than whalebone.
Mail orders receive careful and prompt attention.

Hany

Better

*

\

*44444444444444444444444444444444****aaaaaaaaaaaa...

W' Clark’s

JAMES H. HOWES j

are

absolutely will

What will make
Borne

one

of

a

more

Congress
Playing

Cards
35 CENTS PER PACK.

Perfumes,
Toilet Waters,

Soaps,

A. A. HOWES & CO.
Groceries, Drugs and Medicines.

George W. Burkett

j

col-

beautiful

Hand-Painted
well known spot?"
our

|

ODD FELLOWS’

THE LARGEST LINE OF

BLOCK, BELFAST.
^ABSOLUTE SAFETY^

USEFUL

The City Nalieeal Bank oi Bellas:

us

goods.

Toilet

J

splendidly prepared to meet the demands of all gift seekers who wish
quality, reliability, courteous service and low' prices.

Fenwick, aged 8 years, Grange, Me.

Sa'e at

A fine

:

!

♦

This store is

?he^dtV,rynil!fal^srro,kngnrnSl!
itorefttelfast''1 Ma!m‘0n

at

Rev. S. L. Hanscom, pastor of the Methodist church at Bar Harbor, formerly'pastor of the Methodist church in this city,
sustained a slight shock of paralysis Dec.
(ith. He is one of the ablest clergymen in
the State, and is especially prominent on
account of his active work for the enforcement of the prohibitory law, and his candidacy for sheriff of Hancock county as an
Independent, in 1902.

Umbrellas.

t*«««»4*m**»M*«*m**** >4444444444444444444444444
444444444444444444444444)

THE CITY DRUG STORE.

A gospel temperance meeting will be
held in the Baptist church next Sunday
afternoon at 3:30 under the auspices of
Belfast Lodge No. 30, I. 0. G. T.
The
brotherhoods of St. Paul and Andrew and
Philip will cooperate. There will be singing, brief talks and “picket shots.” An invitation is extended to all.

Holiday
*

Religious

CHRISTMAS PRESENTS
Ever carried in a Clothing and
Store in Belfast that are

Total

Absolutely

Furnishing

Respsonbility

Fire and
Boxes

Warm, Durable and Handsome
FOR BOYS, MEN AND LADIES.

Gain in

The Duke of York Plush Lined Fur
Trimmed Coat for Men,

deposit August

|

Comptroller

Open

an

25 to November

AND DO IT NOW.

9. 835,950.7s

aeeoant at :t

^SAVI NCS

% in

our

DEPARTMENT.*

INTEREST BEGINS FIRST OF EACH MONTH

Do not buy money orders, cashier’s cheeks,or bo;
your neighbor who has a bank account, have a

Prince Henry Plush Lined Fur
Trimmed Coat for Ladies.

•

CHECKING ACCOUNT

of your oven.

We solicit your business, LAKGi

SMALL, and offer

to j

in every way in which

These are the most popular medium price coats worn
by Ladies and Gents today. We are going to make your
Christmas Present money buy 1-3 more than you ever
bought before.

Our bonds
for

us

are

on

tree'of expense our servi

we can

for sale, and anything: good
for

WM. B. SWAN, President.
Swan,
Duutoii,

Clark,

Asa A. Howes,

Clark's Corner

i

yon

C. W.
DIRECTORS

Robert F.

r
•-

render you assistant

to own is good enough

Will. B.

Waldo Trust

per report to

Currency...$417.582.C

JJSD THE

TAIN SHALLEY, Salesman.

j

Burglar Proof Safe Deposit Vaults

August 25, date of last report. 381,631.52

OUll SPECIALTY IS +*+++—

William A.

$132,000

#8,00 Per Year.

Deposits November 9, as
of the

over

to

cuot

It

buy.

WESCOTT,

Cashie

:

Thomas W.

Clarence E. Mclntiv

Elmer A.

Thomas E. Shea,
Winfield
Pendlet

Pitcher,
Sherman,
( lias. P. Hazeltine,

W J.Creamer Co
STOCKTON SPRINGS.

Company

Great Christmas Sale at Stockton Springs

FORMERLY THE PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK OF BELFAST.

4tf

mm«« *♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

IDEAL CHRISTMAS GIFT Capital $50,000. Surplus $25,000. Deposits orer$400,oa il
g.

have almost everything in the line of Xmas goods.
Below will be ton
few of our specialties: Toys, Games, Handkerchief and Glove Cases,
endars, Gift Books, Stationery, Jewelry, Collar and Cuff Boxes, Shopping If i-Umbrellas, Table Linen, Napkins, Dress Goods, Shirt Waists, Dainty Handle
chiefs, Gloves, Belts, Ladies’ Collars, Stock sand Scarfs, China, Glass, Decora'
Ware.

Safes with TWO KEYS for protection of securities of Treasurers, Executors,e tc

Great Bargains in Men’s Readymade Clothing, Overcoats, Raincoats, Fur Coats & SuitWe have a Fine Line of Rugs tor 79c to $2.00.
the next 2 weeks we shall mark our stock of Millinery at or below <
Customers are invito
Here is a chance to get a stylish hat at a low price.
to make our store their headquarters. Bundles can be left here free of chart

^

Edison Standard

Phonograph
Price $20.00. EASY terms

Our old townsman, Mr. Crawford S. Griffin of Kingman, is in town for a few weeks,
arriving December 6th. He and bis brother
Luring are making the changes and additions to their sister Maria’s bouse, recently
bought from, and vacated by their brother
Levi. We understand they are building an
L, will add a piazza to the main house and
also make many inside improvements.
Air. Oliver of Bangor, for years an associate of the late Mr. Llewellyn J. Morse in
the lumber business, was in town December
6th, coming down over the line for the express purpose of seeing the new railroad in
all its parts. There is nothing like seeing
it to giving one a good general idea of it.
Mr. Oliver expressed himself as much
pleased with the road. This seems to be
the opinion of all who inspect it.

doing

Platinums of

call and allow

j

m

Mrs. A. M. Gardner’s.

still prevailing and very prostrating ones, too. A. Al. Ames “kept house”
two days last week, but is out again now.
Kufus Aludgett and wife have sufficiently
recovered from their colds to be at their respective places of business.

following

in such
shape that I can use them
work yet awhile.
Yours respectfully,

Christmas gift than

or

I

FURS and BLANKETS make splendid

letters
Jones’

are

not fade.

Send for Catalogue,

j GLOVES

Goods.

There isn’t any kind of handkerchiefs
wants that can’t be supplied from our

!

THE TOWNSEND ART VIEWS
ored with w ater colors, and

placed in the Gardner

are

OF FACTS

LADIES thltm '}ad .a .'Vi'!0"’ Jones suit hut they say
that is just what a boy wants to make
him look
!rCono,o' V ay' They lit like a glove. Never rip

Christmas Candies

Colds

ADVERTISER

Clark—Dear Sir: I had a pair of Widow
pants, and wore them two years steady

they

John V.

JAMES H. HOWES’

to show you the

!j

Holiday Leather

Handkerchiefs.

Kay Vaughn Basstck,
iged 6 years and it months.
P. S. Well, boys I tell
you Harry Clark's plaee
IS tne place to
go to get idee, strong pants and
other clothes.

lor

Fancy Groceries,

are

Holiday
enormous assortment

Ml-

Coated Pills, 25c. per vitil of 60). Ointment, .50c., Soap, 25c. Potter Drug & Chem. Corp., Boston.
Send for The Great Ilumour Cure."
Sole Props.

services will he held in the
East Northport on Sunday, Dec.
17th, at 10.30 a. in., by the pastor, Rev. (J. G.
Winslow.
Sunday school at 11.30 a. m.
Services' wiil be held at the Braiuard schoolhouse at 2.30 p. m.

| DENTS’
♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦♦mm**

1

MASONIC TEMPLE.

Jones

The yearly business meeting of the
Baptist church will be held this, Thursday,
house tlie latter part of last week for the evening at 7.30 p. m. It is hoped that
ALL OF THE BEST VARIETIES
every
use of trackmaster Sutton, who
occupies resident member will be present. The Sunthe lowei floor ot the house.
day services will be as follows: preaching
-ALL KINDS OFThe piling for the entire length of the by.the pastor at 10:43 a. m.; Sunday school
at
noon ; gospel temperance meeting at 3:30
.jeiiison
•'ape
pier is driver, and also that
tui the bulkhead pier, but a large space is p. m.; Christian Endeavor meeting at 6:30;
illustrated hymn service at 7:30 p. in. Free
-till to uh capped aud finished on top.
seats and an invitation for all.
Mr. Norwood, who has been employed at
An illustrated hymn service will beheld
the railroad uliiee as bookkeeper for some
no nth- past, has leased the Mixer bouse on
in the Baptist church next Sunday evening
S> van street and w ill bring his wife and at at 7.30 o’clock. Several of the most pop New Lot Ofbaby here.
uiar hymns,with appropriate colored views
MARY ELIZABETH CANDY
Mmeun Ellis left last Thursday for will be thrown upon the screen. In conwith the singing of the hymns the
nection
Quincy, Mass., called there by the serious
-Just Arrived
nines- (pneumonia) of his daughter, Miss story of their authorship and origin will be
Esther,
'telephones received later report told and interesting incidents connected
with their history related.
Mrs. W. B. Broken Candy 10c per lb.
her condition improving.
Fletcher w ill act as organist and a chorus
Mr. Carleton, one of the pier contractors, choir will lead the singing.
Admission Nuts of all Kinds.
who was in tow n last week, left Saturday, free. Public invited.
returning Tuesday, accompanied by Mrs’
Green Vegetables fresh every week.
Carleton and their little daughter. They
Malt Extract an Intoxicant.
A

Saturday.

have received the
relative
to the
clothes:

We do

nrent

cents each.

Reliable
Xmas Gifts,

»»♦♦♦♦♦♦•»♦♦♦♦»♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«♦»«

form

Services at the North church: Junior C.

STOCKTON SPRINGS.

|

j

Christian Science services are held at J.

Chapel

1 box

A.

morning, preaching service at 10.48; serbeen in the past, a government based mon by the pastor, Rev. Harry Lutz; sub“Who are Christians? The Issue of
on the theory that each man, rich or ject:
the Inter-Church Federation.”
Sundaypoor, is to be treated simply and solely school at 12 o’clock.
his worth as a man, that all his perand property rights are to be

I HE

|

tinue to be in the future what it has

on

of the Necktremendous
one in a

DENTS'
GLOVES

Fred A. Johnson,

F. Fernald’s, No. 57 Cedar street, every
adopt such an attitude.
This government is not and never Sunday morning at 11 o’clock, and Wednesshall be government by a plutocracy. day evening at 7.30, to which all are cordiThis government is not and never shall ally welcome.
At the Unitarian church next Sunday
be government by a mob. It shall con

son..:

j

sure

come.

in

des'Bnsthan
toap-

t0

L

^ goods.
se5 One
<‘ttractlve

.....

:

humours, with loss of hair, of infants
and children, as well as adults, and is

-AT-

y
1

eyer

them

tod

DENT’S GLOVES FOR

Neckwear
_*.

y

__

to succeed when all other remedies and the best physicians fail.
Sold throughout the world. Cuticura Resolvent, 50c. (in
of Chocolate

at

see

Christmas novelties,

stock of

itching, burning, bleeding, scaly,
crusted, and pimply skin and scalp

standard in accordance with which all
men of one class are favored and all
There will be meetings in the Mission
of another class discriminated
men
hall, 59 High street, every Saturday, Sunwe
shall
do
against,
irreparable damage day and Wednesday evening at 7.30, and
to the body politic. I believe that our Bible study Sunday at 2
p. in. All are wel-

people

We are having the cream
wear business.
See our

after using the Cuticura Remedies was
cured. She is now six years old, and
has thick hair and a clean scalp.”
Instant relief and refreshing sleep
for skin-tortured babies and rest for
tired, worried mothers in warm baths
with Cuticura Soap, and gentle anointings with Cuticura Ointment, purest of
emollients and greatest of skin cures.
This is the purest, sweetest, most
speedy, permanent, and economical
treatment for torturing, disfiguring,

two

Ribbons

course some one

ceptible presents.

Holiday Keckwcar-^

^

water

Holiday

is on your list for
a gift of Hose, you will find the
right
kind of hose. SILK HOSE make ac-

Aguascalientes and Encarnacion,
Mexico.
Telegraphed for big line of
FIFTY CENT numbers last week—will
be here tomorrow. Come in and

Mrs. Burges writes Feb. 28, 1903:
“My baby, who had Eczema very
badly on her head, as I told you before,

j
j

Holiday

From

j

CURE PERMANENT

j

THE

warm

Of

DRAWN LINEN

and Cuticura
Soap and gently combed the scales
off. They did not come back and her
hair grew out fine and thick. She is
now a year and a half old, and has no
trace of Eczema.”
MRS. C. W. PURGES, Iranistan
Ave., Bridgeport, Conn., Feb. 21, iSy8.

Mr. James White lias a new store at the
Cape with groceries and other things. Mr.
and Mrs. Wiiite have a good trade and exj peet to remain here
permanently. They
j have Miss Partridge’s photographs of the
wharf for sale.

for the standard of

MEXICAN HAND

My baby was six weeks old when
the top of her head became covered
with thick scales, which would peel
and come off, taking the hair with it.
It would soon form again and be as bad
as before.
My doctor said it was
Eczema, and prescribed an ointment,
which did no good. I then tried Cuticura Soap and Ointment.
I washed

j

quality, his attitude toward the
great questions which concern all humanity. his cleanliness of life, his power
to do his duty toward himself and
toward others, which really count; and

Holiday
Hosiery

WE ARE SH0WIN6 A BEAUTIFUL
ASSORTMENT OF

“

through for
on
in January.
j
There will be some finishing touches to lie
put on the wharf in the spring.

It is the man’s

UTICURA

Hair and Clean Scalp.
Cure Permanent.

the Trites
boarding house and the same number at the
Spellman boarding house, besides several
smaller boarding houses.
are

Headquarters for Holiday Stoppers

Now Six Years Old with Thick
j

to

moral

if we substitute

forty-five boarders

CURED B

]

workmen expect
be
j thisThewinter
the big wharf

not the issue raised

by
the opposition to Mayor Baxter during
the campaign. Ilis proposed park systern was the chief object of attack; and
no doubt in
Portland, as elsewhere,
there is a minority opposed to public
improvements, and in this case it may
was

There

JAMES H. HOWES

j

BABY'S ECZEMA

Miss Harriet D. Hichborn will have a
Christmas sale of pictures at Treat’s drug
store.
The collection will include local
The l’resque Isle Star-IIerald pubviews, particularly those of the new raillishes a report that the caribou have road bridges, stations, piers, etc., in photoreturned to Maine. Now what has the graphic colors and also the hand-painted
water color
platinotypes. The panorama
Caribou newspaper to say about it?
view of the Cape Jellison pier is already on
sale at the post office. This gives a fine
view of the Dig, busy place up to date and
A Waldoboro man sent 60 dozen eggs
will be an attractive and oonvenient article
to Boston and they sold for $30—fifty to
send to distant friends, particularly forcents per dozen. The shipper rises to 1 mer residents of the town, as a Christmas
remembrance and souvenir of home.
remark:
“There is good money in
The railroad is well patronized, as many
eggs this year.”
as 20 and 30 passengers arriving and deon some trains.
parting
Many people come
it is Mayor ritzgeraid or Boston, by
by the down-river train at 10.20 a. m., look
All the candidates about the village and inspect the terminal
8,300 plurality.
and depart on the up-river train at 2.05.
were sure of election, but Fitzgerald
All wish to see the much talked of pier at
alone guessed right. The whole city
Cape Jellison, which is certainly immense,
being 1,600 feet long, 1,000 feet of which is
government is Democratic, of course.
200 feet wide and 600 feet 80 foot w ide. The
The Portland city election, resulting smaller or bulkhead pier is 1,500 feet long
by 40 feet wide. This is quite a pier in itin the choice of a Democratic mayor, self and tiie two furnish an immense
amount
of room for the accommodation of
has caused much comment, and the
shipping of all grades.
Democratic press generally has ascribCAPE JkLUSON.
ed the defeat of Mayor Baxter to'the
Mr. Moses Burpee, tile chief engineer on
Sturgis commission, although the Port- the new railroad,
was at Cape Jellison last
lam1. Press says that "the Sturgis com- Thursday.

city, and

or

corresponding

Thursday,

i\ year;
Bphm'iiii-tios Tkkmk:
$1.00 for six months; 50 cents tor three months.
Aia kktisinc; Tfrms: For one square, one inch
length in column, 50 cents for one week and
25 cents for each subsequent insertion.

mission had not been near the

Game Receipts at Bancor.

The Ladies’ Aid Society will meet this,
afternoon with Mrs. Simeon T.
Ellis. It is hoped a large number will-be
present to finish the articles now in preparation and also to make final arrangements
for the coming Christinas “sale,” which will
take place next week, the date to be announced later by bill. All who are intending to donate articles will kindly pass them
in by next Monday. The society extends
thanks for past favors in this direction and
of course will appreciate a continuance of
the same.

PILSBURY,} 1!us^Sagw

CHAIILI S A.

I
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Our fine weather of last week was most
thoroughly enjoyed, even though it did
a “weather-breeder,” as an old resient used to say. Sunday was a most tempestuous day,—our first real snow storm,—
going from bad to worse as the day proceeded, so that it was impossible to hold
service again. The roads Monday morning
were badly drifted, though as the snow
was light it was not such hard work to get
through as sometimes.

INTEREST ALLOWED ON DEPOSITS SUBJECT TO CHECK.

■

Transacts

a

Ganaral Banking Business.

special Rates

on

Time Deposit

ACTS AS EXECUTOR, Administrator and Trustee of Estates and Guardian.

....ALSO THE....

Burglar Proof and Fireproof SAFE DEPOSIT VAULTS.

GEM,

810 00

-

Separate accommodations

for Ladies.

-

830 00

CALL—YOU ARE ALWAYS
WELCOME.
rA||AM

fi.

FA
A. FoIlCtt & boil,
•

ACROSS SQUARE FROM
POSTOFFICE.

DIRECTORS—Edwin C. Burleigh, J. Manchester Haynes, C. O. Poor, F. S. Pendletfl ■
Joseph Williamson, Byron Boyd, Edward Johnson, A. I. Brown, J. C. Durham, Albe
Peirce, Geo. E. Macomber, Chas. E. Knowltou, Win. A. Mason, R. P. Chase,iTileston Wadi •

CHAS. L KNOWLTON, President,
FRANK R. WI06IN,

All our Ladies’ Coats and Furs will be sold at

ro

per ct. discount from now till Xmas

FOR

....AND....

HOME,

»*

CLARENCE 0. POOR, Vice Preeldent.

Seeretary

and Treaeurer.

♦♦♦♦♦♦♦«*♦♦♦♦♦♦♦

W. J. Creamer Co.,

—!fc-

STOCKTON

SPRINGS.

The ladies of the Reform ohuroh societies
of East Belfast wish to thank the
people of
Belfast who so liberally contributed food
for their fair.
There are a few dishes
whioh were not called for and
may be had
by calling at Grade IV. school room, on the
Common.

THE NEWS OF BELFAST.
PUBLISHERS’ NOTICE.

Single Copies of The Journal are on sale at the
following places:
Sf.arsport. At the post office.
Stockton Springs. At the post oll.ce.
At the store ot I. H. W.
AVinterport.
AVharff.

The

members of Seaside
Chautauqua
Circle will meet Monday
afternoon, Dec.
18th, with Mrs. W. B. Fletcher, No. 27 High
street. The lesson will be from
Poetry of
Italy, pages 249 to 2U3, and from the Chau-

Camden. Store of D. J. Dickens.
Charles E. Adams, Searsport. Miss E. M. Hall,
At interport and M. J. Dow, Brooks, are authorzed agents to receive subscriptions and adversements.
Republican Journal Publishing Co.

tauquan Magazine,
Roll call, quotations

Palermo Telephone Company has
about la miles of line ready for the wire.
The

“The New
winter.

World.”

on

Last week the managers of the Waldo
County Hospital received the fqflowing
note, with postal order enclosed:
The Youngtown
(Lincolnville) Sunday
school contribute S3 from their mission
fund to aid the good work at the
hospital.

There is a movement on foot to close all
the places of business for all day Christmas.
The Baptist Sunday school will have a
giving Christmas this year. Full particulars next week.

Sincerely Yours,

Joel W. Fernald, Superintendent.
Anne E. Hark ness, Treasurer.

Among the game arrivals at Hangor Monday xvas one deer each for (i. S. Van
ooker ( ?) and F,. Pendleton, Belfast.

***

The meeting of T. H. Marshall Circle of
the G. A. R. is postponed to Tuesday after"on, Dec. 19th, when a full attendance is

me

v*

esiquoiaire

unable to be there will be sworn in at the
next meeting, which will not be held until
January, 1906. The character of the Club
is not to be materially altered,
although
there are many plans under discussion for
“after Christmas.” A very enjoyable even-

equested.
A subscriber writing from Weed, Siskiyou county, California, under date of Dec.
4th says: “We are having nice weather
here and good wheeling. There has been a
eavy fall of snow on Alt. Shorta.”

ing

spent in discussiug some of them.
It is hoped that some of the members on
the “absent list” will be able to be present
and become J. K’s at the next session.

Unclaimed letters remaining in the Belwist post office for the week ending Dec.
li: Miss Mae Kilgore, Miss Amy L. WilMr. Allen Herbert, J. A. Pierce,
II. lteeves, Esq., William Sanford.

ui

Ochean and Thimble Clubs, held at the
home of Miss Ada Marriner on Cedar
street, it was voted that the three organizations be merged into oue, to be known in
the future as the J. K. Club. The members present all took the oath, and those

M. M. Colson has bought out Fred O.
Muith and resumed the clothes renovating
business at his old stand on High street.

n,

«mccwug

was

Piano Kecitai.. The following program
was given by the advanced pupils of Miss
Helen M. Duuton at her home, 54 Cedar

Jr.,

Miss

Steamer Notes. It Is again reported
that the Eastern Steamship Co. has bought
or is atoat to buy the Archibald line of
steamers which run aloug the Maine coast
from Portland, doing a big freight business
in competion with .the Maine Centra) railroad. It is also said that it is the intention
of the Eastern Steamship Co. to have the
line connect in Portland with their Boston
boats during the winter months and carry
freight and passengers thence to different
points along the coast, including Bath,
which has never- had a regular freight
steamer in the winter months—Thesteainer Percy V., of the Ellsworth, Bluehill .fc
Swan’s Island Steamboat Co., has made her
last trip for the season and is hauled up at
Buck’s Harbor for the winter. Service will
be resumed in the spring as early as the
going out of ice in the river and bay will
permit—The tug Delta has taken the
place of the Walter Ross in carrying water
from Belfast to Searsport, and the latter is
hauled up at Bucksport—Steamer City of
Rockland arrived at her wharf in Bangor
last Friday morning at 11.20 o’clock, breaking all records for this time of year. She
left Bangor at 11 a. m. Saturday on her last
trip for the season. She came on the route
April 17th and has been running continuously since. The Penobscot came on the
route Monday, 'leaving Boston at 5 p. m.
and will run the four-trip schedule opposite
the City of Bangor, Capt. William A. Roix.
It has not been announced when the regular
winter two-trip service will commence.
Capt. Curtis and pilots Sawyer and Abbott
with Quartermasters Crockett and McKinnon, Purser Frank Peirce, Freight Clerk
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,inqs- pillows and pillow
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COVERINGS, TABLE LINENS,
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label is the most signjfipart of a hat and yet
the most pretentious hat
bands owe their vogue purely
to a label.
Gold Bond” #2.00 Hats
carry a label that means “absolutely warranted,” but they also
carry style, wear, finish, satis—
faction.
“Gold Bond Hats are as good
as the Government.”

THEcant
f
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Wilton and Axmlnster Ruga-Now
Colorings and

Designs
w
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SHIRT WAIST PATTERNS-Beautlful fine white mercerized
goods, 3 1-2 yards In a pattern,
tern in a box, 79c. Other mereerized
walstings 49c. A few blues at 39c.

Robert P. Coombs and Steward Farmer
were transferred to the Penobscot, which,
as heretofore, will be the winter boat
..The

steamer Verona made her last trip of the
Lydia S. Ferguson was knocked street, Saturday
afternoon, December 9th: season from
Bangor for Bar Harbor,leaving
yesterday afternoon on High street Theoretical Analysis of the
Sonata,
a snow slide from Masonic Temple. She
Bangor Monday afternoon. She waited at
Miss Gladys Pitcher.
Piano Solo, Sonata in Kb (1st movement),
is taken to her home and though suffeiBucksport for the arrival of the Tuesday
Hayden morning train from Bangor. On complet4 somewhat was not severely injured.
Miss Gladys Pitcher.
ing her trip she will go into winter quarters
A heavy board walk has been laid over Sketch of Mozart’s Life,
at BrOoksville—The Rockland completed
Miss Louise Dennett.
veral yards of the concrete sidewalk bePiano Solo, Sonata in F,
Mozart repairs last week, including a new wheel,
oen the Memorial flail and the Court
Miss Ola W ebb.
and resumed her route between Bucksport
hisp, as the concrete had become so unPiano'Solo, Hondo in G,
Mozart
and Camden Monday morning_The new
Miss Eva Perkins.
en that it made dangerous passing in wet
Piano Solo, Sonata in (' (2nd movement),
steamer Westover, which fs to run over the
icy weather.
Mozart New York and Penobscot river line, has arMiss
Louise
Dennett
lilies (i. Abbott, who for many years had
rived at Cape Jellison on her first trip east.
Piano Solo, Meditation,
Logan
uigo milk route iii this city, is to again
Miss Ethel Hutchins.
The City of Rockland and Penobscot,
44go ntlie business, having bought tile Plano Solo, Sonatine,
Schytte the former for Boston and the latter for

good

Maatou Patterns all 10c.
|
P. 0. B)x 1040. Telephone 39-3 I

May

I

until Christmas Mori'h
dise bought at this

LOOK at
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BEAUTIFUL CHRISTMAS NECKWEAR

our

BATH TOWELS made for the United States

service,

2 feet

by

4 feet.

*

|
^

WILLIAM A. CLARK,

ivn

FANCY

DOILIES,

Side Board

Scarfs, Square Linen

Table Covers.

MERCERIZED COTTON TABLE COVERS.

W]
r
^

Persian Lawns for Shadow Embroidery
______
Bissels CarPet Sweepers, 3 grades.
CUT PRICES on Ladies’ and Misses Gar|
Hearth and Carpet Size Rugs.
ments, Di ess Skirts, Furs and Tam
O’Shanters. The best display of ChristA few Bigelow Wilton Rugs, size 36x63,

j
I

Price $5.50 each.

1,138

)

nove,ties in many years is

now

4sl(
Cg

BELFAST, MAINE,
CLARK’S CORNER.

^ j

Established isst

Next Door to Phenix House.

TAIN SMALLEV, Salesman.

\

___

shown

1

^

I

UNDERTAKERS.

at this store.

...

R.H. Coombs &Son,

■

-Miss Edna Crawford.
Piano Solo, Sonata Op. 14 No. 1 (1st
movement)
Heetlioven
Miss Florence Chaples.
Exercises in ear-training.

,od herd of Mark A. Wadlin. Mr.
adi
will drive one month for Mr. Abu. when the latter will take full charge.
ute

Aimnig the petitions in bankruptcy died
the u. S. Court, Portland, last week yvas
following: Austin li. French, a clerk

TheOkpueijs Musical Club. An interesting Schubert program was given by
the members of the Orpheus Musical Club,
pupils of Miss Amy K. Stoddard, Friday
afternoon. The meeting opened with the
roll call by the secretary, Erma Tuttle,
each member answering with the definition
of some musical term; then the following
numbers were given:

.■stoekton Springs, the terminal of the
a'them Seaport railroad, with liabilities
~4,so.; J5, most of which w as borrowed
mu banks.

Through Hon. Fred Atwood of Wmterthe editor of The Journal received last
a “demijohn” of Poland Spring water,
a postal advising of the shipment Mr.
wood said : “Look out Sturgis don’t get
We have no need for Sturgis down

rt

eek

is
4

A law-abiding and law-euforcsheriff and deputies are sufficient.
way.

The alarm of fire last Thursday morning
> .is caused
by a burning chimney in a ten■ment house on Uniou street, owned by
The
djs. Carrie F. Black, bio damage
arm last Sunday about fi p. m. came from
burning chimney at No. 10 Federal street,
i'iit fire department was promptly on hand
lid no damage resulted. It would have been
bad night for a fire.
The total amount of the tax on the sav04s banks in Maine is $214,208.88, against
.'00,708.75 at the last commitment, an inThe tax on the Belfast
ease of $7,440.10.
\ mg' bank is $2,701.7.5.
The total tax on
trust and banking companies is $2n,1

$22,028.35, an increase of
The tax against the Waldo Trust
1
puny of Belfast is $1309.89.
against

e

l.'7.

lie third stereopticon lecture on l’atriiis, Kings and Prophets will be given at
Methodist church next Sunday evening
1.5.
The lecture will show young David
..tying for Saul, King Solomon in his
1 y and his reception of the Cjueen of
lebaand Naanion, the great general, and
early fifty other persons and places of
ote

.'oats

free, public invited.

The Kpworth League is

planning

a

course

stereopticon lectures, finely iliusited, on such subjects as “The Land of
e
Mikado,” “Venice tlie city in the Sea,”
indias Teaming
Millions,”
“China,”
"The Philippine Islands.” Family course
■kets will be sold so cheaply that none
n afford not to buy.
The lectures will be
von every second week, Friday evenings,
■
ginning Jan. 12th.
Puir

1. M. Cottrell had a diving job at Rock:id last week. Friday he went under the
of the schooner Jesse W. Starr to
leak. The Starr, which is loaded
with stone, grounded on a rock at Dyer’s
'land and came off leaking badly. It was
and that some eight feet of the after part
d the keel had been torn off and damage
done to the hull. Part of the Starr’s cargo
stone will be unloaded at Atlantic wharf
od the schooner repaired at the South marine railway. Mr. Cottrell returned home
■

ttom

■cate

a

Shipping Items. Sch. Caroline loaded
baled shavings at the railroad wharf last
week for Hooper at Castiue, to he used for
bedding horses. The shavings, a car load,
came all the way from Michigan—a long
way to go for bedding_Sell. Radiant, a
frequent visitor at this port for many years,
| loaded hay last week for Swan’s Island_
j Sch. Theoline (the hist of the name) ai| rived at Camden last week and her owner,
George A. Giielirest, and Mr. I. L. Wilband
I went down Thursday to see about some repairs. The schooner will he taken out cm
I
! the railway—Sch. .1. W. lialano dischargj ed part of a cargo of hard pine at Rortlaud
last w eek and came to Stockton with the remaiuder for N. M. S. 1! K....Sch. W E. A
W. I,. Tuck has chartered to load cut granite at ( rotch island, Stunington, feu NewYork, at si,-jr» per ton.. .The new sell.
Helen J. >eitz, Capt. Alzo M. Carter, on
her first trip from .Newport News t(>GBoston brought 4, ill Hi tons of coal, which is
very nearly her full capacity-Congressman C. E. Littlefield has introduced a number of bills relating to the merchant marine.
They provide for a federal license for pilots
of vessels in the coasting trade; for the
licensing of masters and ciiief mates of
sailing vessels and barges of over lOo gross
tons, carrying passengers for hire and making it unlawful to operate such vessel without licensed officers and granting American
register to vessels repaired in this countryafter wreck when the repairs amount to
three-fourths of the appraised value of the
vessel after repairs.Sch. Sunnyside
loaded hay for Deer Isle the past week
The schooners Mary B. Rogers and T. W.
Cooper were towed out from Frankfort last
Saturday, which winds up the shipping
there .for the present. The Rogers sailed
light for Boothbay and the Cooper for High
Island to complete her cargo.

j

—

New Advertisements. K A. rollett A
Son have decided to close out their entire
stock of shot guns at cost and are offering
-aturday.
They
some great bargains in that line.
Thomas II. Marshall Post, G. A. G., has have the latest Edison records, and are oflooted officers for the ensuing year as fol- fering the Edison Standard Phonograph at
on easy terms, the Gem at 310 and the
ws;
Commander, A. 0. Stoddard ; Senior $20
Home at 830_The Sear sport Savings
idee Commander, Geo. R. Carter; Junior
Bank, organized in 1874, invites deposits.
t ice Commander, A. D.
Smalley; Quarter- Interest begins first of each month, comNo taxes
aster, E. R. Thomas; Chaplain, A. W. pounded May and November.
ilassau; Surgeon, J. \V. Nash; Officer of paid on deposits in this bank....Win.
he Day, Geo. W. Boulter; Officer of the
of
thanks.
acard
and
family
publish
Haugb
nard, Fitz W. Patterson; Adjutant, I. A. _C. G Dickey & Co., High street, have
Board
of
otant;
Trustees, Henry Staples, electrical tovs for Christmas. Call and exA. Conant, E. R. Thomas. Henry Staples amine and see the electric eais....See the
as appointed a delegate to the State Enshoe certificates that go with the Queen
uupment.
Quality shoes, sold at Colburn’s Shoe Store.
extend Christmas greetLast week City Marshal McDonald re- ....Carle & Jones
ings to their friends and patrons and are
ived a letter from Applegate, Placercounoffering great bargains in all lines. Call
California, under date of November and see ti.eir new goods.. .'Jlie Townsend
(Tty Drugstore,
Tth, and signed B. 11. Warren, making the art views, for sale at the
water colors ami will not
!lowing request: “Would you kindly lind are colored with
and
n
sewing
fade....Pia
repairing at rea■nt if there is a woman livi ng in Belfast by
'.lie name of Mrs. Mary A. Knowles, she sonable pi ices at No. 7 Lnion stieet, upFarm and per-ed to own the largest farm in the suburbs stairs.... Bay View Stock
at public auc"f the city, the oldest in Waldo county.
I sonal property will be sold
A Co., Bangor,
have got a brother and sister and my father tion Dec. 20th. A. 11. Lewis
Clark,
Magnetic
very feeble.” McDonald found on in- acutioueers.Melvin
from loo 11 lgh street to
quiry that Mrs. Knowles was dead and so Healer, lias moved
A. Clark,
street.William
Cedar
lib
idvised the writer.
Clark’s Corner, Tain Smallej salesman,
“My Uncle from Japan.” This very has a large line of Christmas presents m
goods. His spec.musing play, with a strong local cast, will clothing and furnishing
is plush lined, fur trimmed, coats for
be presented at the Opera House Monday iality
and
ladies
gentlemen..*-Fred A. Johnson,
flight, Dec. 25th, under the auspices of the Masonic Temple, is showing a beautiful
linen.
Uniform Rank, K. of P., and the Rathbone assortment of Mexican hand drawn
neckwear, one m a box, 25 and 50
listers. Fred Hart, who has appeared iu Holiday
Odd Felcents each ...James 11. Howes,
the play professionally, will be the manager. lows block, is headquarters for holiday
from
a
variety
has
He
great
shoppers.
Following is the cast:
Mail orders receive careto select.
( apt.
Robert Rackett, of the National which
.1
he
v\.
j.
attention
ful and prompt
Guard, a lawyer who has nothing else to Creamer Co.
advertise a great Christmas
do, a liar all the time... Mr. Fred Spinney sale at Stockton Springs and the special at('badiah Dawson, his uncle from Japau,
of our readers in that town and vi“where they make tea”.Mr. Fred Hart tention
cinity is called to their announcement.
for
who
marries
money
Tolman,
Timothy
at or below cost for the next two
and is sorry for it. ..Mr. Walter J. Clifford Millinery
weeks
and bargains in all hues—See
Mr. Dalroy, his father-in-law, a jolly cove..
window crowded with
8
Christmas
.Mr. Carleton Doak Locke
all the new and latest goods. Open evenHobson, a waiter from the “Cafe Gloriana,”
next Saturday....Christmas
who adds to the confusion. ings, beginning and fur coats at Harry W.
of clothing
.Mr. Sam Hodgkinson sale
of the
Clark & Co’s. See the boy advts
''larice, The Captain’s pretty wife, out for Widow Jones clothing.. ..Dents gloves for
a lark and up to “anything awful”.
at James H. Howes’....Kodaks for
.Mrs. Bessie Keyes ladies
$1 to $20, at Chase & Doaks.
Mrs. Tolman, a lady with a temper, who Christmas,
cameras and supplies always in
Eastman
iinds her Timothy a vexation of spirit—
They are making a specialty of
.Mrs. Florence Spinney stock.
old watchwatches, and have some curious
Katy,a mischievous maid.— es to show....Congress playing cards, perTuttle
.Mrs. Minnie
fumes, fancy groceries, Christmas candies,
A dance with music by Keyes Orchestra nuts and fresh green vegetables at A. A.
1
Howes & Co/s.
will follow the play.
■

■

AH fym Down
HIS is

a

sion

common

we

hear

on

some

organic trouble, the

dition

can

con-

doubtless be remedied.

Your doctor is the best adviser.
Do not dose

you need a concentrated fat food
to enrich your blood and tone
up the system.

‘you

build up the weakened
wasted body when ail

give
you.

arc run

it

a

It is

down

or

by deeds, as you will
TREMENDOUS SACRIFICE

and

a

t

Be sure that this picture
in the form of a label is on
the wrapper of every bottle
of Emulsion you buy.

quality,

Mail orders

essentially the best

receive our

better selection.
LET US EXCHANGE.

In Men’s

HOWES.

Goods

Furnishing Goods

see

409 Pearl Street, New York
All Druggists

Umbrellas. House Coats, Hdkfs,, Mufflers. Etc.

all the best shades,

In

s'"‘

Renew your subscription for the magazine.
attention.

Goods, Toilet Goods of all kinds, fine Gift Books. Books for
the Children, Books for Boys and Girls, Baskets of all kinds,
Standing Work and faney—a fine line.

Crockery Department.
The Greatest Line of

I call special

attention

Holiday Goods in Belfast

get

10c. and 25c. Tables of China, Brie

See

our

Our

Chafing Dishes arrived this week,

a

$3.50

|_| A| icp

I

,o

$7.00

I

Belfast

of those 25c. Fire Proof

packages for 25c.

Kettles and

Pudding

CLUB SKATES,

close,

2

CHRISTMAS...

Prices From SI to 850 Each.

our

house

was

watch making since

Established in 1826.

jiy^We invite you to call and

see

us.

I

Temple. Beltast, Me.

BELFAST, MAINE.
WILMER J. DORMAN,

HERBERTS. FIELD,

Treasurer,

Asst. Treasurer.

both the old and new.

-CHASE] dfe DAOK-

thirty=eighth

The last statement of the State Hank Hxaminer gives the
its assets as

timated market value of

showing

a

safety fund

709.42

over

as

regards

the

es-

81,532,932.31,
of
8203,-

depositors

and above all its liabilities.

All moneys received on

BELFAST, MAINE.

Nickel,

LADIES

de-

fiscal year December 1, 1905.

Stores,

A Watch Christmas!
..A WATCH

Vlasonic

This bank commenced its

IUC*

GIRLS’ SLEDS.

49c.

CARLE & JONES,
STREET,

new

packages,

Seven

pairs

a

Savings Bank,

President,

BOOKS FOR BOYS.
TOILET PAPER,

About 100

is

parture for

----

Silver Knives, Forks, Spoons, Butter Knives,
10
good selection.
Sugar Shells, Child’s Cups. Etc.,
EDWARD JOHNSON.
all Silver Ware stock.
discount

We have

this

a

SILVER WARE==in

"f

as

Brae, Vases and Salads.

East Belfast Church Fair.
The
ladies of East Belfast held a sale, supper and
entertainment in the Belfast Opera House
on the afternoon and evening of Dec. 6th.
There were an unusual number of tables,
we have a
%
all of which were filled with useful or fancy
things which were so moderate in price that
in
on
they found a ready sale. The candy booth
was prettily decorated with red and evergreens over a foundation of white drapery.
A large number sat down to a delicious supper at 6 o’clock. In the evening Rev. Wm.
seven 10 cent
an overstock of
Vaughan, the pastor, took the opportunity
to thank the people of Belfast for their help
5 cent
and patronage and everybody who had
done anything toward making the fair a
Stoneware
more
IA
He gave a review of the situation
success.
Dishes
for
of affairs as regards the church building,
f
saying that they had the foundation dug,
cellar walls laid and pointed and a 50-foot 50
65c
BOYS’ and
to
drain made and covered, with the expenditure of $110 in money.
The three ladies’
WALK IN AND LOOK AROUND. WF WANT YOUR TRADE.
societies had raised by suppers, sales, etc
$300, and Mr. Vaughan’s former parishoners in the
tenement house district in
YOTJRS TRULY,
1
New York city had raised another $300 and
by contributions, excursions, etc., the
amount in hand was almost $900.
Mr.
Vaughan said that it was his hape that the
proceeds of the fair would raise the amount
to $1,000 and everybody in the audience
MAIN
echoed his hope. Mr. Bert L. Davis gave
his solo “Hey, Mr. Joshua,” in costume, by
request, and met an enthusiastic reception.
Then the ladies presented the farce “The
Old Maid’s Club,” which was very successfully carried out. The costumes and portrayal of the different types of spinsterhood were excellent and met with deserved
applause. The two young men in the oast Judging from the unusually large number of Watches we have
already sold, this
both took their parts very creditably and
the specialties introduced by the members
of the club were all enjoyed. The entertainment was a very successful one from
all points of view, and the audience was We are showing a line of all the
leading makes of American Watches, cased in
specially amused at the hits which were reSilver, Gun Metal, Gold Pilled aud Solid Gold.
ceived by some of the well known bachelors in this vicinity.
There was a large audience present in the evening, and they
were not baokward about
expressing their We have collected several
Very Quaint and Curious Old Watches, which (by compariapproval in generous applause.
son with the modern ones) show the wonderful advance in

LOOKalMr llnt

f AATC

vWr\ I C?

D. P. PALMER,

largest stock we have
trade, aud the prices are right.

It’s the best assortment and
had for our Christms

to

Don’t forget that with every twenty dollars’ worth you purchase you
BUSY BEE GRAPHAPH0NE FREE. Ask for coupons as you cannot
get the Graphaphone without them.

CHINA, CUT GLASS, TOYS, LEATHER GOODS, ALBUMS, BIBLES, CALENDARS,
XMAS TREE DECORATIONS—Sliver Tinsel, Artificial Snow, Xmas Bells,
-STATIONERY, NICKEL WARE and LAMPS, LOWNEY’S CANDIES.

IN

Fancy Goods—
Dainty China and Japanese Ware, all the Novelties in Leather

us.

Chemists

JAMES H. HOWES’

at
,T. H.

Hosiery, Gloves, Mittens, Suspenders.
Bath Robes, Pajamas, Shirts, (all kinds) Silk

personal

scon & BOWNE

-AT-

Sireel, Belfast.

HOLIDAY NECKWEAR

I

Holiday

III seasonable goods 1

now

Agents for McCall Patterns.

it cannot hurt

DENT’S GLOVES FOR

72 Main

-'I

store

making in

*

75c.

If

possible nourishment for delicate
children and pale, anaemic girls.
We will send you a sample free.

O’SHANTERStfn

We have about 100 TAM

emaciated,

50c. and SI.

by visiting our

see

we are

MOHAIRS, Blue, Black, Brown and fancy, NICE BLACK DRESS GOODS.
TRICOTS. DANISH CLOTHS, BROAD CLOTHS, PRINTS, PERCALES,
LININGS, SILKS, TABLE LINENS, OUTINGS, SILKILINES, CRETONNES.

Come and

trial:

by telephone both day and night.

WM. HAUdll AND FAMILY.
,,
Belfast, December
14, I90Q.—lwS'J*

WE WANT THE MONEY.

WANT THE GOODS..

Connected

_4"4!)_
Card of Thanks.

for the kindness and
‘i0fT‘ei,lis
svmnJhv"
sympathy shown
during our late bereavement.

Don’t wait until after Christmas,
You will buy just as cheap now and have
YOU

Prepared at all hours to do EMBALMING and FUNERAL WORK.
lyT.

s

We offer

food in its best form.

other foods fail to nourish.

a

FUR COATS,

It will

and

Greetings.

in words but

what

BURIAL GOODS,

man

ael

GltASiD UNION TEA CO.,
Bangor, Maine.

contemplating a change in the entire arrangement of our store. To save moving
This includes
so many goods we will give io % discount on all piece goods.

of Cod Liver Oil
a

only
see

ROBES and

5 tli'1Se"e-hHy'

We are

Scoit’s Emulsion

such

Not
and

GASKETS,

to represent ns and sell oar
teas, co Sees
spire, baking powder, soap, otc!. in del-’
A
live,
man.
hustling
Onlv
nuo ran give the best of
references
netti apply,
hoi terms, address

—

get his opinion. More than likely

just

A

e.\,

To our Friends and Patrons
We Extend holiday Greetings

yourself with all

kinds of advertised remedies

i;

Christmas

expres-

^

WANTED

CARLE&JONES’

every
Unless there is

side.

Duet,
Miss Gladys Richards, Miss Stouuard.
Sketch of Franz Sclmbert,
Harry Bowker, Marion Barker,
Alice Barker
Florence Shaw
Waltz, Schubert,
“The Trout,” Schubert,
Margaret Craig
Franz Schubert and his Coffee Mill,”
M iss Edith Strout
“1 ngelduld, Schubert,
Miss Vesta Shute
“Schubert’s Songs,” story of the “Erl
Mabel Craig
King,”
Story of “Hark, Hark the Lark,’
Stephen ''lenient
Waltz, Schubert,
Marjorie Shaw
Duet, “Lied de Schubert”
Erma Tattle, Velina Mitchell
Miss Stoddard
Serenade, Schubert,

^

Bangor, were both in Portland harbor
Tuesday having put in for shelter. It was
very rough outside.

deposit

will go on interest the

FIRST DAYS OF EACH AND EVERY MONTH
and on the first days of June and December of eacli calendar year there will be
dividend of interest made up, which in the past has not been less than 3 per
ent per annum, payable the first Mondays after the same. All dividend interest
will be immediately credited to the accounts of the depositors, and if uncalled
for at the time,will bear interest, the same as the principal sum.
a

The affairs of this Bank have the careful and conscientious oversight of its
trustees, who respectfully ask a continuation of the patronage of its present depositors, and will be pleased to open new accounts with any prospective deposi-

tors within or without the State.

Deposits

in this Bank

(

are

exempt from taxation.

EDWARD JOHNSON, JAMES H.

HOWES. ROBERT

ARTHUR I. BROWN, FRED G.
Belfast, December 1,1905:

WHITE, Trustees.

F. DUNTON,

GRAND_CANYON.
A WOMAN’S IMPRESSIONS

HIVE YOU TRIED

AND DE-

SC1PTION OF THAT NATURAL WONDER.

[Correspondence

of The Journal.]

T)-Zerta

Fort Apache, Arizona, October,
1905. Since coming to Arizona, nineteen months ago, my heart’s desire has
been to make a tour of the Grand Canyon of the Colorado, and the wonderful
Petrified Forest, the largest in the
world, realizing that this doubtless is
the one chance of a life time for me, as
1 will never be nearer those two marvels of nature than now. In the months
of September and October the climate
here is about at its best, so making all
preparations to enjoy a few weeks in
sightseeing, I left my husband and
brother to “bach” it, alter leaving with
them many verbal injunctions and a
long list of written instructions concerning the careful attendance on each

Euick

particular member of my numerous
petted family, which consists of
cats, dogs, mocking birds, a canaiy,
saddle ponies, and about 200 of the
most wonderful chickens tin my esti-

and

mation'that ever strove and scratched
in Arizona.
A lady friend here was to have ac-

companied me, but when matters transpired to alter her plans 1, nothing
daunted, started out alone on the over-

at present.
As irrigation progresses
through these arid regions, its production will rapidly increase.
Our last stopping place was SnowHake, the most thriving settlement ot the new Quick Desserts that grocers are
them all, a little village of about 600 now selling?
They are justly termed
inhabitants.
They have dammed up “Easy to Make” as all ingredients are in
the small river it is on, forming a reser- the package. Three complete products-*
voir above from which to draw as needed for irrigating. 1 spent a pleasant
day there in needed rest and in strolling over the town. Every inch of laud
Pudding and D-Zerta Perfect Jelly
is utilized; everywhere it is green and
essert at 10c. per package, and D-Zerta
with
is
filled
back
thriving; every
yard
Cream Powder, 2 packages for 25
fine thoroughbred fowls; the streets are Ice
choice flavors of each. A
lined on both sides with immense shade cents. Five
will convince you hOw easy it is tOi
trees growing in the edge of the nar- trial
have the finest desserts with no labor
row threads of irrigating ditches which
and little expense. Order to-day.
>
cross and recross the little village in
every direction. There are stores, a
church, a hall, a fine academy, and onus, or uruve to uisutnt points to unnumerous nice residences.
Several of tain other views, the whole scene was
the wealthy old residents still persist forever reminding me of mighty archiin clinging to the oeloved and time- tectural effects, towers, balustrades,
honored customs of their religion, in arches, columns with lattice work and
spite of the recent revised laws of the delicate carving. Everywhere, as far
United States, and continue to con- as the eye can reach, are cliffs, buttes,
duct their several households, having
pinnacles, amphitheaters, caves and
from 2 to 5 wives and families in as terraces,
exquisitely storm carved and
In fact, one painted in an endless variety of colors,
many establishments.
most prominent citizen has a fine 3-fiat pink, red, brown, lavender, grey, yellow,
house, with one of his families on each blue and black,
In some lights the
tloor, and 1 was told “they all get along saffron prevails, in other lights Vermiltogether just lovely,”—a statement lion, aud in others the pink, gray and
very hard for me to believe. But if black.
there is any “hair-pulling” it is care1 will tell the rest of the story in
fully concealed from the inquisitive- another letter.
I understand the
ness of outsiders.
Vesta Davis Higgins.
inas-

|

letter of the law is

complied with,

n ot dishonor it by hauling it down
now.”
For this burst of patriotic defiance
Farrand had the old quartermaster put
in irons, but he was later rewarded in a
manner fitting his pluck and patriotism.
Armstrong was court-martialed for his
surrender of the navy yard and it was
during his trial that the facts in regard to Conway were brought out. The
court wrote the secretary of the navy
as follows:
“Washington, D. C-, April 3, 1861.—
The President and members and judge
advocate of the court lately held in the
city of Washington, D. C., for the trial
of Captain Armstrong, beg leave respectfully to submit to the Hon. Secretary of the Navy, the propriety, justice and good policy of bestowing some
mark of its approbation of the loyalty,
spirit, and good conduct of William
Conway, quartermaster of the navy, on
duty at the navy yard at Warrington,
Florida, when the same was surrendered on the 12th of January, 1861;
who with manly pride and in a spirit of
patriotic devotion refused to obey the
order to haul down the national flag on
the occasion of that surrender. The
evidence of this honorable devotion to
the dignity and credit of the Hag of his
country is found in the record of the
testimony in Commodore Armstrong’s
case.
Respectfully submitted by order
of the court, A. B. Magruder, Judge
Advocate.”
The secretary of the navy thereupon
took notice of the event in the following official document:
“Navy Department, Washington, D.
C. It appears from the testimony taken

land mail team to Ilolbrook. 00 miles j
much as no man now takes more than
away, from there to go by rail to the one
wife, but those who already had
canyon. This mail, having several relays, j more refuse to
relinquish them, law
goes through in 24 hours, and often
in Captain Armstrong’s case that Wila dance
soldiers in a huny to get home on a notwithstanding. I attended
was
in the evening and the hall
Meeting of Maine Commandery at the liam Conway, an aged seaman, doing
furlough make it without a stop, but I
duty as quartermaster in the Warringfound M days was barely enough for me thronged with young and old, everyone
Columbia. Paper by Capt. J. 0. John- ton
(Pensacola) navy yard at the time
We dancing furiously, from little tots of 5
to compass it in with comfort.
and 6 years to the “oldest inhabitants.”
surrender, when ordered by
son on a Forgotten Camden Hero of the of its
a
at
lor
dinner
large
mijk The dance was
stopped
Lieut. Renshaw to haul down the natand closed with
opened
in
to
had
1
where
carefully
step
ranch,
War.
ional Hag, promptly and indignantly reDeacon Flake of the 3-flat
entering to avoid the swarm of chick- prayer.
The commandery of the State of fused to obey the order. The love and
This was household stalked majestically up, surens and little black pigs.
a bevy of ladies, and intro- Maine, Military Order of the Loyal reverence thus impulsively displayed
about 1,000 feet higher than our start- rounded by
duced them in turn, “this is Mrs. Flake, Legion of the United States, held a for his country’s Hag in the hour of its
ing point, and just in the edge of the Mrs.
Flake, Mrs. Flake.” A delight- stated meeting at the Columbia hotel, peril is not the less worthy of being
grand pine forest which extends some ful
situation, surely. It is one of the Cortland, Wednesday evening Dec. 6th. called noble and chivalric because dis40 miles. A little later we came to the
foundation principles of their religion, Among those present were John O. played by one in humble station. It is
well known Cooley's Rauch, which is
and that of their forefathers, to rear Johnson of Liberty, lion. A. E. Nick- the more deserving of commendation
desert.
a
like an oasis iu
to build up that religion, I erson of Swanville, A. Eugene Nicker- for subordinates in the service are not
To all officers and soldiers who have large families,
it is firmly and honestly believed in by i son of Cortland and Gen. C. W. Tilden usually expected to set examples of
ever served at Fort Apache, and who
of Hollowed. Elisha Hopkins of Sears- patriotism and fidelity to their trusts,
all.
have taken the long dusty rule between
who was elected in September, but to follow them. The department
The next morning x started across port,
there and Ilolbrook, the mention of
Since deems it no more than strict justice to
was admitted to membership.
Mr. Cooley’s name is sure to awaken the desert to Holbrook. A portion of
of September the following William Conway that this testimonial
I named the Washboard in my the first
this
a genial host,
of
way
recollections
agreeable
members of the commandery have died: from the court in his behalf should be
who, as the ambulance rolls up, is al- first trip over the trail to Fort Apache. Capt. Hiram C. Vaughan of Foserot't, made known throughout the service. It
Of ledge,
ways, like St. Feter, waiting at the gate It is a most peculiar formation
Lieut. Joseph Otis Smith of Skowhe- therefore directs that this general order
I had pre- which can be described oniy as driving
to welcome the sojourner.
gan, Col. Samuel Henderson Aden of be publicly read as early as practicable
viously enjoyed more than one delicious over the ridges of a huge washboard.
Togus, Lieut. Charles Veazie Lord of after its receipt, by the'commander of
meal at lus table: these meals usually Most of the desert is sandy, covered
Bangor, Lieut. Col. Augustus Choate all naval stations and all vessels in the
with
and
and
with
stunted
cactus
mesquite,
consisting of platters piled high
Hamlin of Bangor. A banquet follow- navy in commission in the presence of
so
numerous
and
the
are
brook
trout,
prairie dogs
crisply-fried mountain
ed the business meeting.
the officers and men under their comso
the
cuntame
that
I
saw
dozens
of
laid
fresh
the
and
eggs
venison steaks
mand.—Gideon Welles, secretary of the
A FORGOTTEN HERO.
on
their
little
fellows
Mr.
ning
sitting
Cooley
of his thoroughbred poultry.
The paper of the evening was given navy.”
is one of the most famous of story tel- haunches by the sides of the trail, eyej-ormer.\ew r.ngianu citizens living
lers, and his good stories of the army, ing us as we passed. They make such by Capt. J. 0. Johnson of Liberty, who in California raised a fund for the purand of Arizona, are among the most interesting pets, but are difficult to served as an officer in the navy during chase of a
gold medal for Conway and
as on approach they vanish
the Civil war. It was a story of the
pleasant features of a day’s visit. A capture,
in the into their holes; these holes or passages first surrender of the United States this was transmitted to him through
skilled
is
lie
of
Arizona,
pioneer
miles, crossing and re- navy in the rebellion and a tribute to the agency of Maj. Gen. H. \V. Ilalleck
Apache language, life and characteris- extending forother
about crossing each
through all prairie- the patriotism and courage of Wiliam and the secretary of the navy.
tics, and knows everything
Strangely enough, Capt. Johnson was
There being no water for Conway, of Camden. Maine, who reApache Indians. lie is familiar with dogtown.
off Fort Pickens in the U. S. bark Midthe Z.uries and all the Pueblo Indians, 30 and 40 miles the tiny inhabitants of fused to;haul down the Stars and Stripes
night, within sight of the Pensacola
and knows every inch of Arizona and these towns must of necessity go deep | when ordered to do so by the traitrous
yard, when the orders relative to
lie scouted with Crook into the earth for underground springs, i officers who had surrendered the sta- navy
New -Mexico.
the conduct of Conway were read. “At
The long, dusty drive came to an end I tion.
and McCook, was a personal friend of
the
reading of the same," he said, “with
The story concerned the surrender or
Hen. Crook, and is frequently mention- I and the black smoke of the train just |
all hands at muster, and being the only
ed by llurke in his famous book “On j pulling out of Holbrook looked and j the U. S. navy yard at Warrington,
officer from Maine, and in fact the only
Mr. Cooley smelled good to me, the first train I near Pensacola, Fla., Jan. 12, 1861.
:he Border with Crook.”
Maine man on board the ship with the
After j
At that time the commandant of the
has oiten prevented clashes between j had seen for nearly two years.
his tact and restii g a day at tiie Apache House, a yard was t'apt. James Armstrong, an exception of an ordinary seaman, I
the
and
troops
by
Apaches
stretched to my utmost height and
cozy, home-like little hotel, I took the officer who had been in the service'
iMhieni'e over the Indians.
diank in patriotism and courage from
Farther oil is Pine lop, the uiviue, Santa Fe train at 7 o'clock the next ; horn the days of the War of 1812 and i the
reading that lasted me through the
which is 7,ii50 feet above sea level. I morning, arriving at Williams the next was weighted with years and broken in !
but missing connection with health. Ilis executive officer was Com- i four years that I served in the navy,
Through this immense pine forest is afternoon,
the (fraud Canyon train I had a few rnander Farrand and the next in rank I helping rue to make such a record as
one of the prettiest drives 1 ever enj
did not, ] hope, disgrace my country,
joyed, nearly level it would seem, there hours in which to look about the little, ; was Lieut. Renshaw. The latter were i my State, or my people.”
western
town.
1
almost
breezy
stirring
Plenty northern-born hut southern married i In
imperbeing a long’, steady, but
concluding his paper, Capt. .Johnof
and Indians in evidence, and their sympathies were all with the |
reptible ascent to Pine Top, and as im- andMexicans
the stores hold wonderful col- secessionists. There were three forts son said that he found Conway forgotperceptible a descent on the other side lections of curios and Mexican
ten
in
Camden. The name of the brave
drawn- in the vicinity of the navy yard, |
—smooth as the finest country road, |
State-o’-Mainer is not to be found on
thii klv carpeted with pine needles, and work which would make the. eyes of MeRea, Barrancas and Pickens, the
Camden’s soldiers’ monument, though
wood blowers everywhere. The exhil- eastern ladies glisten. Those who have first two being situated on the mainthis is not strange as it is only
arating. spicy air was something delic- made the handkerchiefs and small land and the latter on Santa Rosa1 perhaps
through the recent publication of the
ious to my nostrils, and surely the j doilies know how dainty and intricate island. As the result of the rebel ten- j
the work is. and the patience and in- dencies of the secretary of war, Floyd, navy records of the war that the papers
germs of disease could not linger here.
in tiie case have been brought to light.
This is the forest 1 mentioned in a for- genuity of these Mexicans seem simply there were but 46 men to man these
Recent investigations disclose the fact
mer article as an ideal site for a huge j wonderful when we look at the tea- forts, when orders reached Lieut. S'emthat Conway died in service at the
Its only drawback cloths, pillow shams, sideboard scarfs mer, the ranking army officer, Jan. j
health sanitarium.
j
Brooklyn navy yard, Xov, 30, 1805, less
is the considerable distance to a rail- I and such large pieces with but a small Oth, instructing him to take measures to
than live years from the day that he
road—something more than a day's j center of plain linen, the rest being prevent their capture. lie was ordered
of the most elaborate ] to tirst consult the commandant of the upheld alone his country’s honor. Vet
| he was buried in an unmarked grave
journey—although if they get the auto- j solid drawnwork
mobile route up through there, which ; patterns, which it would seem must navy yard, who would probably have
that cannot now be located. Having
take months of close application. This orders to
him.
The
with
is being discussed, it would be of easy
co-operate
I purchas- lieutenant decided to abandon born! stated this, Capt. Johnson then said:
This is a Govern- work sells very reasonably.
access to invalids.
“And I earnestly think, sir, that the
ment Forest Reserve, just beyond the I ed four pieces of the most beautiful j land forts and retire to the remaining j
name of this grand old American tar
limits of the Apache reservation, and designs on best quality linen, prices fort on Santa Rosa island. In accord-;
should be rescued from oblivion. 1 benot a tree is cut down without a permit ; ranging from $4.00. to $9.00. The piece 1 ance with his instructions, lie c ailed
that his name is fully as
from the forest ranger.
Beyond Pine | for which I paid $9.00 we would consider upon the commandant at the yard, and lieve, sir,
worth
worthy of that honor as is that of John
had we to make it. Their
Capt. Armstrong promised every assist- Paul
Top are the small settlements of Show- j silver $23.00
Jones, for while he was distinctly
filigree work, of which I have; ance, including the services of the cunlow. Taylor, and Shumway, these being ;
American, Paul Jones claimed to be a
: some
the finest artI boat
Wyandotte and the store ship Sup- citizen of the world and had too
composed almost entirely of Mormons. of the specimens, shows
many
silversmith, and is done by them I ply, then at the yard. He promised to
The roost noticeable feature of these
nationalities.
He was a Scotchman,
the crudest of instruments.
be ready to move with his command at
settlements, which are scattered all with
1
At six I was on the Canyon branch 1.30 that afternoon.
But no sooner an American, a Frenchman and a
through tliis country, is the multitude j
Russian. He was everything by turns,
of children. No danger of “race sui- train, and very nearly had the experi- was the army officer out of the way
and nothing long, and was strictly
cide" here, surely, for at every pane and ence, that night, of being in a “wash- than the old captain’s under officers got
to none but Paul Jones.
The
rained hard in the
a out,” it having
and
work with such effectiveness that loyal

LOYAL LEGION.

faces,
doorway
row at’the gate watching
are

little

usually

the mail go

nast.

There

numerous ranches along
several having comfortable
brick houses with bay windows and
When I at one time exverandas.
claimed over the great number of children everywhere, the driver, with a jolly laugh replied: “Well, we have to
raise something, and on some of these
places where we cannot get water to
irrigate with, that is about all we can
raise.’’ Later on when we called at his
home, which was a small “dry farm,”
and 1 counted seven towheads like a
row of steps, I more fully comprehended his ideas. A funny thing about it,
too. is the fact that they are all towheads in this country. Among the hundreds of children and young people I
noticed on mv way to and from Holbrook. less than a dozen were dark. The
drive) said it could only be explained in
that the lirst settlers were mostly fair,
and that these families married and

this

are

road,

intermarried among themselves.
The mail system along this route is
the 11. F. !>., each ranch house having
its individual mail box holding a small
canvass U. s. bag, placed at the gate.
We spent a night at “Fool’s Hollow,”
which is a stage station of but one
house and most primitive accomodations. After a hearty supper and night’s
rest. 1 was on the next stage at the unhour of 4 in the morning and
watched the sun rise and perform its
morning duties: la most unusual proceeding for me; that is,to watch the sun
rise.
I his is the yellow season ot the newer kingdom in Arizona—the land of the
sunflower. IJrilliantly beautiful as the
wild dowers of the country had been
during the summer, the months of
September and October eclipsed them
all with their gorgeous mantle of gold.
For miles one rides through a softly
swaying sea of sunflowers, in places
the nodding heads rising above our rig;
then, as the altitude changes, it is all
yellow daisies, then again there are
masses of
low-growing flowers, and
every species of yellow flower that
Of
grows is found at this season.

godly

interspersed through these seas
gold are the irrigated ranches along

course

of

creeks and river bottoms, their broad
fields of bright green alfalfa, corn, winter wheat and other crops making a
most pleasing contrast. Alfalfa is one
of the best paying crops of this country, easily grown, cuts from 4 to 6 crops
each season, and besides being the finest feed to grow and fatten stock on, it
brings a good price in the market. The
government contracts at Fort Apache
and the Indian Agency give $1.50 per
100 pounds. There is a fortune in a
small alfalfa ranch alone, which finds a

a couple of hours
previthe creek, which Hooded
the roadbed in places, so our train
crept slowly forward inch by inch, and
as we looked from
the windows we
could see the water glistening on both
sides. At 11 we pulled in and went directly to a hotel and to bed, very tired
with the long day’s journey and the ex
citement attendant on the latter part
of it.

mountains for

ously, swelling

Iii the morning I arose early, eager
for my first glimpse of the wonderful
Grand Canyon of the Colorado. Stepping on to the broad veranda I looked
out into a grove of immense pines, with
glimpses of blue sky between, and a
second and third hotel stretching out
at each side, with white tents glimmering here and there. Walking slowly
forward a hundred yards, something—
a picture—began to take form through
the thinning trees, and then, all at
once, without any warning the earth
opened before me. I stood upon the
brink of what seemed to me to be a

bottomless pit. The suddenness, the
surprise, the revelation rooted me to
the spot. With a gasp 1 raised my eyes
and the whole magnificence of the
Grand Canyon burst upon me, or I
burst upon that; no one could be prepared for it. For minutes, hours it
might be, 1 clung to the stone parapet
motionless, hardly daring to breathe.
It is a scene to strike one dumb with
awe, or to unstring the nerves. One j
!
might stand in silent astonishment;
another would burst into tears.
All
about me were those like myself taking their first look, and everywhere was
the silence of deep feeling and awe,
with an occassional hushed exclamation.
What tongue can describe the scene?
Who can describe the indescribable?
No pen, no brush can do it justice! The
vastness of the view amazed me quite
as much as its glorious beauty.
There
is no preparation for it. Unless you
had been told, you would no more
dream that out there amid those pines
the Hat earth is slashed to the depth of
a mile or more, than you would expect
to find an iceberg on the street in July.
With an ordinary running jump' from
the spot where I got my first glimpse of
the canyon, I could go down 2,000 feet
without touching. It is a terrific trough
6,000 to 7,000 feet deep, ten to twenty
miles wide, hundreds of miles long,
thronged with hundreds of peaks taller
than any east of the Rockies. Yet not

of them with its head as high as
my feet, and all ablaze with such color

one

eastern or European landscape
knew. It possesses a strange and
awful fascination for one who gazes into its mysterious
depths. Joaquin
as

no

ever

Miller

on

his visit there, named it “the

grandest work of God.”
During the days I remained there and
ready market everywhere, and not half
enough to supply the demand is raised hung in wondering admiration near (he

to
when the time came to move to Fort
Pickens the navy contingent was not

only

things

that

were

AUCTION SALE

CASTORIA
For Infants and Children.

The Kind You Have
AVegetahle Preparationfor As-

Bears the

ting the Stomachs and Bowels of

We shall sell at public auction December 20
10 o clock a. >!., the Kay View stock farm in I;
fast.
This farm is located on rising ground .u
overlooking Penobscot Kay and gentlv siopin
the water’s edge, affording one of the'finest vj.
in Eastern Maine
Farm consists of 200 a<->.
divided into tillage, pasture and wood,
l
>tory house of fourteen rooms, with stemcemented cellar.
Two barns, one 44x80, .boarded and painted, with stone and cem. 1 •;
cellar, with large, roomy office in barn, ai d
30x30, also two outbuildings, one 70xit, and
80x17, all in good repair. Large orchaid of
grafted fruit trees, from which was sold last ..
Si,000 of fruit. With this farm we shall sed
the personal property, which consists of
chestnut stallion, Silver Spray, by Guy W ilk. C
record 2.28; one hay horse by Silver
spray
years old, good driver; three heavy team hoi
weigh from 1300 to 1400 lbs.; one black m
weighs 1,000 lbs.; thirteen registered Hoi
cows, one 3 years registered H< lstein hud
bull calf, 3 months; one hay rake, one seed .ione corn planter, two farm
wagons, 2 two 1
wagons, one two seated bp carriage. foi;i
double work harnesses, two sets double tin-,
■

!».,

Always Bought

similating IheFood andReguIa-

BAY VIEW STOCK FARM,

■

Signature

Promotes Digestion.Cheerfuh

ness and Rest.Contains neither

norFlineral.
Not'Narcotic.
f&ctpe of Old DrSAMUEL PITCHER
l\myJan Seed'
ft
Alx.Senna *
I
liotkeUe Saltt
Anise Seed *
1
J±a/xrmvtl
/
I)r Ctirbonab Safc e
f
I
IttnpSead
I
Cfryified, b/gar
/
hoitr/y/eeu nm'or.

;

harnesses, one single riding harness, one >,
work harness,one i-hor>e
mowing mpclmn2-horse s eds. one 1-horse sled, one douh
ncr pung.one spring tooth and one wheel !>.,
om* two horse iion roller.two 2-horse mow n
chine, manure spreauer, one 8 horse ( ,uw.•.
lene engine.
Tlifs farm c its :5 tons of English hay. an.1
all be mowed with machine. This is'. i.
finest opportunities b* secure an un-to «iai.
ever placed on Ur market,
for furllu 1 in 1

of

Opium.Morphine

I

Apeifecl Remedy lorCons ti pa
| Ron,
Sour

:

Stomach,Diarrhoea
Worms,(ionvulsions .Feverish
ness and Loss of SLEEP.
Far Simile

Signature

of

new' vork.

ggg

1
I

A. H. LEWIS & CO.. Auctioneers

j

75 Hammond Street, Eangor. V
telephone 337-1.

Use
for Over
Thirty Years

1
f

CASTORIA
TM« OENTAUR IOHMNY. NEW YORK CITY.

YOUR HEATINC
and Cooking apparatus will last
onger if you provide yourself w;

Coal Co.

Searsport

WE ARE READY TO RECEIVE ORDERS FOR

Chestnut, Stove and Egg Anthracite Coal

proper quality of

COAL
Mu eh otlie repairing necessary i'
to the clinkers and slate incident to
use of inferior grades of Coal,
will
same

$7.25 PER TON DELIVERED.
6.85 PER TON AT WHARF.
A discount of 25 cents per ton will be

in 10

j

tion enouire of

—

given for cash

days.

supply the proper thing at
price you have been paying.

Tie Swan & Siblty Ct
33, 35, 37

Front St.,

TELEPHONE

Belrast, M

j

«-•».

SEARSPORT COAL CO.

Searsport, August 10,1005.—32tf

^SWIFT & PAUL«e
WE

MW

NOT

HAVE

To all whose

BCT

WE

HAVE

SUPPI.V

TO

V

GREAT

EVERYBODY

^SPARROW'S!* BEST
Fancy

Boxes From 25c

PLENTY
WITH.

FITTINGS,

ye glasses of all knids >*1
fitted to ’he eyes. 1 crises groin <1 to 01 <
Amti.-iai «v
kinds of peculiar vision
without pain.
Kesid»nce
Telephone—*011ice N" 1

Spectacles and

..

Difficult, and complicated •■use*, .t sp\H work warrn
First-elas* work only
n». n
Good work speaks f<
Full record is kept of a i cases tilted !»>
that duplicates ean he had at any time u>
writing me. Address all »• limiuei it u u
,1. FKANK1 IN UAH!
‘•7 High Street. Belfast. .Maine.
Over Poor & Son s Drugstore.

M A IN E,

MELVIN CLARK,

CATARRH

Ely's

City

_

t

SPECIAL LOW PRICES

Duplex Roller Bushing Cohpany
T,

\

«

SHAFTING.

STANDARD
“WELLMAN” BUSHING
TACKLE BLOCK,
SNATCH BLOCK DIAMOND “0”

B £ LFAS

j

Gradual.- «.f .u-n Tim leading pin
and it >« ai s e\p. rime.*, 1 esp.-.-i1'
that for 11 i<* 11* \!
dav> In* wifi n
I It Kl, (It ( IIAla.l
i.'l sell gia-M1

U. S

Telephone 134

peru

^ DOCTOR OF OPTICS, £

from l0c t0 40c-

BELTING,

ACID PROOF
“DUPLEX BRONZE”
DIGESTER PARTS.

distinctly

artit

ot

CHOCOLATES^ J. FRANKLIN HARRIS

CANDY

American on board the Bon Homme
Richard were the American flag and
called
Lieut.
Slemmer
again
ready.
Lieut. Dali, who afterwards became an
and remonstrated with the captain for
admiral in the American navy.
breaking his promise, (’apt. Armstrong
“But this brave old American tar
promised anew and ordered the Wyan- shifted his
quid of tobacco, gave the
dotte to be ready to take the men and
waistband of his trousers a hitch and
supplies of the navy on board at four stood firm as the rock of Gibraltar for The well known MAGNETIC HEALER.
p. m. But once more the under officers one
country and one flag. And for it,
will be in Belfast and open bis office at ct>
at the yard had their way and the navy
I think his name should be placed on
Cedar street, October *Jd. Office 'days Moncontingent did not move that day nor a
of fame.
days.
Wednesdays and Fridays. Mr. Clark
pinnacle
the next.
gives no ni; dieine, nut simply takes away the
“And what could be more fitting than
Tins was exasperating ro uie army
trouble with his hands. He will diagnose any
to
have this honored organization
disease on receipt ot lock of hair and age and
officer and to the officers on board the j
which bears the proud title of the
sex, and will send his magnetic flannels,
gunboat and the supply ship. Believwhich hardly ever fail to cure.
He can give
of
America
take
the
first
Legion
Loyal
the
at
under
officers
that
the
navy
you names of hundreds that he lias cured of
ing
steps toward that loyal object, for who
tumors,
cancers, lumbago and rheumatic
the
to
the
were
union,
disloyal
yard
is there among us that would not have
trouble. His prices are very small—one dol
officers of the vessels co-operated with
lar for treatment, one dollar for a diagnosis
been thrilled to his finger’s ends couid
and treatment with flannels. Call and see this
Lieut. Slemmer, taking provisions and
he have listened to the loyal words of
wonderful healer.
MELVIN CLAKK,
ammunition from the land forts to the
I
that loyal old American sailor: “I will
(>ni49
155 High Street, Belfast
island fort. This work was done under
do it, sir! It is the Hag of my
not
the direction of Lieut. John Irwin of
under which 1 have sailed for
the Wyandotte and Lieut, (now Rear country
years, I love it and I will not disA p™tive
Admiral) Erben of the Supply. The many
honor it by hauling it down now.”
ammunition which could not be conveniently transported to the island
The paper read by Capt. Johnson was
fort was destroyed to prevent its fallCream Balm
ing into the possession of the Florida one of the most interesting ever read
is quickly absorbed.
state troops which were at Pensacola, before the Maine commandery and at
Gives Relief at Once.
the conclusion of the reading several
nine miles away.
It cleanses, soothes
After having destroyed 22,000 pounds of the members spoke highly of its
heals and protects
ol ammunition at Fort McRea, Lieut. merit and endorsed the idea of rescuthe diseased memErben went on shore and reported to ing from oblivion this long forgotten
brane. It cures Ca-j
t'apt. Armstrong, telling him what he Maine hero. The medal presented not
tarrh and drives
had done and offering to dispose in like long ago by the citizens of Los Angeles,
*
away a Cold in the_
manner of the powder in the navy mag- Cal., and the Maine residents in CaliHead quickly. H -||AV CTt/rR
fornia in honor of the heroism of the
azine just outside the yard.
j
stores the Senses of MH • I Lf bIQ
The old captain sent for his under hero to whom Capt. Johnson referred
Taste and Smell. Full size 50cts., at Drugofficers and Farrand immediately ad- in his paper was exhibited. Major H.
gists or by mail: Trial Size 10 cts. by mail.
vised the arrest of Erben. The captain S. Barrage suggested that a big boulder
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New YorlL,
refused to do this and Farrand left the with a bronze tablet should be erected
He lay in wait by the commandery and presented to
room in high temper.
outside and, with Renshaw’s aid, at- the town of Camden in recognition of
NOTICE.
tempted an assault as Erben was leav- the forgotten hero.
Prof. Sewall of Bangor endorsed the In the District Court of the United States for the
This was frustrated
ing the house.
District of Maine.
lu Bankruptcy.
through the arrival of a brother officer suggestion made by Major Barrage and
in the matter of
)
from the ship who went to Erben’s Gen. Connor said that he believed in
R.,„L-ri„ktnv
In
B‘*»kr»Ptcy.
Austin B. French, \
assistance. From that time the officers the suggestion made by Major Barrage
To the creditors of Austin B. French, in the Councould
be
done.
better
He
if
of
had
no
nothing
vessels
two
of the
question
ty of » aldo and aistrict aforesaid:
the disloyalty of Farrand and Renshaw said, however, that he believed that the
Notice is hereby given that on the 9th day of
and they planned to take Farrand national government should take some December, A.D. 19U5, the said French was duly
adjudicated bankrupt and that the first meeting
prisoner, but, suspecting their design, action in the matter on account of the ot
the creditors will be held at the office of the
conspicuous services rendered by the Reieree
he wisely kept out of their way.
in Belfast on the 30th day of December,
On the 12th of January the yard was Camden hero. Gen. ConDor suggested A. D. 1905. at 10 o’clock in the forenoon, at which
surrendered to Victor M. Randolph, that a memorial be sent to Congress time the said creditors may attend, prove their
appoint a trustee, examine the bqnkrupt
acting as the commissioner of the gov- asking that a tablet orthesome suitable claims,
and transact such
government. come before said other business as may properly
Farrand kept the old memerial be given by
ernor of Florida.
meeting.
W ILLIAM P. THOMPSON,
Major Burrage said that he favored
captain in ignorance of events till the
Referee in Bankruptcy.
rebels were at the gate and then per- having the work done entirely by Maine
Belfast, December ll, 1905.—lw50*
people and in response Gen. Connor
sonally conducted the surrender.
The rebels; were having very much said that in view of the fact that the
their own way till it came to hauling heroin question rendered valuable serNational Bank
The
down the colors. William Conway of vices in the American navy he believed
Camden, Maine, a quartermaster, old the U. S. government should recognize
OF BELFAST.
in the service, was ordered to stand by the action. Dr. S.C. Gordon was of the
The annual meeting ot the stockholders ot The
the halliards. He obeyed. Then came opinion that the commandery should
National Bank for the choice of directors
the order to haul down the colors as a send a memorial to Congress through City
and the transaction of any other business that
final sign of capitulation. And he re- Congressman Littlefield, and it was may legally come before them, will be held at
voted that this be done.
their banking rooms on Tuesday, January 9,1906,
fused, saying:
It was voted that the memorial be in at 10 o’clock a. m. C. W. WESCOTT, Cashier.
“I will not do it, sir! That is the flag
of my country under which I have the form of a boulder with a bronze
Belfast, December 6,1905.
5w
served many years. I love it and will tablet suitably inscribed.

value

of it.
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Gas & EjectriBLiglit CElectric Wiring ol Ail Rii
taken one-half of the

Colburn

Store, Journal

Ihave

Building, Church Street,
and am prepared to take
orders for

Wrappers,

Suits,

Waists, Gowns and
Night Shirts. Special attention given to out-sizes.
good
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In the matter of
James B. Waterman,

Discharge

)

! In H<n \ntff

Bankrupt.
To the HcN.fUKKM 1 H.m k, .)mitten!
riot Court of tin* United States lot
trict of Maine.

JAMES B.
el County of

'!
il

WATERMAN of Belfast,
Waldo and State of Maine.

District, respectfully represents, that on tl.
day of September, last past, be was duly ;ot:
bankrupt under Aid- -d Connie-..* relate
bankruptcy; that he lias duly surrendcteo
f pioperty. and I,;*
property and rights
Complied with all the reipiiiein* -id-of
and of the orders <>t < urt touching luruptdv.

|
j
1

Wherefoie he pray-. 1'1 t he may be
to have a tub discharge :• m .1
against lu* e-iate umlei -aid ank
Acts, except such debts as ate excepted
from such discharge.
Dated this 4th das d December. \ !*
.) A M IN B \\ v I E R M v
Bank:
<

by the Court

p’ro\able

PRiNTS,

<

GINGHAMS,

OKDI K OF NOTK'i: Til IIIIEON

FLANNELETTS,

Distuict

ok Maink, ss.
this 9th day of Decembri, A. 1>. I1'
reading the foregoing petition, it is
Ordered by the Court, That ;i hearing
upon the same on the 29th day “I Deceiun
1>. 1905, before said Court at Portland, m
District, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon; and
notice thereof he published in The Kept:
Journal, a newspaper printed in said Distrn".
that all known creditors, at .1 other persoi
interest, may appear at the said time an-.
ami show cause, if any they have, why the |
of said petitioner should not be granted.
And it is further ordered by the Court, Tha
Clerk shall send by mail to all known credo
copies of said petition and this order, addre"
to them at their places of residence as state
Witness the Honorable Clakknck Ham:,
of the said Court, and the seal thereof, at 1
land, in said District, on the 9th day of Decern 1
A D. 1906.
JAMES E. HEWEY. Clerk
[l s ]
A true copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest: JAMES E HEWEY. Clerk
On

OUTINGS.

Mrs. F. H. BLACK.
MOTT’S

PENNYROYAL pills
Safe and reliable, they
weakness, Invigor, banish pains.
No remedy equ&Js DR.
MOTTS PENNYROYAL PILLS
by Druggists and Dr. Motts
Chemical Co., Cleveland Ohio.

crease

For sale

by R. H. Moody.]

HOLIDAY APRONS
at

J. H. HOWLS.
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NOTICE

Whereas my wife, Frances N. Blwell, has
my home without cause. I hereby forbid all p
sous from harboring or trusting her on my .»•
Adki.bekt N. Klwkli
count.

Belfast, November 28,1905.— a

|

;

j

j

Islesboro Baptist Church.

records of

A Reunion and a

church since that date are held in
memory by the older members, he
should not devote much time in referr
ing to events of the past sixty years.
He made
many copious extracts from
old records, which showed that the
members of former days were very
strict; and persons were often excluded
for trivial causes.
At the monthly
conference meeting on March 28, 1838,
among eight business matters voted upon, was one, that musical instruments
should be allowed at Sabbath services.
Hut on Peb. 28, 1839,—eleven months
alter—the record shows that some of
the members were dissatisfied, and it
was voted that instruments of music
shall not be used in the worship of

History of the Church.
Xov.
27, the Baptist church
Tuesday,
uid Society of Islesboro held a “Renin.” The meeting began at li o’clock
<1 after singing, reading of Scripture
(1 prayer the pastor, Rev. George E.
ifts, made some introductory remarks,

our church have been quite
fully kept since the meeting house was
built in 1845, and as the doings of the

1

Baptist

meeting house.
From
until lsnu Rev. Thomas .Vines was
minister, and was ordained here,
a is succeeded
by Rev. Femuel Rich
was ordained the year lie came
and remained till IMP.
For some
following the latter date no recire obtainable, but in ls.;j Rev.
a:
Finery became pastor, and re; till iHe was succeeded for
ny Filler samuel Maeomber. In
Ft
William ,1. Durgin came, and
f,lamed and married the same
and continued Here during life,
not serving the church during

■

■

ift

years.

more man

ciozen

alter

yeais
g.mi/ation of the church in 1791,
in their dwelling
.-: but at a town meeting in 1794,
voted to raise fifty pounds to
a
meeting house, though it. was
nished until 1sii4,
It was two
high, splendidly built, heavy
iings and line trimmings, gallery
two sides and one end with four
"f seats, large square pews with
lucks and doors, but it. had no
It
;iiey or means of warming it.
.1

:

.'■'"He worshipped

l

■

as

'.iiui

place of worship and also
meetings for more than forty
a

It stood where the town hall
stands,
in Is:i9 there was an ex■ve revival and large additions to
.lurch. In 1S4-") the membership
•-!>.
As the meeting house was
ag old and out of repair and as the
Baptists had built a fine edifice in
ai the northern
part oi the town,
tv-seven
men
belonging to t lie

and society subscribed liberally
built the present edifice in 1843,
a mile south of the old place of
dp; being nearer the centre of the
The house is
;tist constituency.
was splendidly built, and has alls been kept in good
repair.
names of the original builders
follows: Aniasa Hatch, Calvin
Waiter 1\ Dodge. Wm. II.
■■

h

mi. Joseph Pendleton, Joseph Pen•1 r., Andrew Pendleton, Kich
■i Pendleton.. K. <1. Babhidge, John
Albert Pendleton. Charles A
y
cton. .1. P. Hatch, c. C. Hatch,
Dodge,. Klislia K. Pendleton,
B. Williams, James Farrow, S.
•'

.'.den.
Joseph K. Pendleton.
'Sherman. 1. W. Sherman, Joseph

.■

I'nan, i- rancis i.nimel. l nomas
Tliouias Cilkev, Benjamin
mi,
i.>s, John Pendleton, Stephen B.

.Tosepli

'it

W. Trim,

Farnsworth

Charles

Nelson Gil-

t.'ilkey, William Farrow,
I arnswortii, Henry Rose. VarRose, liathbou Dodge, William
1 osbua Dodge, Lewis Hatch,
i A. Sherman,
Job Phiibrook,
!ge (1. Phiibrook, Isaac Thomas,
these
names
is along pre■ceding
A\

v

hunt,

GETTING AT THE BOYS.
Conference of Workers

Among the Young,

meeting of unusual interest was
held in Bangor Dec. 5th under the auspices of the Bangor theological semiA

therefore

he dug papoose
root for her. for
that was their
remedy for
emale weak-

in the way of a conference of
workers especially interested in the re
lation of boys and young men to the
church. The program opened in the
morning with devotional exercises led
by Pres. David N. Beach, See. Robert
A. Jordan of the Bangor V. M
,y
These papers followed":
lending.
''hat Nature Study Can Do”
bv
Rev. B. S. Rideout of Norway; “Literary, Athletic and Summer Outings
bv
Rev. David L. Wilson of Belfast“My
Pastoral Experience with
bv
Boys
Rev. Raymond Calkins of Portland'“How the Y. M. C. A. Handles the
BovProblem,” by Edward 'V. Cornet of
Bangor and “The Boy’s Religion by
Rev. (f. W. Hinckley of (food Will
homes. Lunch was served in the semi
nary gymnasium. Rev. C. H. Cutler
presided at the afternoon session, when
the speakers and papers were:
“A
Man’s Fraternity
Young
in
the
Church,” by Rev. G. 'Valter Fiske of
Auburn; “The Boy’s Church and the
Boy’s Pastor,” by Rev. Herbert A.
nary,

freat

nesses.

Dr. Pierce uses
the same rootcalled Blue Cohosh—in his" Favorite Prescription” skillfully
combined
with
other agents
that
make
it
more
effective
and protect the
stomach from

ating that this week marked the tentli
versary of his work in this Held,
then read a letter of greeting from
v
II. R. Hatch, professor in Colby
liege, who regretted his inability to
present on this occasion in bis old
me church, where he spent his boy,k1 days, and where he began the (iod.
Many such records of the olden
time read
strangely in our day. The
.ristiau life. Then Mr. Tufts read an
people of those days had sturdy
dorical paper lie had prepared, which characters,
strong religious convictions,
cupied one hour. The subject was: and were well read in the Scriptures.
did a noble work in their day and
They
ill MIRED AND FOURTEEN YEARS OF
generation.
May their descendants
V M’TIST HISTORY IN ISLESBORO.
imitate their virtues, and overlook
First lie gave brief sketches of the their unintentional mistakes.
After the above address, an hour was
ily settlers who came from Massausetts and Rhode Island between 1704 spent in conversation and lunch. The
d 17'.(0— men strong in body, strong in afternoon sessiou was devoted to renil and strong in religious conviction, ports of committees and discussions on
the various departments of church
on lie spoke of the religious awakenresulting from the visits of Rev. work, such as home and foreign misState
,;ie Case, who, during his second visit sions,
conventions,
Sunday
: he
early summer of 1701, at the close school, religious literature, etc.
at
the
“Boardman
baptism
shore,”
mized the Baptist church in deacon
WINDMILL LOR LIGHTSHIPS, ETC,
Boardman’s
whicli
stood
barn,
-■eph
w rods from the beach.
The barn
The Canadian exploring steamer Arcchosen for the service because it
tic, (Captain lJernieri which has made
larger than the house. The house •an extended voyage North
poleward, is
H occupied, being about 120 years
provided with a novel electric light inthough the barn, except the foun- stallation. since fuel cannot he ob■u stones, has
disappeared. In lfiot tained for the generation of steam, and
ase again visited the place, and at as
the ship will have to spend many
muse of the meetings baptised 13
months in darkness, it was decided to
-mis and
received them into the instal an air
compressor plant which is
!i.
The site of the old barn, rebeing operated by a windmill. The
(1 to, is about 1.70 rods from the
compressed air is then used to drive
it

The Indian never liked work but ha
wanted his squaw to get well as soon as
possible so that the could do the work
and let him

i

j

functional disturbance.
I)k. Pierce’s Favorite Prescription
Is not nor ever was a "patent medicine,”
but it is tiie carefully wrought out and
thoroughly tested real prescription of a
real physician in areal practice.
Dr. Pierce’s unparalleled success with
this remedy was such that more wanted
to use it than anyone doctor could attend
to in a private practice.
This induced
him to manufacture it on a sufficiently
liberal scale to meet the demand.
By his own special processes, he extracts, combines and preserves the medicinal qualities of the several ingredients
without the use of alcohol (using chemically pure glycerine instead!, thus rendering it absolutely safe for any woman
of any age and in any condition to use
freely. The names of the ingredients are:
Lady’s Slipper root. Black Cohosh root.
Unicorn root. Blue Cohosh root and
Golden Seal root.
Miss May Rohrback. No. 73 Amsterdam
Avenue. New York City, Treasurer of the
Woman’s Progressive Union, writes:
"I bad headache, backache, and was very
nervous; scarcely able to sleep more than
two hours at a time. I was advised to try
Dr. Pierce'-. Favorite Prescription, and was
delighted with the result. Within a week I
was sleeping splendidly.
< onfimied using
the’Favorite Prescription for eighi weeks,
anti then stopped, for 1 v as lurfciiln util

(PH
\u3jy
When
!*

Johnson’s
Liniment

Jump of Brunswick; “Helping Boys
Through Manual Training,” by Rev.
Langdon Quimby of Gardiner: “The
Appeal to the Chivalrous Element in
Boys
by Rev. Prank L. Messeck of
Brattleboro, Yt. A paper was also read
on work among
boys, by Herbert C.
Libby of " aterville.

people suffer sometime.
There if efficacy in every bottle—the
power of the original ANODYNE made 95
years ago—to heal cuts, wounds, old sores, contusions, aches or pains. To cure coughs,
colds, croup, bronchitis, cramp, colic—any pain or inflammation
anywhere, upon or in
the human body.

Hi bis address Rev. D. L.
Wilson ex-

men

interested

Just
too

Literary

News and Notes,

Comparatively speaking

good for inside as for outside—good for
to be without in case of emergency.
si7.es—25 cents and 50 cents. Three times

as

good

WTwo

in

the work.
there is very
little done in our churches for
young I
men and
boys other than the usual
ettorts of the Sunday services and of
;
the various young
Ever since then your medicine has been mu
peoples' societies. !
’Favorite Prescription,’ loo. I recommend
-Now, said the speaker, there are at1
it to every one.
#
least three lines of work that
apConstipation although a little ill. oo- peal to young lives. They may
are the
gets big ones if neglected.
Dr. Pierce’s
the
literary
club,
gymnasium and ’he
Pleasant Peiiets cure constipation.
camping expedition. They may he
utilized separately or
collectively in
one organization which latter
forms an
excellent work in the church.
Mr.
'V i Iso 11 then discussed these
three
1'lie Foolish Almanac ••For the Year forms of getting closer to the young
men and made
of 190ti A. 1>. and the Fifth since
very attractive pictures
the] oi a
Discovery of Fact Suicide by President and literary club, of life in the woods
the enjoyment of athletics in a well
Roosevelt." reminds one of the famous j
Fanners’ Ylmanix of Josh Billings equipped gymnasium.
]
which had so great a run a score of |
years ago. It is very funny ami will
give much amusement. It is a worthy
Bears the
_/j 1h8 Kind You Hava Always Bought!
successor to The Foolish Dictionary, already a standard, by the same publishers, John AY Luce A Co., Boston.

the generators, which in turn furnishes
current for charging the storage batteries used for lighting the vessel.
It would seem that windmills might
similarly be utilized on board of lightships and alongside of lighthouses, for
generating electricity for illuminating
1
purposes and for the signal lights, in
connection with electric storage hat- j
ter es.
I'lie subject is certainly worthy !
of consideration by the lighthouse an
thorities and by electrical engineers, as
thousands of dollars could he saved to ,
the government annually, if windmill-!
driven electric lighting plants were in- i
stalled in all light vessels and light- !
houses. ‘‘What has been*done once can I
he done again." is an old saying, so J
The Christmas luimbdrof Recreation
why not harness the wind for gene rat- j is beautifully illustrated and very ining artificial light'teresting. D opens with "Penciiings
Where the lights on lightships and in Newfoundland"
by I,. F, Brownare
used
lighthouses
only on an aver-1 one of the best articles we have everof
12
about
hours
out
of
the
,M.
age
read on that land of fish and game. It
there is no good reason why electric i is
enough to start a multitude of
batteries
of
storage
ample capacity | sportsmen Newfoundlarid-waid. Dan
could not be fitted in the holds of the
Beard, the editor, promises lots of good
lightships to furnish all the power nec- things lor the coming year; and lie will
essary to run the lighting equipment keep !iis word. AY. R. Annis, publisher,
during calm periods, or at times when 23 AA'est il-lth street, New York, X. A'.
the breeze was too light to drive the
windmill. The electric fluid could also
Appleton’s Booklovers Magazine asks
he utilized to charge the storage bat- for suggestions from its readers and
acts
Its offer of
upon many of them.
tery ot an electric launch, and to do the
cooking and heating on board of a five hundred dollars to its readers who
lightship. The attention of the l nited i can give the best reasons for what they
States Lighthouse Department is re- j consider the best advertisements in the
spectfully called to this suggestion, I November number attracted much atwhich is one of the many original ideas I tention. In the November number a
advanced by The American Shipbuild- new serial, “In Cure of Iier Soul," by
er during the past lew years, all tend-! Frederick J. Stimpson, was begun, and
ing toward saving dollars and cents for I the December number appeared in a
Many interesting features
our readers, and benefiting- American j new dress.
are promised for the coming year.
shipping and marine interests.
I
On Nansen’s ship Fram there was a
In the December number of the
windmill electric set installed to give' National
Magazine “Chicago’s Street
power during her Arctic voyage, and a llailway Deadlock” is vigorously dissimilar set was placed on the ship
cussed by Mayor Dunne, who charges
covery during her Antarctic exploring] that the hanks, newspapers and city
worked
ad-'
ot
both
which
expedition,
council majority are in league to dismirably.
credit his program and defeat the
.UII'MII
>.» i: w
K
lit* 111* 1
/\s
11^ u idesire of the people for municipal ownship lias been condemned, tlie govern- i ership of tlie car lines. Joe Mitchell
nient might make a tiial ol the windChappie’s “Affairs at Washington”
mill electric | hu t on her. and at a compresents many new and attractive porShould the traits of men and women
paratively small outlay.
prominent at
experiment prove successful the Light- the capital. Frank Putnam lias a spicy
house Department would have at hand review of “The November
Flections,”
a new and inexpensive motor povvt r and there are
many other notable conand illuminatoi. that would so far as
tribution, with some uncommonly good
the windmill is concerned last for 2U short stories and
poems by well known
years.
writers.
Dr. Charles F. Brush, of are electric
The National Magazine now has a
liglit fame, lias on his extensive country
residence a highly successful windmill circulation of 224,000, mostly by subelectric lighting equipment, that fur-: scription. 1'lie advertising rate is $200
ni.shes several hundred electric lights, per page and proportional: for one-

Anodyne

It can’t twist and torture limbs, arms, back, or head after that.
Johnson’] Anodyne Liniment frees humanity from external aches, and internal pains,
from which all

plained that a vital problem of church
and Sunday school work is to
keep the

young

It Meets

everybody—good

to

J

as

the last

drop—
*

much in 50 cent size.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston.
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HEAL& WOOD,
MANUFAC1URERS AND DEALERS IN

j

AND LOOK

—

j

j

Dis-j

and produces powerful pumping water,
sawing wood, running electric fans,
threshing corn, cutting corn and feed
for the farm animals: churning milk,
and performing a variety of iiseiul in'e of several pages.
A few sen- dustrial duties. .Vc.
are given:
"Be it remembered
We shall be pleased to hear from our
we, the subscribers, realizing the readers upon the subject., as we are dedisadvantages* under which the sirous of finding out ways and means
list church labors for want of a for
utilizing tlie power of troth wind
'hie place of worship, do hereby and wave, and we believe tlie windmill
to build a meeting house
can be successfully used in connection
said house shall be under thecon- with lightships and lighthouses; and,
of tlie Baptist church, but shall
perhaps, on houseboats as well, for
lie withheld from any evangelical
electric lighting and for charging tlie
"initiation when the same shall not electric launch that would be used both
rfere with the meetings of the as a
ferryboat between houseboat and
roll, etc., etc. To the performance shore and for towing the houseboat.
■iie above agreements we bind ourAt any rate the project is vastly more
ves eacli to the other in the penal
of a trial than scores of impracworthy
of double the amounts of the tical “wildcat'' mechanical and other
se of our
respective subscriptions, enterprises that often succeed in enwitness whereof we have hereunto listing capital—the Jackson “squirt”
our hands at Isiesboro, this 2Sth
(hydraulic) boat of several years ago,
of January, lS4.ii.
for instance.—American Shipbuilder.
lien the meeting liouse was built
te a large number of the church
A NEW HISTORY OF CAMDEN.
iibers were so strongly opposed to
of
delocation
that
change
many
For a number of years there lias been
The
ni to attend service there, and wor- a
big call for a history of Camden.
pped in the old house in the summer edition of Locke’s history was long ago
:n a schoolhouse in the winter. But exhausted, and. furthermore, there is
l>b. 10, 1840, they called a meeting much Camden history since the time of
• insider the
question of removing to Locke that should he put in printed
new meeting house, as it was called,
form. No one, however, until now. has
the 27 male members present, 14 been willing to undertake the immense
•■d in favor of removing and l:J task of compiling a new history of
"M*d
Another meeting was called Camden.
the same purpose Feb. 21, 1S40, at
It is, therefore, with great pleasure
i■ 11
71
members were preseut, 17 that we announce that lion. Ileuel
ing yea, and 17 nay. Thus harmony Robinson has undertaken this impor> not. attained. Anil on
March, 1, 184'.!, tant work and is now engaged in
decided to build a house of worship writing a new and complete history ol
I hn history
Mining no pews. Work was begun Camden and Rockport.
year, lint the house was not eom- will be given serially in the Herald, beAfter the
<• till
four years later.
It cost ginning with the new year.
17.57, and was dedicated March 10. work is completed, if sufficient enThe sermon was preached by couragement is given, the history will
Mr.
Perry of Camden. Text be published in book form. -Camden
Kings S; 1:1. This liouse is large, well Herald.
a:It, and is in good repair. It is aliys spoken of as the “Middle church,”
mg located between the Baptist and
ree Baptist houses, though nearer the
itter. For about 16 years after the
:
uilding of the house, the records of
K e church
worshipping there, were
That's What “L. F." Costs
full and quite complete.
Mr. B. D.
8prague was the careful and painstakFebruary y, 1904.
ing clerk. The last record of any church
Dear Sirs:—
that
meeting was on Dec. 29, 1809. At
We have used “L. F.” Bitters in our
meeting another appointment was family for a long time, and consider
made for Jan. 15, 1870.
When they
them indispensable for all liver and
met on that date, the clerk says there
stomach troubles.
was not a quorum.
The few present
They are, in fact, our family physician.
went home. This ends all records of
Yours very truly,
I ue church.
And the large church
FIRS. ETTA FI. PACKARD,
hook—more than two-thirds of it—is a
blank to the end; not a scratch of a
Ripley, Me.
! fii for the past 35 years. Though the
calls are made
unnecessary
Many
are
meeting house stands, and services
Follow the first
the physician.
•
casionally held therein the Baptist upon of health.
I
"Keep your bowels
rule
'hurch that once worshipped there,
regular.” Take "L. F.” Atwood’s Bitlias, as an organized body, become ex
ters w'hen nature needs a little assistdelethat
no
record
there
'met;
being
ance.
gates or letter have been sent to the
association.
Mr. Tufts remarked that since the

page or more one dollar per line.
The National is now printing a few
pages each month in two colors for advertisers and for such is carrying out a
special “two color service" which works
splendidly. Mr. Chappie having gained
nearly 50,000 new subscribers for his
magazine by giving $10,000 in awards
for “Heart Throbs,” now offers the
grand collection of Heart Throbs, bound
in gilt and cloth with a year’s subscription to the National for two dollars,
with a “money hack” prov so included.

eighth

■

.Jack London lets himself go fullswing in “Love and Life” which is the
fiction feature of the Christmas
McClure’s, lie takes a man of the primitive type he knows so well and pits
him stripped (but for a few matches'■ of
every artificial aid, against tfie rigors
of nature in the far North.
Without
food, shelter or weapons and at last
without

fire,

a

lost

prospeetorfights

north and finally conquers.
on

■

the

He travels

and over the moss and rocks and

TEE MASSACHUSETTS ELECTIONS.

Where national polities obtained the

Republicans were generally successful
in the annual elections held in 1:5 of the
i •>? Massachusetts cities, not
including
I Boston, Dec. 5th. There were no ma, terial changes
In the political senti-

■

In tlie December number of the Atlantic Monthly is a timely and engaging Christmas essay upon Riches by
that ever delightful essayist, Edward
S. Martin. Mr. Martin is not averse to
riches, hot lie w rites very e imfoi'tably
of the possibilities for wholesome life
without them.
“Our good friend with
a million dollars a year,” he says, “cannot eat much more or better food, or
drink much more or better drinks, than
we can.
Jf lie does, he will be sorry.
We have the better of him in having
the daily excitement and discipline of
making a living. It is a great game—
that game of making a living,- full of

chances and hazards, hopes, surprises,
thrills, disappointments and satisfactions. Our mililion a year friend misses

_

that.”

1

Family Physician for 35c<

OA8TOHIA.
Bean the
_S) The Kind You Hive Ilways Bought

rr (Z&tf&z&u
A Fearful Fate.

It is a fearful fate to have to endure the
terrible torture of Piles. “I can truthfully
say,” writes Harry Colson, of Masonville,
fa., “that for lilind, Bleeding, Itching and
Protruding Piles, liucklen’s Arnica Salve
is the best cure made.” Also best for cuts,
burns and injuries. 25e. K. 11. Moody,

druggist.

I

-—

Hough skin and cracked hands are not
only cured by DeWitt’s Witch Hazel Salve,
but an occasional application will keep the
skin soft and smooth. Best for Eczema,
Cuts, Burns, Boils, etc. The genuine De-

Witt’s Witch Hazel Salve affords immediate relief in all forms of lilind, Bleeding,
Itching and Protuding Piles. Sold by It. II

Moody.

I

|

Apollo Candies.

HEADSTONES,

I

j

AT A FINE LINE OF-

-ALSO A FINE LINE OF-

CURBING,

!

ALL

KINDS

OF

Fancy Box Candies.

-AND-

CEMETERY

WORK.

is the time to call,

as we

have a

large

of all

stock of finished work.

Bridge Street,

Belfast,

kinds.

Maine.

Penny Candy and Salted Peanuts a
specialty. New Nuts just received of ali
kinds. Soft Drinks, Tobacco, Cigars, ana
the largest line of Pipes in the city,
f

year.

!

j

j

Socialists showed strength in the shoecities of Brockton and Haverhill,
especially in the former, where their candidate for mayor was defeated
by only a
small vote, in Fitchburg, Gloucester
and N ew Bedford, candidates of all the
offices ran on independent tickets or
nomination papers. Of the eight mayors who were candidates for
re-election,
seven were successful and
one, Mayor
John II. Kldredge of Taunton, was badly defeated.
Following is a list of mayors elected
and the vote on the license question:
tirv.

r

Mayor.

(iy)...-478

Fitchburg, ,Runes 11. McMahon,

(Ind-Cit.).22:51
Gloucester*, George 15. McDonald,
(>'“tn.).1(171
Haverhill*, Reswell L. Wood,(1! 2‘ilid

Lawrence, .John P. Kane, (D.)... riion
Marlboro*, Henrj Parsons, :R. l. .14:5(1
New Bedford, Thomas Thompson,
(Peo. 5. 340(5
Noitliauiptoii*, 'Theobald Conner,

’R).14:52

New York

Dyspeptics

4(527

too fat it is because your food
strength.
turns to fat instead of muscle
If you are too lean the fat producing foods
that you eat are not properly digested and

If you

2327
1800
2:131
>oi
i:>07
2778
101(1

Mail Chase.

Millions rush in mad chase after health,
from one extreme of faddism to another, I
when, if the} would only eat good food, and
keep their bowels regular w ith Dr. King’s |
New Life Pills, their troubles would all
pass away. Prompt relief and quick cure
for liver and stomach trouble.
23c. at
K. If. Moody’s drug store; guaranteed.

j

CALENDARS FOR

1906.

Among the first of the calendars for 1900
to

he received

assimilated.
Lean, thin, stringy people do not have
enough Pepsin in the stomach, while fat
people have too much Pepsin and not
enough Pancreatine.

was

Swift’s Premium Calen- I

dar, on which are three A mericangirl heads,
up-to-date and characteristic. Twelve colors were used to faithfully reproduce these
heads in lithograph. The artist, Philip Boileau, was horn in Canada and educated in
England, but his art training was received
mostly in Italy.
The Youth’s Companion Calendar, entitled “The Minute Men” calendar, and
lithographed in twelve colors and gold, has
been described.
The passenger department of the Bangor
* Aroostook railroad has issued its calendar for 190G and the calendar, as always, is
exceedingly attractive. It consists of a

hunting or fishing
scene mounted on a drab card-board, with
the dates marked in white on a black ground
and occupying a very unobtrusive place at
the bottom of the calendar.
lion. Fred Atwood of Winterport, who
writes all forms of insurance, sends out as
usual a very attractive calendar. The calendar for 1900 illustrates “Our Busy Day.”
We have received from Col. Fred Atwood,
Winterport, the 1900 calendar of the Bradley Fertilizer Co. The illustration, faithfully reproduced from an oil painting by
Fletcher Charles Rawson, is entitled “Burning the Mortgage.”
Gold in

(Maine) Quartz.

New finds of gold in quartz near Hymn
have excited the people of that section to
such an extent that several capitalists have
visited the territory and made a careful inspection. Charles Maiden lias located the
vein, which he believes crosses his farm.
The mission of “Early Risers” is to clear
the way and give Nature full sway. These
famous little pills rid the stomach and
bowels of all putrid matter, thus removing
the causes of headache, constipation, sallow
DeWitt’s Little Early
complexion, etc.
Risers never gripe or sicken. A safe, pleasant, perfect pill. Sold by R. 1L Moody.

Pain Over the

Eyes

Heartache and Catarrh
Relieved in 10 minutes

That dull, wretched pain In the head lust over
the eyes is one of the surest signs that the seeds

Dr.

Agnew's Ointment soothes all skin
diseases. 35 Cents.

D. F. STEPHENSON
Successor to Stephenson &. Sargent.

FULL PAGE

Suitable for
SEVEN
THREE

MAGAZINE

IN

Digests What You Eat
?rep»r«* »i th, L.boratory of E.O.DsWltt
dt Co., Chlc*<o,

|

Filth- N»-mo

! Cohort Grai t,
Fieri** Ye bei
I-]. F.

Nye\
M,

It.

«

Taker

NOTICE
In the Pi strict Court of the United States for the
Distri et of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
111 ‘'■uikiupKy.
Mary E. Hodgdnn, I
To the creditors ot Mary K. fodgdon, in the County of Waldo and distric' aforesa <1
Notice is hereby given that on thej I day of Peeembei, A.I). 11*0", tin* said Mary F. Hodgdon was
duly adjudicated bankrupt am.' that the first meeting of the creditors will In held at ofti• of the lieferee it- I;olfast, on the iT.tli da> of Pecenibei ,A.D,
l:*0.r», at 10 o’clock in the loreiioou, at which time
the said creditors may attend, prov<* Mu ir claims,
appoint a tiustee, examine t ie hnnkrupt and
transact such other business is may properly
come before said meeting.
W 1 LEI AIM P. THOMPSON,
Beferee in Bai kruptcy.
Belfast, December 9,1905.—lw5o*

DUN TON &
Attorneys
Savings

Bank

Bu

MORSE,

at

Law,

ilding, Belfast, Maine.

Office hours 8 to 12

a.

ill.; 1 to 4 p.

Christmas
u

Humor
*'

by

am> g forge

a

he

Notary

COTTAGE

Public.

LOTS."

Any size fr

om a few hundred feet to 175 acres
re fronts.
lie Him I eliast t
ve.
Fine vi < v\ of 1 ay ml islands,

All have sho
Anjwl
Saturday Oo
also liave a large list of city pioierly and laim
all sizes and prices. Send for book.
F. S, HOLMES,
Real Estate Agent- P,eliast, Me.

FORRENT
1 have a nice rent of 7 rooms and bath
room, with stable and garden spot if
wanted.
No. 23 Cedar street
Inquire
of
F. 8. HULMnS,
tf

A M

9 08

..

Portland—
,,
| E. 1)
Mlostuu,
w

3 05

6 30

5 35
9 05

5
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.12 15
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I
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7 20
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WaterviUe.

I1Y

Bangor

And

a

MARKHAM

Beautltul

A

COPY
YORK

....

7(0

1

9 52

4

1906

WITHOl T

DELAY

NEWSDEALER.

1

|

7 15
7 15

16
1 30

—

Y
l4

19 57
Benton. |7 21
Clinton
..+7 30 flood
sfO
10 20
Burnham, depart...
9 08
10 35
Unity.
9 17
Thorndike.
10 45
Knox. 19 25 tl 54
9 40
11 10
Brooks.
9 50 *1120
Waldo.
City Point. HO 00 ill 30
10 05
1135
Belfast, arrive

(Flag station

Limited tickets for Boston

P M
< 6

M

are

now

M

22
4 33
4 55
5 10
6 20
to 29
5 45
t6 55
*6 06
6 10

..

Brown Calendar for

FROM

A S'

M

9 ('(J
4 30

.1 ( 35

Keeping Wateli at Night,”

Buster

A

..

A

EDWIN

M

7 “0

..

| Portland.

sold

at

$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points WVst and North

HUP WARM!
HAVE YOU SEEN THE NEW

Glenwood

west, via all routes, for sale l*v Lewis Saxborn.
GEO. F. EV \NS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Booth by. Gen’1 Pass, and Ti kei Agent.

FALL
-7 OUK

SCHEDULE.
A

TRIPS

WEEK-

Parlor Stoves?
They are

not only ornamental

be*- the greatest heaters on the
steam.- s lr;i\
!‘. a..ast
«'amden
ami ltoek land Mondays.
rimrsdays
and Satimlavs at a p m.
I'or Searspint. I»i,rk>p.
Wnitei pun llampden on -ignnl) and Banaei I i.^d;:\>, \\, dnesdavs, Fridays and Satinda> at 7. r. a.'m
upon
arrival of steamer from Boston.
e

mai

tt.

->

Nickel Piated

15 K ITKMNti.

Copper

Ware

We carry a full line of
these standard goods.

m.

Evenings by appointment.
41tf
F. Liunton.
Rai.ph I. Mouse,

Robert

..

TK BELFAST.

Hamilton osrornf
KATE MASTERSON

Busy Medicine for Busy People.
Brings Golden Health and Renewed Vigor.

moody

....

PM

Reason,

A

GOLDEN NUGGETS FOR SALLOW PEOPLE

t
4i
17 35
1 62
7 47
Km»X
*2 04
t7 69
Thorndike. 8 05
2 in
ITnitv. 8 13
2 18
Bu >,11.11:1, arrive.
8 35
2 40
Clirtton8 T2
Benton.
.9(2..11 80
4 45
Bangor

WaterviUe

Helen <le

OI1UEK

A specific.for Constipation, Indigestion. Live
and Ki iney Troubles, Pimples, Lczema, Impure
Blood. Bad Breath, Sluggish Bowels, Headache
and Backache. It’s Rocky Mountain Tea in table! form. Ho cents a box.
Genuine made by
IIoltjster Dare. Company, Madison, Wis.

3 20
13 25
13 35
3 47
18 9
-* 06
4 13
4 35
d 15
H 2r
6 10

........

!

j

FOIt SALE BY It. H. MOODY.

Rocky Mountain Tea Nuggets

j

lara »1 orris.

<

Y>

125
11 30

...

j

Original Stories

PM

7 2(>
»'•-!fast, depart
City Point...t7 25

!

In Colors

HOLLISTER'S

tollows

run as

AM

COLORS

i

New

Rests the stomach, rebuilds th*
tissues and gives Arm flesh.

k. it.

Boston, will

COMIC SECTION

Cure

those proportions recessary to
enable the stomach and digestive organs
to digest and assimilate all foods that may
be eaten. Kodo! is not only a perfect
digestant, but it is a reconstructive, tisKodol cure*
sue building tonic as well.
Indigestion, Dyspepsia, Sour Stomach,
Heartburn, Palpitation of the Heart and
Constipation. You will like it.

1D.11U

sEFTlON

FROM BELFAST.

ami

exactly

Sottl. hoM« 3t4
M much u th®
or 80 cent site.

at

with BUSIER BROWN i Waldo
Brooks

contains al! the digestive juices that ar*
found in a healthy stomach, and in

tints
trial,

and alter Oct. 9, I9l).'», ua'cs •onuectu.g
Burnhain anil WaterviUe with through trait a
• or uml from Bangor, W aterviUe,
Portland ai d
On

Framing

ART SECTION

IN

Kodol

of catarrh have been sown, and it's your warnin''
to administer the quickest ami surest treatment
to prevent the seating of this dreaded malady.
l)r. Agnew’s CatarrahaT Powder will stop all nafii
In ten minutes, and cure.
IS

Sold by Tile City Drug Store and A. A. Howes
& Co

THE PEACE.

PICTURES IN COLORS

IN

Dyspepsia
n

CHARMING

are

at

Next Door to the Windsor HoteE

1905...

17,

Stationery

—

olci’l'Gi.
I

...DEC.

iine of

KF=DON’T FORGET

Herald

Two

I ittsiield, Allen II.
2200 1804 1
Bragg, (R.)
Ruincy*, James Thompson, ( R
037 2037
Bpi inglield*, F. \\ Dickinson, 1 ID.01(42 8:102
launton, John 15 Tracy, (R.)..5087 1878
t\ alt ham ', John 1,.
47.8 |
Harvey, (It.).. 1401
*li<*

also carry a large
lowest prices.

the**-

-kof

License.
Yes
.No

Brockton, Frederick 0. Bradford,

A! SO HAVF A FINF LINE OF

I

THE BEST OF WORK AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
OW

I ment, but one
city, Fitchburg, after a
j year of liquor selling, once more decid! ed against the sale
during the coming

through the snows, led by love of life
through unreasoning effort. Tie wins
strength for his last blind efforts by handsomely painted
the blood of a
wolf he lias sucstarving
ceeded m getting his teetti into. The
stark brutality of the story is appalling,
hut it is truth.

CranileMonumenls

1

STOVES,
RANGES,
FURNACES
PAINTS, OILS,
VARNISHES, BROSHES,

ETC.

From Boston Mondays, Tuesdays, Thursdays,
and Fridays at 5 p. in.
From Koekland.via ( amden, Tuesdays. Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at about':ai a. m.
From Bangor, via Hampden on signal) Wmterport, Bucksport and Scarsport Mondays,Wednesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at it a. m.
All cargo, except live stock, via the steamers
of this company is insured against lire and marine risk.

FRED W. l’OTE, Agent. Belfast
CALVIN AUSTIN,
Vice President and Gen’I Manager, Boston

TO LET!
A desirable up-stairs tensntat of foil
rooms, at 48 Congress street.

PLUMBING A SPECIALTY

Mitchell & Trussell,
HOLIDAY HOISER Y
at

<1. H. HOWES.

L. F. GANNON

KEROSENE
My kerosene
December 1st.
watch for It.
3W48*

cart will

run daily after
If you want good oil

O. F. TIBBETTS.

using baking
powder it is always economy to buy the Royal.
Royal makes the finest,
When

wholesome and delicious food.

most

Towle, Belfast; \V. F. McCormick, Frank
Foley, Frankfort; T. W. Jones, Lincoln; J.
T. Say ward, Portland; J. 11. Conlon, Bangor; J. II. Roberts, F. W. Bailey, Boston;
C. W. Potter, Brunswick; Parker P. Burleigh, lloulton; J. E. Wallace, Old Town;
R. Phinuey, Boston; William Burke,
Rockland; James I’attee, Belfast; tv. K.
ilunnewell, Boston; 11. W. Sargent, Stockton ; X. II. Stanley, South Brewer; II. S.
Huzzell, Bangor; F. W. Wight, F. S. Sherman, Rockland; F. S. Cunningham, Prospect; Charles Sullivan, W. M. Slogan, Bangor; W. C. Jones, Barre, Vt.; F. M. Crockett, C. F. Nutter, C. II. Hutehingson, Old
Town ; George W. Brown, Caribou; R. W.
Campbell, Old Town; Frank 1. Gross, Ban-

SEARSPORT LOCALS.
Miss Maude B. Colcord returned to Orouo

Wednesday.
Capt. Rufus E. Sargent is visiting friends

in'TYaterville.

Miss Ida West went to Boston last week
to spend the winter.
Miss Erie Downs of Belfast visited her

parents here last week.
Mrs. I bed Harris of Rockland is visiting
her mother, Mrs. N. J. Kimball.
Henson McClure arrived Saturday from
visit to lus father in New York.

a

gor.
NORTH searsfort.

Hon. J. 11. Kneeland is gaining rapidly
and is able to drive out pleasant days.

Miss Will Thompson is laiti up with a
lame ankle.
M>ss Katherine M. Scribner has returned
to a. F. White’s in Swanville Centre.

Mrs. George E. Sargent and Miss Lulu
Rich visited friends in Bangor last week.
Mrs. Hannah T. Pendleton is

visiting

her

Harry Nichols, who came home to spend
Thanksgiving with his parents, Mr. and
Mrs. It. M. Nichols, has returned to his

sister, Mrs. Henrietta T. Whittier, in Bangor.
There were

no

services

Congregational church

on

Sunday

account

work in Boston.
E. E. Clements of this place has the best
record on large pigs. He killed one last
week which weighed, dressed, 352 pounds.
How is that for an 8 mouths’old pig?
Dodge’s Corner. Henry O. Dodge has
gone to Orono, where he has employment in
Shaw’s
oar
manufactory.Winifred
Matthews began school in this district last
Monday—Charles Kellar returned last
week from St, George, where he visited
relatives, Mr, Kellar has been sick for
several weeks in St, George.
A very pleasant evening was passed at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Partridge
Dec. 9th. Among those present were Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Hatch, Albert Larrabee.
Worth Larrabee, Hattie Larrabee, Bertha
Larrabee, Emma and Priscilla Jiichols,
James Nichols, Josiah Larrabee, Vena

the
of the

at

storm.
Mrs. Lucy Barnes and daughter Bertha
returned to their home in Grinnell, Iowa,

Monday.

The Ladies' Aid Christmas sale is poston account of stormy

poned till next week
weather.

B. F. Howe, station agent, and his wife,
have taken rooms at Mrs. M. F. Dodge's for
the winter.
Sch. Rittie Lawry, Capt. C. N.
Closson,
sailed Friday with staves and heading for

Rockland.

Harold K. Marr, principal of the Searsport High school, arrived Saturdav from

Farmington.

Berry, Lemuel Dickey, Ruby Larrabee,

Mr

and Mrs. Fred Parker of Monroe
the guests of Mr. and Mrs. Myron
Parker last week.

Rose Larrabee, Carl Larrabee and Benjamin Larrabee. Some very fine music was
listened to—piano, violin and cornet.
A
nice treat was served by Mr. and Mrs.

were

Miss Lettie Welch, who lias been spend- ! Partridge.
mg her vasatipn in Pittsfield, returned
inline Saturday.'

Irving Thurston of Stonington arrived
Thursday and is in the employ of X. C. !

NORTHPORT NEWS.

Capt. Frank Herrick has hauled up his

Bangor, Deo. 6. Sld, soh. Annie L. Hen
ierson, New York; 8, ar, sob. R. L. Tay,
Salem; 9, sld, sch. R. L. Tay, New York.
Stockton Springs, Dec. 6. Ar, soh. J. W.
Balano, Jacksonville, via Portland, with
part cargo hard pine lumber; 8, ar, sch.
Brigadier, New York; 9, ar, steamer Foxhall, New York; soh. Adelia T. Carleton,
Tremly, N. J.
Stonington, Dec. 1. Sailed, schs. Jeanne
Lippett, New York; L. T. Whitmore, do; 5,
sld, sch. Willie L. Maxwell, New York; 7,
ar, schs. Allen Greene, Boston; City of Augusta, Gloucester; sld, sch. Thomas W. 11.
White, New York; 8, ar, schs. J. Frank
Seavey, New York: Penobscot, Rockland;
Gamecock, Bluehill.
Savannah, Dec. 5. Arrived, sch. Helen G.

Moseley, Newport News.
Fernandina, Dec. 6. Ar,

sch. J. Manchester Haynes, Boston; 8, ai, bark Role Innis,
New York; 9, sld, soh. Henry B. Fiske,
Boston; 10, ar, sch. Edward U. Blake, New
York.
Newport News, Dec. 7. Cld, sch. Young
Brothers, Salem.
Norfolk, Dec. 6. Ar, sch. Luther T. Garretson, New York; 8, cld, sch. Henry Sutton, Rockland.
Georgetown, S. C., Dec. 6. Ar, sch. Melissa A. Willey, Providence; 10, sld, sch. F.
C. Pendleton, New York.
Punta Gorda, Fla., Dec. 6. Ar, sch. Harry
T. Hayward, Porto Rico (for Baltimore).
Brunswick, Ga., Dec. 5. Ar, sch. Estelle,
New York ; 8, ar, sch. Sedgwick, Portland;
11, ar, sell. Theoline, Boston.
St. Simons, Ga., Dec. 7. Ar, sch. Sedgwick, Portland.
Port Townsend, Wash., Dec. 7. Ar, ship
S. D. Carleton, Honolulu.
Port Arthur, Texas, Dec. 4. Arrived, sch.
Alicia B. Crosby, Cienfuegos.
Georgetown, S. C., Dec. 7. Ar, sch. Eliza
J. Pendleton, New York.
Perth Amboy, N. J., Dec. 7. Ar, sch.
Adelaide Barbour, Tilton, Fernandina; 8,
cld, sch. Edward Stewart, Laguayra.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Dec. 11. Ar,
sch. Methebesec. Elizabetliport for Stockton.

Hall’s Quarry, Me., Dec. 8. Ar, schs. J.
Arthur Lord, Stockton Springs; it, Wm. B.

Herrick, Philadelphia.
Mobile, Dec. 11. Cld, sch Hattie C. Luce,
Cape Haytien.
Washington, 9). C., Dec. 11. Cld, sells.
Harold B. Cousens, Richmond; Herald,

Baltimore.

Pascagoula, Miss., Dec. 11. Cld, schs.
Norombega, Havana; Kate F'eore, Colon.
Vineyard Haven, Dec. 12. Sld, schs.
Methebesec, Elizabetliport lor Stockton;
Florence Leland, South Amboy for Stoningtou ; Willis and Guy, do. for Wiuterport.
FURE1UN

CARD

A

We, the undersigned, do hereby agree to
the money on a SO-cent bottle of
yfund
vreene’8 Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
;o cure your cough or cola.
We also guartntee a 25-cent bottle
>r money refunded.

to prove

People are Buying Useful Presents 5
HUB Salt ICliial Fur Cil!

satisfactory

A. A. Howes & Co.
Poor & Son.

THIS YEAR.

_

BORN.

Haskell. In Deer Isle, November 29, to Mr.
Judson T. Haskell, a daughter.
Sprague. In Sunshine, (Deer Isle), November 29, to Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Sprague, a

and Mrs.

daughter.

Wardwell.

In Penobscot, December 5, to
Wardwell, a son.
Webber. In Monroe. December 7, to Mr. and
Mrs. jasper Webber, twlu daughters.

i

Mr. and Mrs. Prank W.

Citrtib-Dyeb. In Winterport, November 30,
Chester Stoddard Curtis and Ada M. Dyer, both
of Winterport.
Davis-Kichards. In North Haven, Novem
ber 30, Arthur E. Davis and Miss Florence Richards, both of Camden.
Downh-Curtis. in Swanville, November 25,
by P. L. Nickerson, Esq., Mr. John P. Downs and
Miss Jessie Curtis, both of Frankfort.
Green-Carle. In Waterville, November 29,
Mr. True P. Green of Searsport, and Mrs. Cleopatra Carle of Waterville.
Hall-McIntosh, in Vinalhaven, December
1, Eugene Mills Hall and Miss Gertrude Ethelynde McIntosh, both of Vinalhaven.
Hall-Wentworth. In Appleton, November 18, Leslie Hall of Hope and Alice Went
worth of Appleton.
Howard-Whitcomb. In Belfast. December
6, by Rev. a. a Smith, Frank E. Howard and
Miss Ida M. Whitcomb, both of Belfast.
King-Brown
in Waterville, December 9,
John S. King of Winterport and Mrs. Ella C.

£

I

York.

Ar, bark
Trinity Bay, Mart, Dec. ti.
Kremlin, Portland, Me. (13 days passage).
Rosario, Oct. 20. Sid, sch. Mabel X.
Meyers, Buenos Ayres and New York.
Savanna-la-mar, Nov. 21. Sid, sch. Star of
the Sea, Boston.
Barbados, Nov. 24. Ar, sch, Edward T.
Stotesbury, Norfolk.
marine miscellany.

London, Dec. 3. Sch. Kineo, Manila, for
Newcastle, NSW, which put into Brisbane
for medical aid, sailed today for destination.
Portland, Dec. 8. The lour masted sch.
Mayor Crosby, building at Bath, will be
launched about Dec. 20, and be Commanded
by Capt. Chester T. Wallace, formerly of
the sch. George A. McFadden.
Philadelphia, Dec. 8. Sell. Ella G. Eells,
Breen, which arrived this morning from
High Island. Me., with stone, reports
grounded between Newcastle and Deepwater point w hen coming to anchor the 0th.
Portland, Me., Dec. 7, Captain 11. B.

I

t

p. in. At 7 p. in. the service will he enriched by special musical features.
Mr.
Hollister’s Rocky Mountain Tea is simply
Dry ant will play a cornet solo, accompanied
iquul electricity. It goes to every part of
Miss
Hannah
by
Colcord, pianist.
your body, bringing new blood, strength
McGowan Psjmilkton.
Miss Lettie and
new vigor.
It makes you well and
Snow Pendleton, the youngest (laughter of
you well. UO cents. R. H. Moody.
keeps
( apt. 1’hineas Pendleton, and Mr. Andrew
Bisiand McGowan of Worcester, Mass., were
married in Searsport, Dee. 5th. The ceremony was performed at the residence of the
bride by Rev. T. P. Williams of the Congregational church. The bride wore a darkAMERICAN PORTS.
blue tailor made gown and carried a shower i
New York, Dec. t>. Ar, schs. Hattie II.
bouquet of bride roses. Miss Lucy PendleSusie P. Oliver, do; Anton was her sister’s only attendant.
Mr. Barbour, Bangor;
John L. McGowan acted as best man. Only drew Nebinger, do; Hope Haynes, do; Geo.
H.
Adelaide Barbour,
Mills,
Long
Cove;
their relatives and most intimate friends
Fernandina; 8, ar, schs. Jonathan Sawyer,
were present.
A breakfast followed the
Charlie
&
Willie, South Amboy
ceremony, after which Mr. and Mrs. Mc- Slonington;
lor eastern port; Lizzie B. Wiley, FernauGowan left on a honeymoon trip
to
9, ar, schs. Carrie E. Look, Bangor;
Jamaica.
They will be at home after dina;
W. D. Hilton, do; Izetta, do; Merrill C.
Wednesday, the 10th of January, at 3 MidHart,
Thomaston; cld, sch. Glad Tidings,
land street, Worcester, Mass. Miss PendleFernandina; 10, ar, schs. Emma R. Harvey,
ton was a very popular young woman and
has a wide acquaintance in California, Bangor; Wm. Jones, do; Lizzie D. Snell,
where she lived for some years. Her bridal do; D. Gifford, Frankfort; Mary E. Lynch,
presents came from every direction and Slonington; Fiheman, do; Ned P. Walker,
consisted of beautiful china, cut glass, Vinalhaven; sld, schs. Methebesec, Eiizasilver, linen and a hundred and one articles bathport for Stockton Springs; Celia F.,
Georgetown, S. C.; 11, ar, sch. Eugene Borof beauty and value.
da, Hurricane Island.
The following out of town guests were
Boston, Dec. 6. Ar, schs. Regina, Bangor;
last
week
at
the
registered
Searsport Annie Gus, do; Phineas H. Gay, do; Eagle,
House: H. H. Howe,Houltoni; H. H. Clark,
do; Catherine, do; 7, ar, schs. Frank BarMillinocket; J. M. Whittier, Fort Fairfield ; net, Brunswick; Daylight, Newport News;
W. N. Small, Miss M. P. Small, Cherryfield ; 8, ar, sch. Lyman M. Law,
Philadelphia; 11,
W. F. Trask, Portland; F. B. 11 use, Ban- sld, sch. Helen J. Seitz, Carter,
Newport
gor; E. R. Rhodes, Rockland; B. C. Yerxa, N©W8.
Bath ; Andrew McGowan, John L. McGowPhiladelphia, Dec. 5. Cld, sch. Horacfe A.
an, Worcester, Mass.; A. L. Libby, Pitts- Stone, San Juan, P. R.; 9, cld, ship Arthur
field ;E. W. Leavenworth, Portland; U. H
Sewall, Manila; sch. Pendleton Brothers,
Dow, Houlton; George G. Weils, M.y D. Puerto Plata.

SHIP

NEWS'.-

The following

gains,

lite.
an

he experience of friends and neighbors.
The testimony of Belfast people
Will

biing renewed encouragement.
Here is a case in point:
Mrs. Judson E.Cottrell of 24 Union St., Belfast,
Me., says: “It has been so long since 1 began to
suffer from kidney complaint, that I have nearly
forgotten the time. I was much distressed by
pain in my back and under the shoulder blades,
and it someeimes extended up to the back of my
neck. Sometimes it was a dull grinding ache
through tbe loins and seemed to bear me down

Often I

was un-

able to do my housework, and many times I felt
like “giving up.” But I kept on under the strain
and

misery and tried in many ways to cure myI used medicines and wore plasters but did
not obtain any permanent relief. I saw Doan’s
Kidney Pills advertised, not as a cure-all, but as
a specific for kidney ccmplaint, so I got a box at
the City Drug Store. I was overjoyed at finding
relief from the first dose, and when I had completed the; box I was immensely improved. I
continued the treatment for some time and can
positively say that 1 never used a remedy which
self.

by all dealers. Price 60 cents. FosterSi llburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y.t sole agents for the
For sale

United States.

other.

the

and all

0146

THEM.

At the Old Grist Mill (Muller
Edison Com

er

K.

Descriptive fantasy
0147

T orna (Newton)
Edward
Sentimental song, och. accom
ettte chorus by the Edison Ma
9148 The Golden Wedding (Vatldev
Ada Jones and Leu
Character sketch, with orch. ineid-?
and introducing the old-time b.i
“The Golden V\ edding’’ (Goderev
Trauinerei

I.

(Schumann) ’Celh.
Haus

accm.

k-

Bye-Bye, My E\a, Bye-Bye
(Smith and brown'
Coon song, oech. accom
Lily White (Bratton)
Harr.v Mad)
Popular sentimental song from

Pumpkin,”

9153

Andrew
Comic Rube selection, orch..
Happy Heinie lYfareh {Lampc haracteristic
Edison »t
Girl from the l'. S. A. (Holla

j

I
I

j
I
I
I

j

I
I

0155

9156

(These have been used but little.)
$22.00 Baker Hammer Gun,
$17.00
Winchester
32 Special
Rifle,
11.50
regular price, $14.75,
38-56 Marlin Rifle Nickel Steel
11.00
Barrel,
12 ga. Marlin Repeating Shot Gun,
13.00
regular price $20.00,
12.00
$15.75 Double Gun,
10.00 Smith & Wesson Revolver,
38 cal.,
5.00
Smith & Wesson Revolver, 32 cal., 3.00

Nothin* from Nothin’ Le;m
ltoi.
(Snyder)
Coon song, orch. accom.
Star, Beautiful star Scli'l ;i

....IS TO HAVE AN

...

MONDAY, DECEMBER 18,
CHRISTMAS.

BiyDon’t forget this sale. I shall continue to
sell regularly. A nice fur makes a tine C hristmas
present. Remember the place.
67 Church at.,

Uiuler the Journal Office.

I. V. MILLER,

9159
9160
9161
9163
9163
9164
9165

The Furrier.

Em mm
prices.

done at reasonable
No. 7 Union St., Belfast

repairing

(Upstairs.)

2w50*

Hi

n

*‘,u'!

,v

r“'li“p

Mi-- M.»i

<»i;

"l"

<

9166
9167

I’.yrou
'■

t.

1 11

Silent Night (Quartette) Christmas carol, unaccompanied,
Good Night Waltz (For Dancing)!
<><l N
Introducing “My Dream” Waltz. Auld Lang Sync.
“Merrily We Roll Along,” and “Home, Sweet H *m*

Harlan
<h-on

a.

Male

*-dison Mili
I

!

"

fromPo

F. A. FOLLETT & SON,Across Square
1

ORGANIZED 1874.

v
•)
c«
«
c*
•:>
»

2

...WITH

|

jg11 Bn

AT-

(•

(•
A

i

•)
c»
•>

TIIK.

SEARSPORT SAVINGS BANK

«

And

IS

•)-

Opening and Fur Sale
COMMENCING

Romantic Overture K-1, -i i'.Edison Symphony

onely? ^ Armstrong")
Coon love ballad, meh. accom.
Call Again, Cal ligen,
Comic liisii song. orch. accom
Nigger Coves His Possum (Paul Dresser)
Coon male duet, orch. aecom.
With Flying Colors March (Crugerl
Silver Threads Among t lie Coin (Danks)
Soprano song- orch. accom.
Short Stories bv Frank Hush (Oiiginal)
Comic talking selection
Sympathy (Kendis and Paley)
**>'**li ac«
Comic song (“Don't Worry. Bill’
Killarney, from “The Rogers Pros, in Ireland” ILelm m
«*m.
;u
orch.
Xylophone solo,
Starlight (Morse)
March song by the composer of “Blue Bell.
As We Parted at the Gate (Keith)
Descriptive male duet, orch. ac-om.

Son,

MILLER, ^furrier,

Anthony and
duet, orch. ;i

Can’t You See I'm l

9169

ACROSS SQUARE FROM POSTOFFICE.

AND CONTINUE OVER

9158

9168

F. A. FolJett &

..

9157

BARGAINS !

^ CALL AT ONCE.
!

h

March song, orch. accom-

$3.49
6.38
7.87
12.50

Christmas male

HAND

accom

I’m

li»ing

9.50 Davenport Single Gun, 12 ga.,
.“
10.50
“
Goose Gun, 10 ga.,
15.00

SECOND

orch.

Old, hut I’m Awfully Tony
(Laughing Song)

9152

0154

or

16 ga.,

-LOOK

|

l.\S( I!EH ABSQf.UTE SAFETY AM)
THE PRACTICE OF ECONOMY'.

One Dollar
--

AM)

UPWARDS TAKES.

•>

begins first of each month,
pounded May and November■

8

INTEREST

%
%

WE SOLICIT

•)

ft

*)

LOCKE'S
Christmas Window
Now

com

your deposits of any amount and
offer you FREE of charge any
assistance you may u-ant.

name—Doan’s—and take no

I

NO TAXES

paid

ready for Exhibition,

|
|
ft
•>

Treasurer.

President.
---

Electrical

•

•••••••••••••• ••••••••

ToyrCliristin
Something New for
Boys and Girls

Gold, Silver, Diamonds, Cut Glass, China,
Clocks, Watches and Novelties.

1kk

OPEN EVENINGS beginning
SATUBDAY.

H&=We

are

LIGHTS,
SEE SAWS,
TOPS

POCKET

see the Electric Cars.
or

not.

H. J. LOCKE & SON. I
/

MAGNETO SHOCKERS,
MOTORS,

Call and examine and

DECEMBER 16.

here to show goods whether you purchase

deposits in this lank.

JAMES P. NIC HOLS.

FRANK I. PENDLETON,

-ir»j-

Prices as lew as reliable goods oan bo sold lor.
ENGRAVING a groat feature this year on Watohos, Fobs, Loekots, Signet
Rings, Cuff Buttons, Hat Pins, ate. Wo do first-class engraving and suggest
goods to bo ongravod bo purchased early.

on

ft
ft

l®CS®®i*',8S*?iftfift*v8® fSfS'i*

With all the New and Latest Goods

gave such entire satisfaction.”

Bemember

HEAR

ft

Profit by the experience of others.
It may save your life

miserable indeed.

AND

bar-

Belfast Woman.

impossibility
Everybody makes mistakes.
Experience is the modem instructor.

me

exceptionally tine
new goods:

are

$5.00 Davenport Single Gun, 12

Ayer’s

will Find Comfort in

►

Arthn

colds, bronchitis,
coughs

hi

marvemh|

,enr'&'n”'5'ar<e'n”<S'7<3>"rvS>*rS8'"i*s!HaQ>"rc>*i* *J*

9150

siyers

lei

give up.

and made

4 to 16.

piano

SWIFT&PAUL’S,

a

-m^rp

#

0140

Candy

lost many

9s, ages

Clothiers, Tailors and Outfitters, Belfast

CALL

Close Ont Onr
Entire Stock of

*J

Fight it out. Try every means.
Failure in one case does not mean success is

at SI

We have Decided to Here are the Latest Edison Records!

Fancy

Discouragement lias

The Main Street
•

j

Don’t

today

MARRY W. CLARK & CO.,

late._

I

SUPPLIES

The services at the M. E. church next

t..

u

CONTEST CLOSES DEC. 15.
A suit or Overcoat for the best ad.
try it, before it is too

f

Christmas

Sunday will be as advertised for last SunIn the morning the pastor will
day.
preach on “The Justice of God.’’ The Epworth League prayer meeting will he at 6

J

sale

We can save you money if you will do
your
Christmas shopping with us.

Send in your ads. about the famous
Widow Jones’ Clothes for Boys.

%

on

Caps, Gloves, Caps, Fancy Braces, Arm Elastics, Ties
fact, everything a man or boy needs most.

TO THE BOYS;

I*

[Coughs, Colds

Knox has five heifers that have gone wild.
He had a large crew trying to secure them
last Sunday, but they did not succeed_
Charles Thompson returned home last
week from Boston, where he has been at
work several months.

Fur

Umbrellas, Mufflers, in

I

why

a

you money.

and the

Pectoral

Discouraged Citizens
the Experience of

save

0151

Cherry

in Everett.

will

we

MEN S and LADIES

¥

Cherry

I’Ll If

and

Alice Sullivan,

asthma,
kinds,
I thing

hmjh t AUY. Died in Everett, Mass., Mon- 1 HALLDALE.
day, December 11th, Sarah E., widow of the
Mrs. Diantha Stevenson went to Lowell,
late Daniel S. Simpson of Searsport. Mrs.
Mass., Dec. 5th, where she intends to spend
Simpson was born in Searsport, Nov. 22, I the
winter_About 8 inches of snow fell
1827, and was the only daughter ol the late i
last Sunday.
The brisk wind drifted it
('apt. Samuel C. and Sarah (Sleeper) Nich- 1
quite
badly in places—Fred and Stacey
ols of Searsport. She is the last of the famIflackstone and It. K. Ells are cutting cord
ily of nine children. The interment will be wood for 11. B. Clement-11. S.
Banton of

us

35 BOYS’ KNEE PANTS SUITS

I

hospital,

M ost and the flicers and seamen of the
Shute for the winter.
vessel at the Cove for the winter.
revenue cutter Woodbury have been highly
MHMMMMBteiMnnMtMNWaMtM
Miss Abbie Chase has been engaged as'
thanked by the Canadian
Temple Heights is entirely deserted—not commended and
For hard
the ambassador at
teacher of the Grammar school in place of I even a rabbit is left
through
government
tlie
and
by
Sunday
Miss Ward of Prospect.
Washington, Sir 11. Mortimer Durand, for
other gunners.)
and
of all
the work done tn them in rescuing the
Frank 1. Gross arrived Saturday by the ;
I apt.
A. C. Baehelder hauled up his
British schooner Efiie May of St. John
cannot
take
you
any10.25 train with a line spike horn deer
schooner, the Charlie and Willie, in Boston when she went onto the rocks off Rockland,
which he killed in Greenville.
better than
and is at home for the winter.
Me., last September.
Portland, Dec. 0. The schooner Puritan
The engagement is announced of Capt. !
1 lie same night the Pendleton house was
Joseph F. Nichols of Searsport and Miss broken into William Kossiter’s lobster which is tied up at the Berlin Mills wharf
on a cargo of lumber met with a
Maud Xi Muds of ISucksport.
taking
smack was entered and an anchor, rigging
peculiar accident Friday. A scow belongSch. Geo. 11. Lawry. Capt. Weed, arrived and all the provisions onboard were stolen. ing to W. F. Bennett A- Son, the wharf
Friday from Perth Amboy with 200 tons of
Fears are entertained for the safety of builders, was tied up on the opposite side
coal for tlie Searsport Coal Co.
the sell. Scotia, ( apt. Ferd. Patterson of
ot the same dock w hen without warning
|
lhck land, formerly of Xorthport.
The some of the ropes gave way letting a porMr. and Mrs. A. K. Trundy and Mr. and
Pectoral. Ask yout
tion of the derrick fall. The derrick tell ;
Scotia
sailed
from
Mobile
in
for
September
Mr.-. John C. Klanchard went to Hangor by
own doctor if this is not so.
across the deck and stmekthe mast of '.lie
Porto
since
which
time
Kieu,
has
nothing
tlie seaport road Thursday.
been heard of her. The Scotia was built in schooner Puritan, carrying away tire fore-i
He uses it. He understands
Joseph F. Nichols, first officer of ffthe Bella.-t m 1883, was 401! tons, and belonged topmast and cross-stays and doing other ;
steamer Arizonian, arrived Saturday from
it soothes and heals.
to tlie Pendleton fleet.
minor damage. Fortunately no one was inNew York for a short vacation.
as a result of the accident.
I had a terrible cough for weeks Then I
K. B. Elwell, our trader and postmaster, jured
took Ayer’s Cherrv Pector.il and
New Pilot Boat for Portland. The i
only one
Misses Azubia and Dorothy M. Decrow arrived home last week from a weeks’ visit Portland
bottle completely cured me.”
i
pilots who have the contract for
Mrs. .J. B. Daxforth. St. Joseph, Mich.
have gone to .Medtield, Mass., where they with friends in Boston and Connecticut*
l
all the transatlantic steamship
lie lias been in the same store as clerk and handling
J. C. AYER CO..
have employment for the winter.
2*c.-•50c.. ?1.00.
are
to
have
a
new
to
be
(10
business
All druggists.
boat,
r_
Lowell. W»«s
proprietor for 27 years and this is the first feet long and Id feet beam, schooner rigged
ibii in
■ A O*
Mrs. Prudence McGilvery and daughter time he has taken so
long a vacation. lie
Olivia, who have been visiting friends in reports a royal good time, and he deserved and fitted lor auxiliary power, although this
w ill not be installed at first.
She will also
Lewiston, returned home Saturday.
it.
have a power dory. The schooner is to be
s, S. Alaskan, Capt. C. M. Xichols, arCharles 0. Dickey has just completed a built by Irving Adams of East Boothbay
rived at San Diego, Cal., Dec. 2d, making a sea wall north of Ihe wharf on the
Meth- and is to be ready for delivery to her owners You will hasten
recovery by tak52 days’ passage from New York..
odist Camp Ground.
He has also con- on April 2. The new boat will take the ing one of Ayer’s Pills at bedtime.
Miss Guida Homer has gone to her home structed a sewer near George street, con- plaee of the steam pilot boat Ocean View
in Bucksport to attend a church fair.
She necting with the sewer running to the which has been engaged in the piloting
business for several years past.
was accompanied by Miss Lucy Ross.
shore. About all the cottages are, or can
be, connected with sewers running to low
J. H. Mongomery, druggist, and II. R. water mark.
are
grocer,
their
Dyer,
furnishing
BELFAST FK1CE
UliBLM.
A good deal has been said lately in the
customers with calendars fin the coining
year.
papers as to when Indian summer occurs.
Corrected
for
The
Journal.
Weekly
Noah Webster says that Indian summer
Masters Marlboro and Hurton Packard, conies in the latter
Produce Market.
Prices Paid Producer.
of autumn, when,
part
I
who have been visiting their grandmother, it is
said, the Indians go hunting to supply Apples £ bu.,
mtsn.to
50^75 Hav 10 ton,
Mrs. Marlboro Packard, have returned to them.-elves with food for
the winter, and as
5 JH ides 10 lb.
9S91
dried, p lb.
their home in Sebec.
autumn ended the 21st inst., last week must Beans, pea.
li
2.00® 2-25 Lamb 10 lb,
Wool
2.50
Skins.
have
I.OOS
1.25
Yel’eyes,
been
Indian
summer.
Today (Mon- Butter
Capt. N. F. Giikey left last week for I
20(222 Mutton t* 11'.
8
^ lb,
does
not
look
like
much
it.
day)
where
he
will
take
EVERYTHING IN THE LINE OF
Portland,
command of j
6^28 Oats 10 bn., 32 lb,
tb,
40
Beef, sides,
his schooner, the James W. Paul, Jr., and
5 Potatoes
The house of Julia Pendleton, “Red Beef fore quarters,
50
bu.,
60 Round Hog,
proceed to Philadelphia to load eual for Gables,” was broken into two weeks ago Barley bu.,
tu
15 Straw 10 ton,
Havana.
Groceries
7.0o
and a barrel of Hour, nearly a barrel of Cheese & lb,
14 Turkey 101b,
Chicken ^ lb,
25S28
Mr. C. H. Wooley, late manager of the C. I pork, three barrels of potatoes, apples,
Calf Skins, per lb.
13i Tallow^ lb,
21 a3
Fruits
»
11. Sprague Coal Co. at Searsport, has been ! table linen, bedding and other household Duck ^ lb,
I4@15i Veal 10 lb,
sa'io
40, Wool, unwashed,
so
appointed general superintendent of the j goods stolen. The goods were carried away Eggs#doz.,
Nixed
Nuts
12'
Fowl p tb,
Wood, hard,
4.00S4.5U
docks of the X. M. S. R. R. Co. in Sears-I in a boat, as some of the potatoes and apples
10 Wood, soft,
were found near the shore.
3.00
It is reported Geese ^ lb,
port and Stockton Springs.
AND
that a detective is on Ihe track of the thief,
Rev. and Mrs. T. P. Williams are sending I and it is hoped that he
Retail Price.
Retail Market.
may be caught and
Broken
out invitations for the wedding of their punished.
90S 1.00
Beef,corned, lb, 8(210 Limeiobbl.,
daughter Editli to Dr. Allen McDonald I
Butter Salt, 14 lb, l8a:o Oat Meal # lb,
4
A chicken supper will be given under the Corn
Small of Freedom at the Congregational
06 Onions 10 lb,
3
p bu.,
church Tuesday evening, Dec. 2(>th, at s auspices of the East Northport Ladies’ Aid Cracked Corn, ^ bu, 63 Oil, Kerosene, gr,l.,14Si5
63 Pollock r -b,
o’clock.
Society at the cottage of Walter Mahoney Corn Meal, «p bu.,
5
on the Methodist
Cheese, p lb,
10
17^18 Pork 10 ib.
Camp Ground, Friday Cotton
paries oeymore upset a kettle of hot evening, Dec. loth. Price of
1.13
Seed, & cwt., 1.60 Plaster 10 bbl.,
supper 20 cents.
3
pitch and was quite severely burned about The object of the supper is to raise money Codfish dry, $ lb, 8(29 Rye Meal 10 lb,
14 Shorts 10 cwt.,
Cranberries, ^ qt.,
1.10
the face and neck at Mack’s Point, Satur- to [iay for an
organ hired of E. S. Pitcher
Clover Seed,
16 Sugar 10 lb,
6
MASONIC TEMPLE.
and
Norman
Nickerson accidently of llelfast, who
day,
offered, if Flour, p bbl., 5.50a6.75 Salt.T. L.lO'bu.,
40
stuck a rusty nail in the ball of the right they cared to very generously
H. G. Seed ^ bu.,
to allow them the
1.751 Sweet Potatoes,
it,
3J
buy
foot, making a bad wound- Both were at- amount paid for rent on the purchase price. Lard, ^ lb.
11 Wheat Meal.
3a4

tended by Dr, H, Jl, Sellers,

of

|

rastow.
Day. In Rockland. December 2, Iona Vivian,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Edward A. Day. aged
4 months, 14 days
Dyer. In south Brooksville, November 22,
Ephraim Dyer, aged 62 years, 1 month, 28 days.
Frye, in Hope, December 2, drowned, Horace Frye, aged 16 years.
Hills, in Belfast. Decembers. Mrs. Mary P.
Hills, aged 80 years, 6 months, 24 days.
Hutchinson. In Portland
November 24, Miss Rena A. Hutchinson of
Stoniugton,
aged 21 years 7 months. 5 days.
McIntirk. In Bucksport, December 7. Nathan Me Inti re, aged 76 years.
Rhoades. In Newark, N. J December l, Edwin E. Rhoades, a former resident of Rockland.
Simpson. In Everett, Mass., December ll
Sarah E.. widow of the late Daniel S. Simpson of
Se irsport, aged 78 years, 19 days.
Sullivan. Jn Minitrport, December 7, Mrs.
»

at

Commencing today we shall offer a 10 % DISCOUNT on all our FUR COATS.
Buy that man a present of a Fur Coat, nothing will please him more. Buy it

|

DIED._
E.

OVERCOATS, mostly in the medium lengths,

$5 95, regular $7.50 values.

I

Rockport, December 9, Rev. T.

In

25 HEN S and YOUTH S

I

wheeler Brown of Leominster, Mass.
Lufkin-i olk. in Sunset (Deer Isle). November 28, Frank G. Lufkin, and Miss Cecil V. Cole
both of Sunset.
McGowan-Pendleton. In Searsport, Decembers, by Rev. T. P. Williams, Andrew B.
McGowan of Worcester, Mass., and Miss Lottie
Snow Pendleton of Searsport.
McKennky Gregory. In Camden December
4 John E. Me Kenney and Miss Marie E. Gregory,
both of Camden.
Rkynolds-Claytkr. In Vinalbaven, November 29, Clyde H. Reynolds and Hattie J. Clayter, both of Vinalhaven.
Spkague-Blake. In Searsport, December 1,
by Rev. H. W. Welch, Mr. Everett Sprague of
Prospect and Miss Maude Blake of Searsport.
woodbkidgk-hauriman.
In Oriand. November an, Miss Alice M, Harriman and Ralph
W. Woodbridge, both of Oriand.
Whitcomb-Cross. In Belfast, December 9,
by Rev. E. S. Philbrook, Albert R. Whitcomb
and .-adie E. Cross, both of W aldo
Walker Maloon.
In Troy, December 7,
Frank Walker of Troy and Mrs. Flora Maloon of
Detroit.

Brastow.

„

!W

FORTS.

Chemainus, B. S. Dec. 5. Sid, ship Emily
Reed, Sydney.
San Juan, P. R„ Dec. 5.
In port, brig
Havilah, from Pascagoula.
A.
6.
G.
Sid, ship
Kobe, Dec.
Ropes, New

f

WHICH IS NOW IN FULL BLA8T
Here You Will Find Values During this Month that Cannot be
Equaled at any Other Store.
SO
on
sale
MEN’S
and YOUTHS’ OVERCOATS at $9 75
place
today
These are the regular #12.50 value, made in the
long belted style that is so
fashionable at the present time.

I

MARRIED.

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR

G. DICKEY & CO.,

High Street, Belfast

